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ALBRECHT RITSCHL AND HIS DOCTRINE
OF CHRISTIAN PERFECTION

I. RITSCHL THE RATIONALIST

The historical source from which the main streams of

Perfectionist doctrine that have invaded modern Protes-

tanism take their origin, is the teaching of John Wesley.

But John Wesley did not first introduce Perfectionism into

Protestantism, nor can all the Perfectionist tendencies

which have shown themselves in Protestantism since his

day be traced to him. Such tendencies appear constantly

along the courses of two fundamental streams of thought.

Wherever Mysticism intrudes, it carries a tendency to Per-

fectionism with it. On Mystical ground—as for example

among the Quakers—a Perfectionism has been developed to

which that taught by Wesley shows such similarity, even in

details and modes of expression, that a mistaken attempt has

been made to discover an immediate genetic connection be-

tween them. Wherever again men lapse into an essentially

'Pelagian mode of thinking concerning the endowments of

human nature and the conditions of human action, a Per-

fectionism similar to that taught by Pelagius himself tends

to repeat itself. That is to say, history verifies the correla-

tion of Perfectionism and Libertarianism, and wherever

Libertarianism rules the thoughts of men. Perfectionism

persistently makes its appearance. It is to this stream of

influence that Wesleyan Perfectionism owes its own origin.

Its roots are set historically in the Semi-Pelagian Perfec-

tionism of the Dutch Remonstrants, although its rise was
not unaffected by influences of a very similar character and

ultimate source which came to it through the channels of

Anglo-Catholicism. Its particular differentiation is de-
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termined by the supernaturalization which it shares with

the whole body of modifications introduced by Wesley into

his fundamental Arminianism, from which Wesleyanism,

in distinction from the underlying Remonstrantism, has

acquired its Evangelical character.

The Perfectionist teaching of Ritschl presents a highly

individual example of a Pelagianizing Perfectionism quite

independent of all either Mystical or Wesleyan influences.

Mysticism, with all its works, Ritschl heartily hated; Wes-
leyanism he, with equal cordiality, despised. But he was a

Libertarian of the Kantian variety
;
and, going here beyond

Kant—who would allow the existence of a “radical evil”

in men—he would not hear of any such thing as a native

bias to sin. On the contrar}q every man, according to him,

comes into the world with a bias to good, and with the

formation of his developed moral character in his own
hands. No doubt he conceived that, in the circumstances

in which man lives, the moral character which every man
forms for himself is inevitably an evil one. Human society

therefore, in point of fact, constitutes with Ritschl too,

in its phenomenal existence, a “mass of corruption”
;
and

reacts as such on each individual as he enters it, infecting

him by a sort of “social inheritance” with its evil. No
actual individual thus escapes a bias to evil. But this bias

to evil, as it is the product of his own free activity, is cap-

able of being counteracted by the same power which created

it. All that is needed is the formation, under a sufficiently

strong inducement, of a dominating motive in the opposite

direction. Acting freely under such an inducement, the

individual is capable at all times (except possibly when

finally hardened) of reversing his activities, revolutionizing

his character, and thus, in conjunction with others similarly

moved (under the influence of whom, indeed, it is that he

acts) building up, in opposition to the kingdom of sin, a

Kingdom of God, in which he may be “perfect.”

For “substance of doctrine,” this is just the ordinary

Libertarian Perfectionism. But Ritschl is nothing if not
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original
;
and the peculiarities of his general system of teach-

ing give to his Libertarian Perfectionism a specific form

which presents many points of interest.

Already in his doctrine of the will Ritschl goes his own

way. We have spoken of him as a Libertarian of the Kan-

tian variety. But he does not follow Kant without dis-

sidence. In his view of the mechanism of willing, he was

as clear a determinist as Kant himself. He speaks without

hesitation of “determinants” of the will and enumerates

them not only as “purposes” and intentions” but also as

“dispositions,” and “impulses” which he does not scruple

to call “coercive,” {notigend)

}

His son and biographer

does not hesitate to use the strongest language in describing

the quality of his determinism, outlining it in such crisp

sentences as these “In the particular act of the will there

is always included a necessitation (Nothigtmg) by the mo-

tive. In case of conflict the determination follows the

stronger motive. So far, every action (Handlung) is neces-

sary (nothwendig ) Despite this clear determinism, how-

ever, Ritschl, like Kant, asserts also that the will has power

to determine itself, and actually does determine itself, not

only apart from but in opposition to its “determinants.”

It is precisely in this power that, in his view, the distinction

of the human spirit consists, by which it is separated from

mere nature.^ It is the primary element therefore in that

Sdbstgefiihl of which he talks so much, and by which he

means not abstract self-consciousness but concrete self-

esteem—our sense of our value as a self. “In this self-con-

sciousness, and the estimate we place on self in the exalted

moments of our moral willing,” he tells us,^ “we experience

the might of our self-determination to the good, regardless

of every obstacle whether internal or external.” When this

almighty self-determination impinges on those coercive de-

^ Justification and Reconciliation, vol. III. E. T. pp. 251. 292. This

work will be cited hereafter simply by pages.

2 Albrecht Ritschl’s Leben. I. p. 350.

® So he frequently says; e.g. p. 513.

* P. 283.
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terminants, one would think something would be likely to

happen.

Kant sought to escape the contradiction obvious here by

removing this undetermined “freedom” into the “intelligible

and non-empirical” region. Ritschl will have nothing to

do with this evasion. He boldly declares “freedom” to be

as much a matter of experience as the determination athwart

of which it runs. “Freedom,” he says,® “is not merely an

idea, in accordance with which we pass judgment on our

conduct, though this conduct be according to experience not

free but necessitated in every act
;
but freedom is itself ex-

perience.” Kant’s doctrine, he affirms, is “theoretically un-

satisfactory,” because “it leaves unresolved the contradic-

tion between the subjective claim to freedom, and the objec-

tive matter of fact of the causal nexus of action.” Each

action is no doubt motived, and is the necessary issue of its

motive, and this naturally creates an impression that “free-

dom” is an illusion. “Yet in varying measures those actions

are free, whose motive is a conception of a universal end,

which calls a halt to the impulse which is active at the

moment.” It is in this formation of a universal end, acting

thus as a controlling power over our impulses and inclina-

tions, that Ritschl sees “freedom.” Kant’s doctrine now, he

further affirms, “left no possibility open of action’s directing

itself according to the law produced by freedom,” and thus

was not only “theoretically unsatisfactory” but “practically

useless.” It proclaimed a universal empirical determinism.

In opposition to this Ritschl asserts an experienced power

of the will “to direct itself to the universal moral ultimate

end.”

It must be admitted that he merely asserts this power.

How, under the determination of ingrained, if not innate,

sinful dispMDsitions it can possess it, is left in complete ob-

scurity. It may be allowed that if the will, acting under the

sway of sinful dispositions, is nevertheless capable of direct-

ing itself “at will,” to “the all-embracing end of the King-

® P- 514-
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dom of heaven,” which includes in itself the motive of uni-

versal love, and develops out of itself the system of dis-

positions which involve the moral law—why, then, these dis-

positions thus formed might act as motives to action, just

as the sinful dispositions already holding the field do, and

in conflict with them might conceivably overcome them, or

might blend with them, as exciting causes, of varying good-

ness or badness, of action. But how the sinful will can

direct itself to its contrary as an end, despite the existing

impulses to evil action “determining it at every step,” and

form these new dispositions which are to lay a restraining

hand on those old dipositions, remains a mystery. It looks

as if we were asked to believe that the will which is at every

step determined by dispositions has in this instance first to

create the dispositions by which it is determined, in opposi-

tion to the dispositions by which it is at every step de-

termined. This appears to leave something to be desired

as an explanation of how a possibility is “left open of ac-

tion’s guiding itself by the law produced by freedom.” We
do not wonder that Otto Pfleiderer speaks contemptuously

of Ritschl’s “abstract rationalistic notion of the moral will,”

and laughs at his representation of the human spirit “brood-

ing as an abstract, natureless freedom over the chaos of the

natural feelings and appetites,—with reference to which, to

be sure, it remains incomprehensible how it manages to rule

over and to order them.”®

Though all explanation of the possibility of the exercise

of such an “independent power” of the will fails, however,

the assertion of its reality is persistent. It is to Ritschl the

condition of responsibility and the essence of the dignity of

spiritual existence. Arguing against the doctrine of

“original sin,”^ he declares that all ascription to ourselves of

responsibility for evil,—whether with respect to acts or to

habits, or to propensity—depends on our recognition in our

several actions of the proof-mark of “the independence of

^ Die Ritschl’sche Theologie, 1891. pp. 68, 79.

^P- 337-
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the will.” This, now, he asserts, forbids looking on “the

individual action as the dependent accident of a necessary-

power of inborn propensity.” The scope of this is to assert

that we cannot hold ourselves responsible for an inborn dis-

position which is evil, or for anything that issues from it.

We are responsible only for acts of “independent” willing:

not then for what we are but only for what we do; or for

what we are only so far as it is the result of what we do.

And by these acts of “independent willing” for which and

for the results of which alone we are responsible, he means

very expressly empirical acts of independent willing alone.

Kant, he tells us, supposed man to be afflicted with “radical

evil”: if we make such an assumption, we cannot ascribe

responsibility to ourselves for it “except on the presuppo-

sition that it is the result of the empirical determination of

the will.” “For,” he adds, giving the reason, “it can be

derived neither from the natural origin of every man, nor

from a so called ‘intelligible act of freedom’ ”—coupling

thus Paul and Kant in a common condemnation. So far

does Ritschl press this assertion of the “independence” of

the will, that, applying it to God, he denies that God’s will

is the expression of His nature rather than, say, of His

“free” purpose. To say that God wills the good because it

is good—seeing that He is good in His own nature—is, he

argues, to say that “God as will is subject to this righteous-

ness as to a necessity of nature.”® “The will,” he afifrms,®

“to which its direction is given by the presupposed sub-

stantive righteousness, is not the self-determination which is

becoming to God.” We could scarcely have a stronger de-

claration that a will determined by dispositions is no will;

that the only will worthy of the name determines itself. It

would be unworthy of God to act otherwise than “freely”

in this sense. We wonder what has become of Ritschl’s

psychological determinism.

We wonder also whence we are to obtain assurance of

sp. 248.

® P. 283.
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the existence of this power of “free” willing. If not from

consciousness, then surely from nowhere. But Ritschl

discredits the witness of consciousness in the matter. He
admits that, although the particular impulses operate coer-

cively (notigend)

,

that does not prevent this, their coercive

operation “assuming in the soul the form of conscious self-

determination.” He is forced therefore to allow that “con-

scious self-determination cannot alone be the exhaustive

expression of freedom.”^® What is there to supplement it?

Ritschl seems to suggest nothing but the assumed require-

ment of such “freedom” of action as he describes in order

to ground responsibility, and the dignity which it confers

on spirit as distinguished from “nature,” the sphere of

necessary causation. Whether on these grounds or others,

however, he asserts its existence; and that with such vigor

that, as we have seen, he pushes his psychological deter-

minism in the mechanism of willing completely out of sight,

and stands forth as fully fledged a Libertarian as Kant, or

even as Pelagius himself.

We have already had occasion to note that Ritschl joins

in a common condemnation Paul’s doctrine of original sin

and Kant’s doctrine of radical evil. He will not have men
come into the world with any entail of sin from any source.

But he is not satisfied with Pelagius’ idea of a will poised

in indifference. “We cannot at all conceive,” he says,“ “of

a will without definite direction to an end.” As then he will

not have men come into the world with a bias to evil, he

is compelled to teach that they have a bias to good. This he

does quite explicitly. All attempts to educate children, he

says,”^^ “rest on the presupposition that there exists in them

a general, yet still indefinite, inclination to good,”—although

he adds that this inclination is without the guidance of com-

prehensive insight into the good and has not yet been tested

in the particular relationships of life. “This,” he says, mak-

ing his meaning quite unmistakable, “is the reverse of the

P. 292.

P. 283.

P. 337 -
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inclination of the will of the child to evil and of its neces-

sitating power, which is maintained in the doctrine of

original sin.”

By this proclamation of the original goodness of chil-

dren, Ritschl escapes, however, some only, not all, of his

difficulties. Among his reasons for rejecting the doctrine

of original sin is this one—that it assumes that there is a

will previous to its individual acts.^® Is not the same as-

sumption involved in the doctrine of original goodness? If

we are to escape this assumption it would seem that we must

revert to Pelagius’ absurdity of an abstract will with no de-

termination at all; and how little can be made of that we
have only to watch F. A. B. Nitzsch struggling with it to

learn.^^ Then, there are the facts to be faced. Do infants,

in point of fact, come into the world good? “Assuredly,”

remarks Pfleiderer,^® “our experience with children,” gives

us no justification for such an affirmation: “unless we are

very blind parents indeed, we discover in them, from their

tenderest years onward, that self-will which is in very fact

the root and kernel of all evil.” This remark, which is part

of a powerful defence of the reality of original sin in the

narrow sense of a native impulse to evil, has made a little

amusing historj^ which may not be without its instructive

side. Henri Schoen^® repeats it with an added French

\'ivacity. Ritschl, says he, has replaced the profound truth

“of the innate egoism of the infant with the natural ten-

dency to the good.” “Such a theory,” he adds, “does

great honor to the children which Ritschl has seen grow up

around him; we need to confess that those we have known

do not confirm it.” Constantin Kugelgen’^^ feels it neces-

sary to go out of his way—for he himself agrees with the

substance of it—to “brand Schoen’s remark, which is more

witty than scientific, that such a theory does great honor to

Pfleiderer, Development of Theology, etc., 1890, p. 187.

Lehrbuch der evangelischen Dogmatik, 1892; pp. 320, 325.

Die Ritschl’sche Theologie, 1891. p. 66.

Les Origines Historiques de la Theologie de Ritschl, 1893, p. 151.

Grundriss des Ritschlschen Dogmatik, 1903. p. 34.
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Ritschl’s children, as of a tone not suitable to a learned in-

vestigation.” That is as it may be; but we learn meanwhile,

somewhat to our surprise, that nobody seems willing to take

up with Ritschl’s doctrine of the goodness of infancy.

Pfleiderer, Nitzsch, Schoen, von Kiigelgen, Wendland,^®

men of very varied theological attitudes, all with one voice

repel it. We say we learn this with some surprise, for the

goodness of childhood has not only long held the place of a

fundamental dogma among the sentimentalists, but has in-

vaded the formal teaching of more than one type of reli-

gious thought.^®

The greatest difficulty with which Ritschl, with his doc-

trine of the native goodness of man, finds himself con-

fronted arises from the fact of man’s universal sinfulness.

For Ritschl fully recognizes the universality of sin and is

concerned only to assert that it is the product, in every

several individual, of his own voluntary action. He is con-

strained to admit, of course,^® that as sin enters his life thus

only by his own volition, a sinless life-development is a

possibility for everyone. But this possibility is actually

realized, he asserts, by no one. This is certainly a most re-

markable fact for Ritschl to be compelled to recognize.

We should on his ground have a priori expected it to be

realized by most. Pfleiderer indeed declares, justly

enough, that “Ritschl has not shown how selfish determina-

tion of the will at all can be explained, if there exists in the

child by nature nothing but an indefinite impulse towards

good.” But Ritschl asserts, as we have seen, the possession

by every spiritual being of a power of quite arbitrary will-

ing, in the teeth of any actual inclination. And there is no

^*J. Wendland, Albrecht Ritschl und seine Schiiler, 1889, pp. 107-8.

Cf. a somewhat instructive column in Hastings’ ERE, X. 513b

(H. G. Wood, article on “Puritanism”), and observe the violence with

which R. H. Coats (Types of English Piety, 1912, p. 140) assaults

Evangelicals for “scowling on blithe and happy children in their play”,

on the ground of an innocent observation of David Brainerd’s which

does not go beyond Pfleiderer’s.

==« P. 378.

Development, etc., p. 167.
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reason why he should not appeal to it here. Appeal to the

possession of this power, however, while it may be thought

to justify the assertion of the possibility, can scarcely be con-

sidered to justify the assertion of the inevitableness, of its

exercise for sinning. It is not enough to account for all

men without exception sinning to say that they are all able

to sin. We need some account of their using their ability

without exception in this particular direction. It is the duty

of providing this account which is imposed on Ritschl by

his teaching that all men come into the world with a bias to

good and yet all men without exception sin.

The strength of Ritschl’s assertion that the universality

of sin is only an empirical fact, does not vacate, and is not

treated by him as vacating, this duty. If he declares that

“it is only by summarizing all experiences that we attain

the conviction of the universal sway of sin,”^^ he yet re-

presents this universal sway of sin as something which

could have been forecast not only as “possible,” but even

as “probable,”^ and indeed as “apparently inevitable,”^*

“under the given conditions of the human will.” These are

most astonishing representations, and seem to throw into

grave doubt the primary declaration that every man comes

into the world not only without impulse to evil, but with

an impulse to good. The justification which is offered for

them turns on further representations with regard, on the

one hand, to the condition of man when he enters the world,

and, on the other, to the conditions into which he enters in

the world. To put it broadly, man enters the world pre-

eminently a willing being, and, though inclined to good, too

immature to be able to guide his willing wisely. And the

world which he enters meets him in his immaturity with

manifold temptations. The consequence is that he sins.

He sins of course voluntarily: sin finds a necessitating

(notigend) ground neither in the divine world-order, nor

in man’s endowment of freedom. But, so far as we can see,

22 P. 378; Unterricht, § 28.

23 Unterricht, § 28.

24 P. 380.
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says Ritschl, he sins inevitably; certainly sin extends over

the whole human race alike as a mode of action and a

habitual propensity.*®

The particular form which Ritschl gives this general

doctrine calls for some remark. In the Instruction in the

Christian Religion, he explains that the factors which

bring the universality of sin about, are “the fact that the

impulse (Trieb) to the unrestrained (schrankenlos) use of

freedom, with which every man comes into the world, meets

with the manifold enticements to selfishness which arise out

of the sins of society.” Thus it comes about, says Ritschl,

that some degree of selfishness takes form in every one

“even before the clearness of common self-consciousness is

awakened in him.” It has very naturally been pointed out*^

that the condition in which man is here represented as com-

ing into the world is scarcely consistent with that which

Ritschl ascribes to him when he represents him as endowed

with an impulse {Trieb) to good. An impulse {Trieb) to

good and an impulse {Trieb) to the unrestricted {schrank-

enlos) use of freedom are not only not the same thing; they

are not even capable of conciliation. He whose action is

ruled by an impulse to an unlimited use of freedom is so

little the same as he whose action is ruled by an impulse to

the good, that he must rather be pronounced to be without

moral character altogether. Clearly, when so described,

man is conceived as coming into the world merely a willing

machine; will has absorbed all other faculties. And it

throws a lurid light on Ritschl’s real conception of the will,

P. 383. This teaching is fundamentally indistinguishable from that

of the old Rationalism (Charles Hodge, Systematic Theology, II,

P- 339, par. 3) and continually finds new representatives, as e.g.. Miss

E. M. Caillard, Progressive Revelation, p. 77, who thinks the Fall ac-

counted for by the fact that the self-conscious will was “newly-born and

feeble,” while the “animal appetites and impulses were stronger in

proportion, and the will succumbed before them, becoming their slave,

instead of their master.”

2® § 28; E. T. in The Theology of Albert Ritschl by Albert Temple
Swing, 1901, p. 204.

Nitzsch, as cited, p. 320; Wendland, as cited, p. 107.
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when we observe him, despite his expressed doctrine of'

psychological determinism, representing every man as

beginning life as mere will, operating in a boundless manner.

It sounds very well, no doubt, to hear of that high power of

the spirit by which in moments of moral exaltation it can

set itself to a good end, and by the sheer force of its moral

energy break through the trammels of impulses and habits

of evil and do the right. It has a different sound when we
hear that this boasted spiritual endowment is merely our

natural mode of action, without moral quality; and that all

ethical development consists in curbing and shackling it in

its vagrant activities. Certainly if this be the condition in

which man comes into the world, he is in no sense the

architect of his own fortunes. He is the helpless creature

of his environment, which constitutes the mould into which,

will he, nill he, he runs.

This is, in point of fact, what Ritschl’s teaching comes to.

According to him the universality of sin is due to the re-

action of the uninformed will to the temptations of social

life. In the intercourse of life man, under the temptations

acting on his immaturity, becomes sinful before he knows

any better. It is the temptations of human society which

play here the determining role, and Ritschl does not scruple

to say that in the environment into which man is thrust he

cannot avoid sinning. Sin is “inevitable,” he says, though

he does not affirm this dogmatically : sin, says he,^® is “an

apparently inevitable product of the human will, under the

given conditions of its development.” A. E. Garvie^® seizes

upon the “apparently” here with a view to breaking the force

of the statement. Wrongly: it is inserted, no doubt, in

order to soften the admission, but it softens it only to the

ear. Dealing with the matter of original sin from the purely

empirical standpoint, Ritschl declares that we observe sin

to be in point of fact universal, and that this its universality,

P. 380 : ein scheinbar unvermeidliches Erzeugniss des menschliches

Widens unter den gegebenen Bedingungen seiner Entwickelung.

29 The RitschUan Theology, 1899, p. 300; contrast James Orr, Ritschl-

ianism, 1903, p. 99, note 2.
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SO far as he can tell, is inevitable. Its inevitableness, he

further affirms, is due to the conditions under which the

human will develops. These conditions, he sums up in the

comprehensive term “the kingdom of sin,” which is his

name for human society as organized in its sinful develop-

ment. This kingdom of sin, he says, extends over the

whole human race and binds all men together in the in-

calculable interplay of sinful action.®® The conception

is with him an important one, and he develops it with

great fulness, and paints in very black colors the bale-

ful influences derived from one another and from the mass,

which interact on the individuals, in this evil organism. It

is nevertheless just human society under the dominion of

sin that he means. Into this evil social environment every

man is thrust at birth, and by it he is, in his immaturity,

moulded to its own nature. No wonder he becomes at once,

with his impulse to unlimited use of his freedom, sinful.

It is just a matter of “social inheritance,” which Ritschl

substitutes for the idea of natural inheritance. In the old

antithesis of nature and nurture, he takes the alternative of

nurture; in the old antithesis of heredity and environment,

he takes the alternative of environment. His formula for

universal sin is just universal freedom plus universal temp-

tation, with the decisive emphasis on the temptation. So

decisive indeed is the emphasis on the temptation that the

suggestion is even let fall that no resistance is made to it at

all. Every man, we are told, is at birth “put into connection

with evil, against which his natural will does not contend

at all.”

One of the reasons why we recoil from this explanation of

human sinfulness is that it suffers from the ugly logical

disease called by the appropriately ugly name of hysteron-

proteron. This malignant “kingdom of sin,” whence came

it? It is itself the creation of human sin. How can it, then,

be the creator of human sin ? Unless men had sinned before

there was any kingdom of sin to infect them with its cor-

30 P. 383.
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ruption, there never would have been any kingdom of sin.

The kingdom of sin is simply the congregatio peccatorum,

and sinners must exist before they can congregate. They

bring sin into the congregation, not take it out of it. And
that means in the end that the cause of sin must be found

in something in the sinner rather than in something in his

environment. We shall have to urge, then, still, that the

formula of universal freedom plus universal temptation is

not adequate to account for universal sin. Freedom plus

temptation may be a good average receipt for sinning : that

it may be made infallible, something more is needed. That

all men are able to sin offers no sufficient account of the use

of this ability by them all without exception, under the

solicitation of temptation, for sinning. The invariabilty of

the result demands somethng else than ability to sin in them

to account for it. Ritschl of course could not fail to recog-

nize so obvious a demand. He meets it by teaching that men

come into the world not merely endowed with a freedom of

which they have the impulse to make an unlimited use, but

terribly handicapped by ignorance of the good—that good

to which they have a natural inclination and to which they

no doubt would therefore turn if they only knew it. “Igno-

rance,” writes Ritschl,®' “as experience with children teaches

us, is a very important factor in the origination and develop-

ment of sin. Children, when they enter into the common
spirit and life, are not equipped with a knowledge of the

good, or of the moral law whether as a whole or in its de-

tails. . . . Rather must they learn the value of the good

only in particulars and in the special relations in which they

live, since they are quite incapable of comprehending the

universal good. But most precisely in the case of children,

the will enters into activity with the clear expectation of an

unlimited effectiveness on surrounding objects and relations.

In these circumstances, ignorance is the essential condition

of the conflict of the will with the order of society as the

Unterricht, § 27, p. 203.

P. 377 -
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rule of the good
;
it is also the condition of the will’s setting

itself in revolt against this order.” . . . We perceive that

from Ritschl’s standpoint it is ignorance which is the true

fames peccati. Men do not become sinners fundamentally

because they are free, though they are incredibly free
;
nor

because they are tempted, though they are overwhelmingly

tempted
;
but because they are ignorant.

Otto Ritschl repels the representation that all sin is to

Ritschl mere ignorance.®® Ritschl teaches, only, he says,

that God regards pardonable sin as ignorance.®* Whether

there actually exists any such thing as unpardonable sin,

however, Ritschl leaves an open question : he can conceive

of, but will not affirm, its existence. It is not becoming in

us to suppose of any of our fellow men that they have passed

in their sin beyond the possibility of salvation. Some may
have done so, but “whether there are such, and who they

are, lies equally outside of our practical judgment and our

theoretical knowledge.”®® We must therefore act on the

supposition that all actual sin is in the judgment of God just

ignorance.®® Sin thus not only has its origin in ignorance,

but always retains its quality as ignorance,®^ until—if it ever

does so—having become invincible ignorance, it becomes

also unpardonable. But though Ritschl seems thus to

minimize the ethical evil of sin and the idea of its guilt

evaporates in his hands, he yet deals seriously with its moral

effects. He paints the moral condition of the kingdom of

sin,—sin in the mass, as it manifests itself in humanity at

large—in sufficiently black colors. With respect to the in-

3 * Leben. II. pp. 199-200 : die Siinde sei iiberhaupt nur Unwissenheit.

®*Dass lediglich Gott die vergebbare Siinde als Unwissenheit beur-

heilt.

P. 383-

Pp. 379 ff.

Pfleiderer, Die Ritschl’sche Theologie, 1891, p. 68, very properly

says : “It is noteworthy that Ritschl in his theory of sin, places himself

wholly on the ground of the Greek intellectualism which is elsewhere so

sharply condemned by him. It was Socrates, of course, who identified

the evil with ignorance and therefore logically represented virtue as

teachable.” We shall see that to Ritschl, too, as sin is ignorance,

so knowledge is the only remedy for sin.
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dividual, the sinful act by no means ends with itself it

reacts on the will which produces it and creates a sinful pro-

pensity.®® Thus the man who came into the world with a

bias to good, acquires by his sinning a bias to evil. Ritschl

explains^® that, although sin is “no original law of the

human will,” it yet
—

“fixing itself as the resultant of par-

ticular cravings and inclinations,—becomes in the individual

man the principle of the will’s regulation.” He therefore

proceeds to speak of sin as “a personal bias (Hang) in the

life of every individual,” and is only concerned to assert

that it originates as such not from our generation from a

sinning ancestor, but, “so far as our observation reaches,”

—a rather unexpected reassertion of his empirical stand-

point here
—

“in sinful desire and action, which, as such,

finds its sufficient ground in the self-determination of the in-

dividual will.”

There is such a thing then as a “law of sin” in the

will, a law of sin which is nothing less than “an ungodly and

selfish propensity”
;
and this propensity has taken possession

of the “whole human race.”*^ It is the result of “the neces-

sary (nothwefidig) reaction of every act of the will on the

bent (Richtnng) of the faculty of volition (Willens-

kraft)”; our actions being evil we could not fail through

our “unrestrained repetition of selfish decisions of will”

to produce “an ungodly and selfish bias.” This bias may

not be so strong as that which is postulated in the doctrine

of “original sin”; but it is equally real, and by means of

38 We are using here the language of Orr, The Ritschlian Theology,

1897, p. 145. When Orr says; “Sin in his view not only originates in

will but consists only in acts of will,” he must be interpreted in con-

sistency with what is said in the text, and “acts of will” must include

“intentions, habitual inclinations and dispositions” (^Unterricht, § 27).

88 This is in accordance with Ritschl’s general doctrine of the will—

e g., pp. 336-337 : “The will, in the individual actions which are traced

back to it as their ground, does not have phenomena which can exist

or not exist without change in its nature ;
but through these actions,

according to their tendency, the will acquires its kind and develops it-

self to a good or to a bad character.”

40 Pp. 348-349-

P. 383-
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his doctrine of the kingdom of sin, with its involved inter-

action of sinners, consciously and unconsciously, upon one

another, Ritschl labors to show that it is very strong indeed,

and may conceivably become, in extreme instances, so strong

that all power to the contrary is lost and man becomes in

consequence incapable of salvation, since salvation in his

view is the effect of free action. Whether such men

actually exist, as we have already noted, Ritschl declines

to decide
;
but by declining to decide the question of fact he

allows that in theory they may very well exist. And this

carries with it the recognition of the possibility of sin, acting

as a bias, becoming so strong as to exclude all power to the

contrary. It is not altogether easy to comprehend how

Ritschl, with his descriptions of the depth of the evil which

pervades the kingdom of sin, preserves any individual from

the full strength of this bias to evil. It must be that after

all, he thinks of sin lightly.

The same ground which we have just run over on the

basis of the discussion in Justification and Reconciliation is

traversed by Ritschl again in the Instruction in tlie Christian

Religion*^ and naturally to the same effect. “Sins,” we are

told here, are fundamentally “evil volitions”
;
but it is added,

“also the corresponding intentions, habitual inclinations and

dispositions.” None of these come into the world with us;

they are all self-formed. We come into the world sinless

and pick up sin in the process of living. It is a social fact

;

and from all that appears we would not become sinners, if

we could be born and reared in a sinless society. That,

however, is the case with none of us. Even he who is “born

of Christian parents into the community of Christ” is “at the

same time put into connection with evil, against which his

natural will as such does not contend.” This is a statement

which sets us furiously to thinking. We wish to know why
we do not contend against the evil of the world'—if we are

born with a bias to good. And we wish very much to know

«Pp. 379-383-

« § 27 ff.
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why, if it is our environment which moulds us, the good
environment in the “community of Christ” does not pro-

tect us from the bad environment of the kingdom of sin

—

especially if our native impulse is to good. Ritschl, how-
ever, closes his eyes to these things, and tells us flatly that

“in every one some degree of self-seeking takes form, even

before the clearness of common self-consciousness is awak-

ened in him.” Thus all men, without exception, become

sinners, and this means not only that they share in sinful

practices, but that they are infected with a sinful bias, which

conditions their whole activity. “Even the single sinful

act does not by any means come to an end with the act, but

continues to work as a disordering or perversion of moral

freedom.”** And no one has committed only a single sin-

ful act; and to the multitude of his acts is added the baleful

power of the community’s sin. For “united sin, the oppo-

site to the Kingdom of God, rests upon all as a power, which

at least limits the freedom of the individual to good.” From
our own sinning, reinforced by the influence of the sinful

community, there thus arises a condition of will which sug-

gests the description of an inability to good. Ritschl himself

phrases it thus : “This limitation of the freedom of the in-

dividual by his own sin and by connection with the common
condition of the world is, taken strictly, a lack of freedom to

good.”*® He will not allow, however, that this “lack of

freedom to good” amounts to “the absolute inability to good

which the Reformers” taught ; though he is able to speak of

sin “dominating” the individual. A. E. Garvie is therefore

so far wrong when he writes*® that Ritschl, by his denial of

original sin, “does not minimize the extent of the potence of

sin, but seeks to explain it by an acquired tendency instead

of an inherited bias.” It may seem to us that his limitation

of the “potence” of sin is illogical; it does so seem to us;

but he does so far limit it as to refuse to admit that it ever

? 31 -

§ 30.

As cited, p. 306.
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in fact (he allows it in theory) wholly destroys the power to

will the good.

Certainly it very greatly behooved Ritschl, at the cost of

whatever inconsequence, to preserve to sinful' men as large

an ability to good as possible. For, in his rigorous anti-

supernaturalism, he has nothing to appeal to for their sal-

vation from sin except their own wills. In the Augustinian

system—which gave law to the Reformation—the depths of

sin are matched by the heights of grace : by the recreation of

the Holy Spirit men dead in sin are raised into newness of

life. Johannes Wendland strangely fancies that he is urging

a valid criticism against the Reformation doctrine of sin

when he asks “Is the moral freedom of man really com-

pletely lost?’’ and' answers: “Then there would be no

possibility of deliverance; for there would be then nothing

for deliverance to take hold of.’’ The Reformation doc-

trine not only entails but strenuously asserts that there is

nothing in sinful man on which deliverance can “take hold,”

and that he is therefore incapable of deliverance save by

the recreation of his dead soul by the almighty power of

the Holy Spirit. But Ritschl knows no soul to be recreated;

and knows no Holy Spirit to recreate it; and in his anti-

mystical zeal knows no immediate Divine action of any

kind on the human will. What the human will itself in

its own unaided powers cannot do for its own recovery from

sin, cannot in his view be done at all.

It is Ritschl’s teaching that the soul subsists only in

its functions. “We know nothing,” he says,^® “of an in-

itself of the soul”
;
and he explains his meaning by the addi-

tion of the words—“of a life of the spirit enclosed in itself,

over or behind the functions in which it is active, living and

present to itself as a particular entity (Werthgrosse)

This is not a mere obiter dictum but a deliberately announced

doctrine, valued precisely because it excludes all talk of

Albrecht Ritschl und seine Schuler, 1891, p. 104.

P. 21 : von einen Ansich der Seek. D. W. Simon (in his E. T. of

Stahlin’s Kant, Lotze and Ritschl, p. 168 note) proposes to render the

awkward term Ansichsein by the equally awkward equivalent, “inseity.”
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“mysticism” in the relations of God to man. Pfleiderer^®

charitably supposes that “when he blew this trumpet blast

against all ‘mysticism,’ ” Ritschl could scarcely have realized

the radical character of the pronouncement he was making;

and then draws out its consequences. It makes the unity

of the soul an illusion, dissolved into the multiplicity of its

functions. And it renders the hope of immortality a delusion.

How can there be talk of the immortality of the soul on the

basis of a doctrine which allows for the existence of no

soul ? What is there to hold these functions together when
the body decays Garvie brings together what is the gist

of these criticisms, in one comprehensive sentence. Ritschl

says he,®^ in his denial of the metaphysical existence of the

soul and his restriction of personal life to the spiritual

activities, “implicitly contradicts the unity and identity of

the ‘self,’ the possibility of character, the certainty of im-

mortality.” In Ritschl’s teaching, says Garvie again

sweeping a circle with a wider radius, “God is, so to speak,

lost in His Kingdom, Christ in His vocation, the soul in its

activities.”

How Ritschl applies this doctrine of the non-substantiality

of the soul, may be observed as well as elsewhere, in a very

characteristic passage in which his immediate object is to

defend^ his doctrine of the “Godhead” of Christ from the

reproach that it ascribes divinity only to His will and not

to His nature.®* Ritschl replies that there is no such dis-

tinction : the will is the nature. When we speak of a per-

son’s character, we mean nothing except the state of his

will. A good character is a particular state of the will

—

this state of the will, to wit, the bending of the will to a

Die Ritschl’sche Theologie, p. 105.

BO Wg are always directed to Fr. Traub, Zeitschrift fiir Theologie und

Kirche, 1894. p. loi for a reply to Pfleiderer’s strictures here. But

Traub does not meet Pfleiderer’s criticisms; he only asserts the right of

Ritschl to his views.

Op cit. contents of Chap. V. sect. Ill cited by Orr, Ritschlianism,

p. 84.

Op. cit. p. 62.

Pp. 466 f.
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good and unselfish end with sufficient decision to restrain

and govern the natural impulses, which work, presumably,

for immoral or at least unmoral ends. When the will forms

and pursues a good and unselfish end so as to subordinate

and subject the natural impulses to it—then the person is

of good character. Whence, now, the will obtains the

ability thus to subordinate and subject the natural impulses

to itself, or rather to a good and unselfish end formed by

itself, we are not told. That there are such impulses requir-

ing thus to be reduced to subjection is itself a notable fact.

Ritschl speaks of them as “the predispositions (Anlagen) of

the soul.” He tells us that they “correspond in some way

to our bodily equipment”
;
and further that they are “given

to us”; and still further that they are “designated as our

nature (Naturell).” But now, he somewhat strangely adds

that it is the allotted task of the created spirit to transform

these “predispositions of the soul” into its “obedient in-

struments.” We speak of this statement as strange, for

surely the whole drift of these remarks suggests that we
are here contemplating “the created spirit” as such, that is, as

it comes into existence, and not only after it has formed for

itself a character, and that an evil character. And as it comes

into existence, it is in Ritschl’s teaching good, and inclines

to good,—to become evil only by the action of this very

will which we are here told has as its task to obtain the

mastery over these dispositions in order that thus a good

character may be framed. Let that, however, pass. What
Ritschl is teaching here primarily is that our character at

any given moment is just the state of our will in that par-

ticular stage of the prosecution of this task. In proportion

as we have the’ mastery over our predispositions and are

governing them in the interests of a good end—we are good.

Who or what, however, is this “we”—“the created spirit”

—who thus dominates over the predispositions of the soul?

Do not these “predispositions {Anlagen) of the soul” really

constitute all the “we” that exists? Must we not have

another “we”, with another equipment of dispositions, be-
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fore we can form a purpose antagonistic to it and dominate

it in its interests? We are lost in wonder as to what it is

that forms this purpose and dominates the predispositions

which are “given” to us, and which are properly called our

“nature.” So little can Ritschl get along without a soul that

he cannot conduct his discussion a single step without pre-

supposing it.

It will have been already observed that it is not the soul

of man alone which is dissolved in the acid of Ritschl’s non-

substantial metaphysics.®* The being of God is dissolved

in it also. As a matter of course Ritschl knows nothing of

a Trinity in the Godhead. And where there is no Trinity,

there can be no preexistent Divine Christ, and no personal

Holy Spirit. A. E. Garvie, who always gives Ritschl the

benefit of a benevolent interpretation, whenever a benevolent

interpretation can by any means be made possible, is com-

pelled to allow that with Ritschl “the doctrine of the Trinity

does not find any recognition whatever.”®® And Gustav

Ecke, whose attitude toward Ritschl is as benevolent as

Garvie’s, is equally compelled to aver that we find as little

recognition in him of a personal Holy Spirit. “According

to Ritschl,” he expounds,®® “by the Holy Spirit there cannot

at all be understood a kind of ‘irresistible natural force’

which traverses the regular course of knowledge and the

normal exercise of the will. . . . When Paul makes use

of the conception, he designates by it the knowledge of God

as Father common to Christian believers and the knowledge

For an admirable summary statement of the matter see Orr, The

Ritschlian Theology, pp. 61-65.

55 Page 343. The defence which von Kiigelgen (p. 137) offers for

Ritschl is only an admission—the “Trinity” means the successive mani-

festations of Love in several modes of operation : “With reference to

the ‘denial of the dogma of the Trinity’ (so Haack) this reproach is

invalidated, since the Holy Trinity, of course not simultaneously, but

certainly successively, comes to manifestation in the self-revelation of

God as will of love through the man Jesus, and in divine self-com-

munication as power of God through the Holy Spirit,—wherefore na-

turally the immanent side of the Trinity gives way to the economical

side on the ground of religious value-judgment.”

58 Die iheologische Schule Albrecht Ritschl, 1897, p. 293.
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of His Son as our Lord; and further the power of right

conduct and self-sanctification or the formation of moral

character. If the whole ethical praxis is thus deduced from

the Holy Spirit, what this means is that the knowledge of

God as our Father motives the disposition out of which

righteousness and sanctification are produced.”®’ The par-

ticular passage of Ritschl’s®® which Ecke makes use of here

is a fair representative of his customary mode of speech

on the subject. He is never weary of asserting that the

Holy Spirit is no “stuff” and is not to be conceived in its

action after the analogy of a “natural force,” producing

effects by its own power. And he as repeatedly explains

that it is, in its real nature, just the “knowledge” which is

common to the Christian community, and under the in-

fluence of which as a motive, the individual Christian sanc-

tifies himself—as is particularly clearly declared in the pas-

sage expounded by Ecke. In it we are told that what Paul

calls the Holy Spirit is the “power, common to Christians,

of righteous conduct and of self-sanctification or moral

character-formation, which finds its motive in that com-

plete knowledge of God.”®®

In another typical passage®® it is emphatically denied not

only that the Holy Spirit is to be conceived as a “stuff”

—

which is Ritschl’s way of saying a substantial entity—but

equally that He is to be thought of as the “Divine means”

{gdttliche Mittel) of the regeneration of the individual.

The state of regeneration or the new life may be placed in

close relation to the Holy Spirit, says he; but that “is not

to be understood in the sense that each individual is changed

C. von Kiigelgen, as cited, p. 114 ff. seeks to defend Ritschl

against the charge—as made by Grau—that he reduces the Holy Spirit

“to a function of knowledge.” He is effectively answered by Leonhard

Stahlin in the Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift for i8g8 (IX. p. 505). “In

spite of all his employment of the terminology which belongs to the

church doctrine of the Trinity,” says Stahlin, “Ritschl remains a Uni-

tarian.”

P. 533 f.

®®P- 533 f.

P. 605 f.
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by the specific power of God after the fashion of a natural

force, but he is set in motion towards patience and humility

as well as to moral activity in the service of the Kingdom
of God by the trust in God as the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ which is common to all Christians.” Here it is

explicitly denied that it is the Holy Spirit which works that

change by which we become Christians and our own trust

in God is invoked in His stead. As to the Holy Spirit itself,

what is meant by it is “in reference to God himself,” just

“the knowledg-e which God has of Himself”; and with

reference to the Christian community the common “knowl-

edge of God and His counsel towards men in the world,”

which is the possession of the Christian community, and

which, so far as it is true knowledge, of course “corresponds

with God’s knowledge of Himself.” This last fact, namely,

that the knowledge Avhich the Christian community has of

God corresponds with the knowledge that God has of Him-

self is the justification of the common name given to the two

knowledges—the “Holy Spirit.”®^ The Holy Spirit in the

meantime is defined baldly as just a “knowledge” : a knowl-

edge of God, no doubt, but just a knozvledge of God. This

knowdedge may exist in God as subject
;
or in the Christian

community as subject. The individual member of the com-

munity, so far as he shares in this knowledge, is affected

by it in his feelings and in his acts: it becomes to him a

source in him of specific emotions and activities. This is

what is meant by “having the Holy Spirit.” The Holy

Spirit is just the spirit of the community conceived as an

influence, swaying the individual
;
that and nothing more.®^

Cf. the statement on pp. 471-2. “The Spirit of God is the knowl-

edge which God has of Himself, as of His self-end. The Holy Spirit

denotes in the New Testament the Spirit of God so far as He is the

ground of the knowledge of God and of the specific religious-moral life

in the community.”

Near the close of this passage in the earlier editions (Ed. i, pp.

53Sf ; ed. 2, p. 562) there were some words which have dropped out in

the re-writing of the passage for the third edition, of such clearness that

they naturally were much quoted by earlier writers (e.g. Hermann
Weiss, Theolog. Stud, und Kritikcn 1881, p. 412; Fr. Luther, Die
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Commenting on the passage which has just been engaging

our attention/* Garvie®^ seizes hold of this sentence: “As

the power of the exhaustive knowledge of God common to

Christian believers, the Holy Spirit is, however, at the same

time the motive of the life of all Christians, which as such

is necessarily directed to the common end of the Kingdom

of God.” On the ground of this sentence he represents

Ritschl as teaching that “the Spirit is in the Christian com-

munity, not only as knowledge, but also as the motive of

action”
;
and that he explains to mean that the will as well

as the mind of God is in the community.” This is quite un-

justified. What Ritschl says is that “the Holy Spirit” is

the motive of the life of Christians “as the power of the

common exhaustive knowledge of God belonging to the be-

lievers in Christ.” There is no such thing as a “Holy

Spirit” conceived as will, according to Ritschl: in his view

the “Holy Spirit” is only a knowledge. And it is, in any

case “knowledge” alone which can act as a “motive”; that

is a thing will cannot do. Ritschl makes his meaning par-

ticularly clear in the summary paragraph in which he brings

the discussion in this place, to a close. Nothing objective, he

says,®® can be taught about justification and regeneration

except this
—

“that it” (these two things are so one with

Ritschl that he uses a singular pronoun and verb) “takes

place within the community of believers in accordance with

the propagation of the Gospel and the specific onworking

of the personal peculiarity of Christ in the community.”

These are its productive causes—the proclamation of the

Theologie Ritschls, 1887, p. 27). It runs in Ed. 2 as follows: “The

Holy Spirit designates, metaphysically speaking, a Formbestimmung

,

like justification, reconciliation and childship to God.” Weiss comments

:

“The Holy Spirit is therefore in no way anything real or substantial,

but is simply the specific form of the Christian consciousness, so far as

this cherishes precisely as consciousness the specific thought of God as

Father, bringing it into practice, as guiding thought, over against the

conceptions and moods which as guiding thoughts arise out of the

world,—as dominating motive over against the natural instincts.”

« 3 P. 60s.

®*P- 539-

p. 607.
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Gospel and especially the impression made by the unique

personality of Christ. How these causes work the result

Ritschl now proceeds to tell us : it takes place, he says “see-

ing that there is awakened in the individual faith in Christ,

as trust in God the Father .of all, and a sense of union rooted

in the Holy Spirit,—by which the entire world-view and

self-judgment in the continuance of the sense of guilt for

sin are dominated.” That is to say the proclamation of the

gospel and the impression made on men by the personality

of Christ bring about their justification and regeneration,

briefly, by awakening faith in them.®®

Of course this is not to eliminate all “mystery” from the

process : it is only to eliminate all that is supernatural.

The words in which Ritschl says this have, it is true, been

now and then gravely misunderstood,—as, for example, by

Garvie.®^ “How this state is brought about,” Ritschl re-

marks, “eludes all observation, like the development of the

individual spiritual life in general.” He does not mean by

this to suggest that there is, or may be, something more at

work here than is merely human—something more than

knowledge acting as motive. He means only that the man-

ner of working by which this knowledge produces faith,

Cf. Unterricht, § 5, note 3 (E. T. p. 174) :

—“The parables (Mark

iv) which set forth the mysteries of the Kingdom in figures of the

grain, etc., always signify by ‘fruit’ a human product, springing out of

an individual activity, called forth by the divine ‘seed,’ i.e. by the im-

pulse of the divine word of revelation.’’ The sole divine element is

“the word of revelation.’’ In Just, and Rec. Ill, p. 175 Ritschl seeks to

defend his doctrine of justification from the charge of Pelagianism

;

but his only weapon is a not altogether unjustified tu quoque. What
interests us here is that here again he repudiates the conception of an

action on the human spirit by the Holy Ghost as the account of the rise

of faith in the soul. There is no such thing as a “soul” in the sense of

a kind of Natur, that is, except as the activities of feeling, knowing,

willing themselves ; and grace does not act in this fashion, on a passive

recipient. When it is said that the Holy Spirit acts upon us, what is

meant, according to Unterricht, etc., § 55 (p. 226) is that “the impulse

to right conduct,” etc., “have their criterion in the knowledge of God
as our Father which is given us in Christianity.”

Op. cit. pp. 339, 344. Also by Gustav Ecke, Die Theologische

Scitule Albrecht Ritschls, 1897, p. 63.
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and faith justification and regeneration is, like all other

operations of the human spirit, as he expressly says, some-

thing which withdraws itself from observation. Accord-

ingly Otto Ritschl expounding his father’s doctrine of the

origin of faith, declares®* that what he emphasizes is that

all faith, whether the one becoming a Christian is aware

of the connection or not, is called out by impulses which

proceed from the Christian community as the vehicle of the

Christian proclamation. “How these influences work,” he

continues,
“
‘eludes all observation precisely like the develop-

ment of the individual spiritual life in general’ ”—quoting

our present passage. Thus it appears that this famous sen-

tence does not, in the view of Ritschl’s son, any more than

in its own apparent bearing, refer obscurely to the pos-

sibility of some direct action of the Holy Spirit taking place

in the origin of faith
;
but only to the operation of influences

coming out of the community as “bearer of the word.” It

is this that seems to Ritschl mysterious.

It ought perhaps to be added that although Garvie argues

here that Ritschl means to posit an operation of God as will

on the soul in regeneration, he nevertheless proceeds at

once®® to rebuke him precisely because he does not do this,

but seeks all the causes of the transformation wrought in

what we call regeneration in the subject of it. Garvie him-

self does not believe that, “in the spiritual sphere,” causes

produce their effects unmodified by the intrusion of free

will
; a mode of statement which can mean only that he sup-

poses that God the Holy Spirit, operating as will, produces

the effects He aims at, in the spiritual sphere, only by the

permission of the will on which He operates. “There is a

new factor,” he says, “personal freedom, which either co-

operates with, or opposes itself to, the operative cause, and

thus decisively modifies the effect”—a remarkable assertion

when we reflect that the “other factor” under consideration

is Almighty God, and note that what is asserted is that the

Leben, II, p. 227.

«9 P. 340.
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human will not only modifies but “decisively modifies” the

effect which Almighty God attempts to produce. Never-

theless Garvie against Ritschl’s account of the matter argues

that “we are not giving a complete account of even spiritual

facts, if, because of the imjxirtance of this new factor, we
recognize only the effects and refuse to inquire into the

causes.” “Yet this,” he says, “is Ritschl’s method.”

Surely this is to acknowledge that in his account of “re-

generation” Ritschl indicates no “transcendent” cause of

the effects observed; and that, in the circumstances, means

that he explains the effects wholly within the sphere of

human action. The phrase is now let falF** that in his

further remarks Ritschl has no intention of “abandoning

this method of exclusive attention to the human activity in

the spiritual life”
;
and the companion phrases occur,^^ that

Ritschl “appears, at least, to deny the indwelling and in-

working of the Spirit,” and “in his language at least, fails

to recognize the presence and power of God’s Spirit in the

individual Christian experience.” Surely this is to say

that so far as Ritschl has expressed himself he allows for

no divine factor in the Christian life. We have nothing to

go on, after all, except what he tells us. And surely, he

must be presumed to mean what he says.

This negative representation, however, instructive as it is

in itself, yet falls unhappily short of the truth of the matter.

Ritschl not only fails to mention a divine factor in re-

generation; he definitely excludes it. R. A. Lipsius speaks

not a bit too strongly, despite Ecke’s protest,^^ when he de-

clares^® that “the whole course of the Christian life is

explained” by Ritschl
“
‘psychologically,’ that is, empirically,

without the entrance of a sujiernatural factor.” Fr. Luther

expounds the matter more fully ; “There is no question in

the Ritschlian theology,” says he,’^^ “of a new creation

P. 341 -

P. 349 -

As cited, p. 64.

Die Ritschl'sche Theologie, p. 21.

^^Fr. Luther, Die Theologie Ritschls, 1887, pp. 27-28.
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through the Holy Spirit. The Ritschlian system has no place

for a Triune personal God, and knows nothing of a sal-

vation resting on the saving operation of this Triune God.

Everything in it derives ultimately from human action.

Everything is effectuated by a self-activity of a humanity

associated in an ethical kingdom and abiding in the con-

dition of nature.'^® Everything here is nature, nothing grace,

everything man-work, or as the Scriptures call it, ‘law-work,’

nothing the work of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Christ,

really and creatively delivering us.” There is nothing on

which Ritschl more insists than on what he calls the free-

dom of faith, by which is meant what we might rather speak

of as its absolute arbitrariness. “Faith begins,” says he,^®

“in harmony with the law of freedom”—and therefore its

coming, he at once adds, is incapable of being predicted or

foreseen. It comes, in other words, so far independently of

conditions that it cannot be inferred from them. “The

change of heart which is to be brought about by God’s love

towards sinners,” he says again,^^ “must be conceived under

the form of the freedom of the will,”—and then he im-

mediately adds that it cannot take place therefore “when

sin, regarded as enmity against God, has reached that de-

gree of self-determination at which the will has deliberately

chosen evil as its end.” That is to say, man is salvable

only when he is in a position to save himself. So zealous

is he for this absolutely arbitrary action of the will that he

even tells us^® “that there is in no case either a mechanical

or a logical necessity laid upon individuals to join them-

selves in faith to the existing Christian community.” The

language is exaggerated for effect in both members of the

sentence. In excluding what he calls a “mechanical neces-

^5 Accordingly Fr. Luther remarks a little later, (p. 29) : “It is the

Kingdom of God which, by the ethical communion established in it,

calls out the religious-moral renewal of the heart; this is not done by
the Holy Spirit.”

78 P. 577.

77 Pp. 383 .

78 P. 577.
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sity” of believing, Ritschl means really to exclude the re-

creative operation of the Spirit, of which he always speaks

in this depreciatory language/® In excluding what he calls

“a logical necessity,” he may appear to be setting aside only

such an inducement to believing as will leave open no ra-

tional way of escape from it
;
but he is actually shutting out

all really determining inducements whatever. Hermann
Weiss is therefore quite right when he says®® that with

Ritschl “faith is and remains so exclusively the act of the

subject that the dependence of the Christian on God and

Christ becomes a purely external one or an imaginary one.”

We may indeed challenge the possibility—even on

Ritschl’s postulates—of such an arbitrary act of faith as, he

asserts, takes place. For Ritschl himself, as we have seen,

represents the will of sinful man as biased to evil; as so

strongly biased to evil, in itself and in its conditioning in

the kingdom of sin, as would lead us to suppose it incapable

of the act of faith attributed to it. Ritschl himself describes

the condition in which man finds himself as one of “un-

resolved guilt,” “separation from God,” “slavery to the

world”—against which combination, he says,®’^ we “cannot

assert ourselves with our own abilities (Mitteln) since it is

from it that we receive all the motives to our action and

effort.” This certainly appears to attribute to sinful man an

inability to good. But we are bound to bear in mind that

Ritschl constantly asserts that this inability is not absolute

;

and that it finally emerges that what is left to man by it is

not broken fragments of ability to good but a power of

willing which can be called nothing less than plenary. Free-

dom in this sense is the prerogative of a man as personal

spirit.

Ritschl nevertheless recognizes the duty and undertakes

Cf . e.g p. 529: “A material, mechanical change of the sinner is

altogether unthinkable,” in which “the sinner is made righteous mecha-

nically—that is, say, by the infusion of love,” instancing the Roman
Catholic doctrine.

80 As cited, p. 391.

81 P. 629.
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the task of making it intelligible how sinful man performs

the act which is attributed to him. Naturally a number of

modes of expression are employed. What is said reduces

ultimately, however, to an appeal to the impression made

on him by the personality of Christ and the influence exerted

upon him by the Christian community, “the kingdom of

God”; and as the former operates only through the latter,

in the last analysis his appeal is solely to the influences

brought to bear on sinful man in the kingdom of God.

Here too, then, as in the matter of the origin of sin in the

individual Ritschl’s recourse is to “social inheritance.” As

there man, coming into the world with a bias to good, be-

comes sinful through association with those who were sin-

ners before him; so here men living in sin and with a bias

to evil become righteous through the influence of those

who were righteous before them. A difficulty no doubt

faces us arising from this very parallel. We have seen that,

according to Ritschl, every man comes into the world in-

clined to good, but, even though he may be born into the

Christian community, this inclination to good is invariably

and “apparently inevitably” overcome by the evil influences

to which he is subjected in human companionship, that is to

say, in the kingdom of sin. We can scarcely avoid in-

ferring that the influences of evil in the kingdom of sin are

stronger than those to good in the kingdom of God. And
that renders it difficult to understand how men inclined to

evil and long immersed in the kingdom of sin, affected

deeply by its influences, and more or less hardened in sin-

ning, can be supposed to be able to turn at once to good on

entering the kingdom of God. The solution 6f the diffi-

culty lies of course in the relative unimportance in Ritschl’s

scheme of thought of inducements in this or the other direc-

tion, as compared with the ineradicable power of the will

to turn itself in any direction whatever. No doubt thus the

whole machinery which Ritschl has created—of a kingdom

of sin to account for the universal sin of man, of a kingdom

of God to account for the recovery of sinful man—is made
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nugatory. But the robustness of his Libertarianism is

thrown up into a correspondingly high light. How entirely

he depends on the will to work the change by which one

becomes a Christian, is luridly exhibited by the temptation

to which he yields to pronounce children, and the members

of backward races, incapable of making it. Christianity

is only for the well-developed. Children cannot attain to

it: “faith in Christ can be expected only at a riper age.”®*

And Christian missions to people in a low stage of culture

are at least of doubtful utility. Such peoples can be expected

to embrace Christianity only when they have become more

capable of entering into its ends.®® These suggestions fall

in with the great part which immaturity plays in Ritschl’s

idea of the origin of sin; and they are strong attestations,

as they are inevitable corollaries, of the decisive part played

in his doctrine by his Libertarianism.

But although the significance of “the community” is thus

depressed beneath that of “the will,” in Ritschl’s scheme,

it is not given an intrinsically unimportant role. It is

through it that the whole “inducement to action comes to

the will. And therefore in this sense the character of the

action taken can be attributed to it. Ritschl can even say®^

that the “new birth” or “new begetting by God,” or “the

admission into the relation of sOnship to God,” which “in its

essence coincides with justification as well as with the be-

stowal of the Holy Spirit”
—

“all this is again the same with

admission into the community.” Thus he reduces the entire

list of expressions apparently declaring a divine introduc-

tion of the sinner into the new life to mere figures of speech

for the eminently human act of entrance into the Christian

community
;

it is the influence of his new environment upon

him which alone comes into consideration.®® Where com-

P. 599.

Pp. 136 f.

Unterricht, etc., § 47. note i.

85 Cf. H. Weiss, a cited, p. 399 f. Weiss remarks (p. 400) on Ritschl’s

failure to make a clear distinction between objectively belonging to the

community and subjectively believing. “We have to do here, he com-
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prehensiveness of statement is sought, it is apt to take some

such form as the following. We obtain “forgiveness or

justification, reconciliation and adoption into Divine Son-

ship”—all of which are one—,
we read,®® “only as members

of the religious community (Gemeinde) of Christ, as the

result of the incalculable and mysterious interaction between

our own freedom and the determining influences of the

community (Gemeinschaft )—which (the community) how-

ever, is possible, in its nature, only through Christ’s unique

life-course in its well-known double aspect, and its con-

tinuous operation through all ages.” Here all that enters
.

into the Christian condition is represented as attained by

us through our own wills acting under influences brought

to bear on us through the Christian community. It is added

no doubt that this community itself is a creation of Christ

and the influences it exerts are transmitted from Him.

But this does not introduce a new influence operative on

the sinner,—the influence of Christ,—distinct from that

of the community. In representing the community as the

vehicle of the influence of Christ it interposes the com-

munity between Christ and the sinner, and reduces the in-

fluence of Christ from an immediate to a mediate one, from

a possibly supernatural to a natural one. This is not an

accidental, it is the calculated, result of Ritschl’s theorizing.

He has nothing more at heart than to remove man from all

direct contact with God.

It is therefore with unjustified charity in the concessive

portion of his statement, that Hermann Weiss says,®^ “It is

true, Ritschl wishes to avoid making the awaking of faith

depend only on instruction or tradition,—^but really he is

ments (p. 403) “with an underestimate of sin, so far as it involves not

merely a relation of guilt but a perversion of the will and real cor-

ruption of the whole personal life in man. Therefore it is scarcely a

question of a decisive conversion, and faith is conceived in the end
entirely as a moral act of man’s own. The religious facts present in the

community, through which the individual receives his call to the King-

dom of God, suffice to call it out.”

®*P- 577.

As cited, p. 404, end. His vouchers are pp. 529, 567.
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unable to find any other way.” Precisely what Ritschl

wishes to do is to separate man efifectually from all direct

relation to God, and in order to do this he subordinates his

relation even to Christ to his relation to the community

through which alone (never directly and immediately)

does the individual have any relation to the revelation of

God in Christ and His reconciling work. The result is

naturally that throughout all Ritschl’s discussions—which

vainly represent themselves as seeking a way between the

Scylla of Romish and the Charybdis of Rationalistic con-

ceptions—there looms (as Weiss does not fail to point

out)®® a background of essentially deistic thinking and the

actual life of the believer is left by God wholly to himself.

This is but one aspect of Ritschl’s extreme anti-mystical

preconceptions, the effects of which are briefly outlined by

Henri Schoen®® in such statements as these : “Ritschl does

not speak of a direct relation of the divine Spirit with the

individual”
;
“The relation of man and God ‘ought not to

be regarded as immediate; that would be to declare them

imaginary (eingehildet)’

”

“Let it suffice us that God

acts in the bosom of His Church by the Gospel and by the

remembrance of Jesus.”®®

Jesus Christ does not live in His Church. It is only His

Gospel—the memory of Him^—which lives in it and works

the conversion of men. Johannes Wendland complains that

“Ritschl has never more exactly defined what the com-

munity can give the individual, viz, only historical informa-

tion.”®^ The complaint is not well-founded. Ritschl makes

As cited, p. 390. Cf. Friedrich Nippold, Die Theologische Einsel-

schule, etc., 1898, p. 266, who says that Ritschl’s passionate aversion to all

mysticism “brought his idea of God into undeniable approximation to

deism.” This, he says, along with his Moralism, enters into his ap-

proximation to the older Rationalism.

As cited, pp. 69-70. Schoen adds : “W. Herrmann only draws

the logical conclusion from these affirmations when he says : ‘The idea

of a real relation {Verkehr) of the Christian with God is not Chris-

tian’ (Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, 1886, p. 8).”

Theologie mid Metaphysik, p. 50.

90 P. 608.

^‘‘Albrecht Ritschl und seine Schuler, 1899, p. 79.
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it superabundantly plain that it is only “knowledge” which

works through the community on the individual, though he

magnifies, no doubt, the effects of this “knowledge.” This

is the account to give of his reduction of the Holy Spirit

just to “knowledge”; and he looks to this “knowledge” to

carry the sinner safely out of his own sin into newness

of life—to this “knowledge” as the only thing needed to

direct the will in its “free” action to which it is at all times

competent. It is curious and not a little instructive to ob-

serve how widely such a representation, fatally defective

as it is, commends itself. Theodor Haering for example,®^

accounts it a special service done by Ritschl that he gives

us an answer to “the question, in what way we may arrive

at faith in Christ.” Ritschl says,—through the impression

made on us by Christ of being a Revelation of God; by

which there is awakened in us at the same time faith in

Him and in God. Orthodoxy, says Haering, is helpless

here. “To point to the mysterious working of the Holy

Spirit, however justifiable this may be, is in the general

connection really an evasion of the question, not an answer.”

Thus he sets “the Word and Spirit,” by the conjunction of

which alone, “orthodoxy” teaches, is faith wrought, in

antagonism to one another, as if Ritschl had the one and

“orthodoxy” the other—a very significant revelation of his

conception both of “Orthodox” and of Ritschlian teaching.

Alfred E. Garvie’s reasoning®® moves on much the same

lines as Haering’s. Criticizing the critics of Ritschl’s an-

tagonism to all “mystical elements” in Christianity, he

writes : “If there is an immediate communion with Christ,

or a direct action of the Spirit, unconditioned by the his-

torical revelation, why contend so earnestly for the defence

of the New Testament, why preach the Gospel in all the

world, why maintain the Church and its means of grace?

If Christ needs no mediation, and the Spirit uses no agency,

why all this effort and testimony ? The truth is that Ritschl

The Christian Faith, pp. 690 f.

The Ritschlian Theology, 1899, p. 149.
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and his school are contending for what is recognized prac-

tically in all the Christian Churches, the dependence of

Christianity on the historical revelation of God in Christ,

as recorded in the New Testament.” No, that is but half

the truth. The whole truth is that Ritschl in contending for ,

“the dependence of Christianity on the historical revelation

of God in Christ” is not neglecting merely, but denying, the

dependence of vital Christianity on the immediate opera-

tions of the Spirit of God in the heart. The appreciation

of “the permanent value and universal significance of the

historical revelation” which Ritschl may show (so far as

he shows it) must not be permitted to obscure his deprecia-

tion—his denial—of the indispensableness of the direct

operations of the Spirit of God on the heart, without which

even this historical revelation could have no saving effect.

Garvie is pleased to play a little^* with the expressions

“direct,” “immediate,” as applied to the “action of the

Spirit on the soul.” They are not new expressions which

James Orr invented : they are the vehicles through which

Christians through all ages have given expression to their

fundamental faith that (as a very early Christian put it)

the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of

God, and cannot know them because they are Spiritually

judged. This fundamental Christian confession cannot be

vacated by the remarkable suggestion that no part is left for

the historical revelation to play, no place remains for the

preaching of the Gospel, if there be allowed a direct action

of the Spirit “unconditioned” by it. This turns things on

their heads. What the New Testament teaches is rather

that the saving effect of the historical revelation, of the

Gospel, is conditioned by the direct action of the Spirit

—

a truth which, of course, Garvie has no intention of really

denying.®®

It is important that we should make clear to ourselves

the completeness of Ritschl’s anti-supernaturalism. It is

As cited, pp. 143 f.

As cited, pp. 149-150. Cf. Orr’s effective rejoinder to Garvie,

Ritschlianism, pp. 83, 84.
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not uncommon to make an exception to its completeness in

favor of what is called the revelation of God in Christ, to

which the impulse to the Christian life is traced, and the

asserted supernatural character of which may therefore be

supposed to give a supernatural character to the whole pro-

cess of salvation. According to Hermann Weiss, for ex-

ample,®® Ritschl’s system is saved from falling into “a com-

plete Pelagianism,” and the Christian faith becoming in his

hands simply “a no doubt respectable but entirely insufficient

trust in God in the search after virtue and consciousness of

freedom,” only by this circumstance,—that he “would

recognize a foundation for these dispositions exclusively in a

peculiar possession of the Christian community, and y^ould

refer this community as Christ’s establishment to God’s

positive revelation or arrangement.” “Herein,” says Weiss,

lies the supernatural side of the system.” In saying this,

however, Weiss fully recognizes that the supematuralism

recognized is pushed back into the distant past, and, as

God is not allowed to act directly on the individual, becomes

somewhat illusive. P. Graue,®^ while occupying the same

general standpoint with Weiss, is still less satisfied with

the character of the supernaturalism which he recognizes in

Ritschl and feels sure that it is logically insecure. Ritschl,

says he, “has left standing the external revelation-fact which

lies before us in the existence of Christ. That is the lure

which he has thrown out to supematuralism. From that

on, the whole religious life runs on empirically-psycho-

logically. That is his last century Rationalism. But the two

do not get on together. This Rationalism swallows up that

supematuralism. How can an exception be made of Christ

when in the religious life everything proceeds purely em-

pirically? Already, now, He has for the Ritschlians (scien-

tifically?) only the value of deity; already, now, it is at

bottom nothing but the subjective conception of the love of

God which Christ gives us; already, now, we can in this

Theolog. Studien und Kritiken, 1881, pp. 414 f.

Jahrbiicher fur prot. Theologie, XV. 1889, p. 338.
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Christology, speak logically neither of a deity, nor of a

divinity, but only—pardon the aesthetically obnoxious term

—of a God-for-us-ity of Christ. What prevents our turn-

ing away from that too? Our seeing in Christ’s God-the-

Father only a subjective reflection of His own loving nature,

of His own moral beauty? What prevents our remaining

wholly on the earth and making Him to whom the Ritsch-

lian school still ascribes the value of deity, put up with the

value of a good moral character? Our rationalizing the

Son of God into the son of man? The true logic of the

Ritschlian notion of revelation is a denial of all revelation.”®®

What Graue presents here as the inevitable drift of

Ritschl’s teaching about Christ is really rather the gist of

his teaching. Accordingly J. Wendland,®® after surveying

the grounds on which Ritschl bases his ascription of the

predicate of deity to Christ, very properly declares that

they do not in reality suggest that predicate. We may well

understand, he says, that out of a feeling of piety for the

past, unwillingness to break with the historical tradition

and the custom of the church, Ritschl should wish to retain

such a title for Christ. But we can scarcely justify him in

doing so, when what he means by it is nothing more than

pure god-imaging (gottebenbildlich) humanity. “Partic-

ularly unhappy,” he continues, “is Ritschl’s defence of him-

self against his opponents who charged him with making

Christ in the end nothing but a mere man. Ritschl rejoined

(p. 397), ‘By mere man (if I should ever use the express-

ion) I should mean a man as a natural being (Naturgrosse),

Similarly Nippold, as cited, p.265, represents Ritschl as seeking to

escape from Rationalism by rejecting all natural knowledge of God
and representing the Christian community as the sole mediator of

reconciliation. But, he adds, this is merely formal; in the matter of

teaching “he comes near enough to the old Rationalism” to explain the

polemical attitude to him of the orthodox and the only half-acceptance

of the liberals. He talks of Christ no doubt as if he possessed in

Him at least one supernatural datum; but from him onward all is ex-

plained on a naturalistic, empirical-psychological basis. “All dogmatic

predications dissolve in a complex of subjective-psychological notions,

value-judgments and acts of will.”

*®As cited, p. 114 f.
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with the exclusion of all characteristics of spiritual and

moral personality.’ It follows from this that the deity of

Christ is to be grounded in the characteristics of spiritual

and moral personality. These, however, are not at all divine

but human things.” Whatever we may think of the applica-

bility of Wendland’s closing criticism, it is certainly true

that Ritschl’s defence of himself is in its entirety mere

evasion and amounts in substance to a confession of judg-

ment. “We, for our part,” writes Leonhard Stahlin

justly, are unable to discover anything in his Christology

that raises it above the level of a simple Rationalism. And
the appending of the title of deity to the picture of Christ

which he has drawn, is a pagan procedure for which no

justification is offered.”

Those who insist that Ritschl teaches the proper deity of

Christ“^ appear to forget that Ritschl himself declined to

make any such affirmation. We do not know how “the per-

son of Christ came into being,” he says,^®^ or became what

it presents itself for our ethical and religious estimation”

;

that “is no subject of theological investigation”.—it is a

problem “which transcends every kind of investigation.”

Only, we must not combine Him with God His Father; that

explains nothing scientifically.^®® Let us content ourselves

with knowing that He is that being “whose whole voca-

tional activity forms the material of the complete revelation

10® Kant, Lotze and Ritschl, p. 221, at the close of a couple of pages

of telling criticism of Ritschl’s meagre Christology. Similarly, J. Wend-
land, as cited, p. 116 points out that apart from his use of “the ex-

travagant’’ expression “iGodhead’’ of Christ and the peculiar ideal of

piety which Ritschl has brought to expression in his Christology, his

estimate of Jesus does not differ from that of the “Liberal Theology,’’

—

as for example that of Pfleiderer.

C. von Kiigelgen, as cited, p. 64 ff. supplies a very favorable ex-

ample. His contention is that with his ontology of spiritual being and

his epistemological views, Ritschl could say only what he says. See

also William Adams Brown, The Essence of Christianity, 1902, pp. 260-

261. Ritschl here is in effect made a mystic.

102 P. 451.

rosAber die Combination rwischen ihm und Gott seinem Vater ist

eben keine Erklarung wissenschaftlicher Art.
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of God present in Him, or in whom the word of God is a

human person.” That is to say, what Jesus Christ is, is

just the man in whom this complete revelation of God is

embodied. There is no question of a preexistence of Christ

here, as indeed there could not be with Ritschl’s view,

whether of God or of Christ. Ritschl, it is true, employs

the term “eternal” with reference to Him, with great free-

dom.^®* He stands, we are told, in an eternal relation with

God : He is the eternal object of the love of God
;
even the

phrase, “the eternal Godhead of the Son” is not shunned.

But the employment of these phrases is accompanied with

explanations which rob them of what might have otherwise

seemed their natural meaning. Only God, he tells us, “does

not become, but eternally is what He is” : only He is “of

Himself.” As for Christ—even theological tradition denies

to Him self-existence and (in the predication of eternal

generation to Him) ascribes Him to “the category of be-

coming in distinction from being.” So far as this, says

Ritschl, we may go with the traditional theology, when we
speak of the deity of Christ. So far as this—that Christ

is a dependent being who had His origin in time. But we
can go with it no further. What Ritschl is doing is giving

a new sense to the term “eternal deity,” as ascribed to

Christ; a new sense which would necessarily be misunder-

stood were it not clearly explained. It has meaning only,

Ritschl says, with reference to God, not to us. “The eternal

Godhead of the Son of God, in the transcription (umschrei-

bung) of it which has been given, becomes completely intel-

ligible only as object of the divine knowledge and will, that

is for God Himself.” What is meant is that “Christ exists

for God eternally as the same that He is manifested to

us in temporal limitation.” That is to say. He has always,

just as He existed on earth, been the object of the divine

prevision and predestination. Naturally, only of the divine.

Ritschl somewhat unnecessarily adds : “But only for God

;

for as preexistent Christ is for us hidden.” We, not being

lo^E.g. pp. 470, 471.
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eternal like God, can know things only under the condi-

tions of time and space. God knows from eternity

all things in one all-embracing knowledge. The mode of

this knowledge is inscrutable; its objects are in a true sense

real—that is to say in the eternal, timeless knowledge of

God. Christ, therefore, as existing from eternity in this

knowledge, has had an eternal preexistence, in the sense of

which it is more customary to speak as a merely ideal

preexistence. Of course the same could equally well be said

of everything else. For anything that exists has eternally

preexisted in the divine knowledge and will. At botton

Ritschl is expounding in this passage not a doctrine of

Christ’s preexistence but the doctrine of God’s eternal fore-

knowledge and decree. This of course has not escaped

notice. “Real premundane existence is thus ascribed,”

writes Leonhard Stahlin,^“® “not to Christ, but merely to

the divine will as directed to the establishment of the King-

dom of God through Christ. As thus defined, however, the

divine will is the volition of something that has yet to exist,

something therefore which does not yet exist.” “Ritschl,”

writes Henri Schoen similarly,^®® “teaches the ideal pre-

existence of Christ, and Christ is for him the historical per-

son of Jesus. But as, at bottom, a historical person preexists

really or does not preexist at all, as there is no middle term,

Jesus does not preexist at all. What preexists is solely the

divine intention, the mercy of God. Accordingly, when
Ritschl speaks to us of an ideal preexistence of Jesus, that is

only a new expression for the omniscience of God.”

It is something that Ritschl thus relates Christ directly

to the divine activities of foreknowledge and foreordination.

It does not appear that he relates Him with similar direct-

ness to any other divine activities. How He came into

being, how He came to be what He was—the bearer of the

complete revelation of God, the vehicle of the complete will

of God, and therefore the founder of the kingdom of God

losAs cited, p. 207.

1®* As cited, p. 84.
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—Ritschl warns us it is useless, even noxious, to enquire7®^

“How it was possible for such a man to come into exist-

ence,” Stahlin expounds,^®® “is a question which Ritschl

declines to answer. So far as one desires to be a Christian,

one must recognize as a fact—a given fact, a datum—this

relation of Christ to God, declared by Himself and proved

even unto death, as also by His resurrection from the

dead.^°® We must refrain entirely from attempts to get

behind this datum—to explain how it came to pass in de-

tail, how it acquired an empirical existence. Attempts of

this kind are purposeless, because they are resultless; and

being resultless it is injurious to make them.’”^® That

Ritschl was careful to leave such questions in what Orr calls

“convenient vagueness”^^^ is full of significance. The plain

fact is that his theology had no means at its disposal for

solving them.^^^ With his exclusion of all direct commerce

of God with the human spirit—all “mystical fantasies”—he

has rendered all revelation in the proper sense of the word

impossible, and with it all immediate divine guidance. On
this ground Christ cannot be a God-taught man; He must

be explained merely as a religious genius. C. von Kiigelgen,

it is true, declares^^® it is unjust to represent it as Ritschl’s

view, as Lemme does, “that in Christ too the idea of the

moral world-view arose in the same way as in us all—as a

consequence of a moral wish or of meditation.” Did not

Ritschl, he demands, represent Jesus as “actually experienc-

P. 45L
108 cited, p. 214.

On what Ritschl understood by the Resurrection of Christ see the

careful statements of Orr, The Ritschlian Theology, pp. 92, 202 f., and

Ritschlianism, pp. 96 ff.

Theologie und Metaphysik, p. 29.m Ritschlianism, p. 46. “How Christ should arrive at this knowledge

of God,” remarks Orr, “should possess these extraordinary endow-

ments, should stand in this unique relation to God and to his purposes

—in short, should be the Person that He is, and should stand in the

relation to God and man that He does—is a mystery into which we are

not permitted to pry.”

Cf. Stahlin, as cited, p. 314.

As cited, p. 65.
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ing a religious relation to God, theretofore non-existent,

and undertaking to introduce his disciples into the same

world-view and world-estimate?” The premise and con-

clusion here certainly do not hang together. That Ritschl

represents Christ as the discoverer of a new relation to God
and as able to transmit it to a following, says nothing as

to his view of how Jesus acquired this new conception of

the relation of man to God. And the passage in Ritschl to

which von Kiigelgen appeals^^* also says nothing of it.

This passage says, to be sure, more to the honor of Christ

than von Kiigelgen extracts from it. It says that Christ is

something more to the community which H^cstablished than

its founder and lawgiver—than “the transitory occasion

of His disciples’ religion and the legislator for their conduct,

who would be a matter of indifference to them, as soon as

His law had been learned.” Ritschl magnifies the abiding

influence of Jesus’ person on His followers, the example

which it is to them, the inspiration which it brings them.

“The task,” he says, “of the real development of the spirit-

ual personality, cannot be conceived rightly or fully apart

from the contemplation of the prototype of this human
destiny. What therefore we recognize in the historically

unique portraiture (Lehenschild) of Christ as the particular

value of his existence (Daseins), gains through the pecu-

liarity of this phenomenon, and through its norm-giving

bearing on our religious and ethical destiny, the value of a

permanent rule, since we at the same time establish that it

is only through the arousing and directing power of this

person that we are in a position to enter into His relation

to God and to the world.” These remarks very greatly

exalt Christ—in His functions. In this exaltation of His

functions. He is separated from other men: He is the

originator, they at best the imitators; He is the producer,

they at best the reproducers—who apart from His inspira-

tion can do nothing. This is not a small difference, though

it be but a difference of degree: a difference of but

11* P. 386.
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degree all the more that it is hinted that in reproducing

what He has produced we may reproduce it fully. This ex-

altation of Christ in his functions is even carried so far

that it is connected with the predicate of Godhead'—^though

unfortunately these high functions on which this Godhead

is based are treated rather as forming its content than sup-

plying its evidence. Nowhere do we get beyond their limit,

and therefore nowhere do we get beyond a great man—say

the supremely great man, who has found God and found

him completely, and by the power of His unique spiritual

energy stamps His own religious image on the hearts of

men.

It is necessary to revert for a moment to the hint in

Ritschl’s discussion to which we have just called attention

in passing, that Christ’s followers may become altogether

like him. Is Christianity adequately described, we may ask,

as “the religion of Jesus,” or is its essence to be sought

rather in “faith in Christ”? Is Jesus merely our Ex-

ample, or is He also our Savior? These two antitheses are

not quite identical, and we may be advanced in our under-

standing of Ritschl’s teaching by discriminating between

them. Ritschl does not wish to teach that Jesus is only

our Example. He vigorously assaults the “advocates of

the religion of Jesus,” who seek to “exhaust the significance

of Jesus in the scheme of individual imitation.” They over-

look, he declares, the fact that Jesus withdraws Himself

from imitation “by setting Himself over against His dis-

ciples as the author of forgiveness of sins.”“® Ritschl is

seeking, formally at least, to preserve to Jesus some shreds

of His function as Savior. We use this depreciatory lan-

guage because it appears that he ascribes saving functions to

Jesus only so far as there proceeds from His person an in-

fluence which incites His followers to action and gives

direction to their action. After all, therefore, he con-

“5 p. 387.

Pp. 2, 561 ff.

117 P. 387.
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ceives of Jesus only as our Example, except so far as he

throws the emphasis on His example, less as pattern than

as inspiration. Jesus affects us, according to him, only

through the impression which the contemplation of Him
makes on us—the influence which he exerts upon us; and

our Christianity consists in the end, therefore, only in

our repeating in our own persons what is found first in

Him—unless we prefer to split hairs with Theodor Haer-

ing^^® and carefully explain that it is not a question of

our individual imitation of Jesus but only of experiencing

in ourselves after the fashion of a copy (nachbildlich) the

childship to God which Jesus promises after the fashion of

an original (urbildlich)

.

It remains true that the Chris-

tianity of the Christian consists, according to Ritschl, in

his presenting in his own life-experience the “piety” which

Jesus lived out in His own person. Beyond doubt, he ex-

plains, Jesus experienced and testified to His disciples a

religious relation to God which had had no exemplification

before Him, and made it His task to lead His disciples into

this same conception of the world and judgment of self.

“This religious determination of the members of Christ’s

community is prefigured in the person of the Founder and

is grounded on it as the abiding power to all imitation of

Him.”^^® In point of fact Ritschl therefore brings us back,

for the essence of Christianity, to the repetition in His fol-

lowers of just those simple elements of piety which are

given originally in Jesus. His Christianity is just “the

religion of Jesus.” And the whole purpose of his main

treatise would not be misleadingly described as an attempt

to show that those conceptions pronounced by Lagarde^^®

“apostolical, not evangelical” are really “evangelical” as

well as “apostolical,” because “rightly understood” they

mean nothing more than following Jesus in thinking of

God as mere love, who has no intention of punishing sin,

and therefore living no longer in distrust of Him, but in

Ueber das Bleibende tm Glauben an Christus, p. 14.

119 P. 387.

19° Mittheilungen, 4. p. 107.
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trusting acceptance of His end as our end. Like Jesus, and

under the impulse received from Him (through the com-

munity), we are to live in faith, humility, patience, thank-

fulness, and the practice of love in the kingdom of God.

Doing so, we shall be divine as He, doing so, was divine.

This is to Ritschl the entirety of Christianity: and this is

at bottom just a doctrine of “imitation” of the religion of

Jesus.”

It is mere paradox to speak of Ritschl as teaching a

supernatural Christianity. “Although he lays little stress

on specific miracles,” writes William Adams Brown,^*^

“Christianity is to Ritschl in a true sense a supernatural

religion, for which no adequate preparation or explanation

can be found in pre-Christian history.” The qualification

“in a true sense” really tells the story; its function in the

sentence is to guard against its being understood to say that

Ritschl’s Christianity is a supernatural one in the ordinary

sense of that term. The reason assigned for the super-

naturalness of Ritschl’s Christianity is moreover, ineffective.

Ritschl, to be sure, teaches that Christianity came into the

world as something new; and we may for our own part

believe that, properly considered, that involves its super-

naturalness. But there is no reason to suppose that was

Ritschl’s opinion: on the contrary, he takes great pains to

prevent its attribution to him—and he gives us a Chris-

tianity which, despite its sudden advent into the world, is

through and through, in its substance, modes of working and

accessories alike, purely natural. It certainly is a meiosis

to say that he “lays little stress on specific miracles.” He
does not allow the occurrence of any such thing as a

“miracle.” “Miracle,” with him, as Orr justly tells us,^^^®

“is the religious name for an event which awakens in us a

121 The Essence of Christianity, 1902, p. 227.

i2ia The Christian View of God and the World 1893, p. 31 ; see also

The Ritschlian Theology, p. 93. Cf. Wendland, as cited, p. 61, who
gives as the passages from which Ritschl’s doctrine may be drawn;

Justification and Reconciliation, III. E.T. 618-19; Instruction, etc., §17,

E.T., 188-9; J- d. Th. 1861, pp. 429; Hist. Zeitsch. VIII, 1862, pp. 97 ff.
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powerful impression of the help of God, but is not to be

held as interfering with the scientific doctrine of the un-

broken connection of nature.”

Even more paradoxical than Brown’s is Gustav Ecke’s

representation. According to him Ritschl not only has no

intention of excluding the supernatural factor from the

course of the development of the Christian life, but actually

so suggests it as to compel us to perceive in it his genuine

point of view. It is allowed that he is not altogether con-

sistent in the matter. He only sometimes speaks as if he

recognized a direct supernatural activity underlying the

Christian life, providing indeed its producing cause; recog-

nized it but declined to assert it or to expound it, because,

above all else that he recognized about it, is this—that,

though it is to be acknowledged, it is a hidden mystery of

which nothing whatever can be said, a kind of Ding an sich

behind the phenomena of the spiritual life. At other times,

it is admitted, he speaks as if there is nothing of the sort to

be recognized and the Christian life is to be explained solely

out of the natural powers of man’s own spirit. Ecke now de-

clares that, led by considerations of a general character, he

is of the opinion that Ritschl is himself only when he speaks

in the former fashion. He apparently forgets that even to

speak in this former fashion is already to withdraw oneself

wholly from the supernaturalism of the Christian life. It

is already to treat this supernaturalism, which is only con-

ventionally allowed, as negligible; to take up an agnostic

attitude over against it, which, like all agnostic attitudes,

is only an indirect way of denying it. It already betrays a

rationalistic conception of the processes of the Christian

life as ruling the mind, and thus points to the rationalistic

mode of treatment which lies by its side as representing the

fundamental point of view of the author.

It is true that, after expressing, at least, a complete “agnos-

ticism” with reference to the working of the Holy Spirit on

the human spirit, and asserting the consequent necessity of

^22 As cited, pp. 63 ff.
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confining ourselves in expounding them to a mere descrip-

tion of the phenomena themselves, Ritschl is able to write

such a sentence as this: “In these statements the Holy
Spirit is not denied, but recognized and understood.”^*®

And it is true that after reasserting this “agnostic” attitude

in its extremest form, going so far as to declare that “noth-

ing further can be objectively taught” about the justification

and regeneration of the individual than that they follow on

his acceptance of the gospel as presented to him in the Chris-

tian community, he feels justified in striking back waspishly

at his critics in the assertion that he too recognizes that

there are “mysteries” in the Christian life but that it is his

habit when he comes across a mystery to be silent about

precisely it.^*^ Such declarations, however, do not point,

as Ecke appears to suppose, to a fundamental supernatural-

ism of conception on Ritschl’s part, which represents the real

Ritschl; but have precisely the contrary meaning. Ritschl

is able to neglect whatever supernatural elements in the

Christian life he may be thought here and there to suggest

that he dimly perceives, and to develop the whole story of

its rise and progress without their aid. And even when his

language, taken literally, may seem most clearly to carry a

supernaturalistic meaning, we cannot fail to know that it

is not intended to convey it. This is true for example of the

instances which have just been adduced. It is certain that

when Ritschl speaks of “mysteries in the religious life” he

is thinking of nothing supernatural, but only of the wonders

of the natural operations of the human spirit. And it is

certain that when he speaks of “recognizing and under-

standing” the Holy Spirit, he is not thinking of any super-

natural Being—a Divine Person who acts as a Power on

the persons of believers—but only of the “common spirit”

of the Christian community, which in the form of a common

knowledge affects the activities of the individual. Facts

like these throw a lurid light on the survival in Ritschl’s ex-

i2»P. 23.

12* P. 607.
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positions of expressions which might otherwise be thought

capable of bearing a supematuralistic interpretation.

What these expressions indicate is not that Ritschl was

of a divided mind, and spoke now in a naturalistic, now in a

supematuralistic, sense without ever being able to find a

point of equilibrium. Still less do they mean that, though

working out his system on naturalistic postulates, he re-

mained at bottom a supernaturalist, and his fundamental

supernaturalism occasionally forces itself to the surface.

What they mean is simply that Ritschl, though working out

a purely naturalistic system, worked it out in the face of,

and with a view to commending it to, a supernaturalistically

minded community. He therefore clothes his naturalistic

system with the terms of supematuralism, or, to be more

precise, of conservative evangelicalism. He himself thought

of this procedure as a reminting of the old coin; it is not

strange that the evangelical public itself looked upon it as

rather counterfeiting it. In point of fact he everywhere

employs the old nomeclature of a supematuralistic theology

in order to express—with whatever twisting and straining

—^his new naturalistic conceptions. The method cannot be

said to be a happy one. Henri Schoen, who deals with it

gently, points out that Ritschl borrowed, or may have bor-

rowed, it from Hofmann, who, he thinks, in other matters

also exerted a certain influence on Ritschl's development.

Hofmann, says he,^^^ not only compelled the Bible to teach

his theology, “but inaugurated a procedure which became

that of the Gottingen theologian. Persuaded that his con-

temporaries would accept his theory more easily if it was

clothed in an orthodox form, he preserved the traditional

terms, redemption, expiation, satisfaction, only giving them

a new sense. He did not wish, at any price, to cast off ‘the

uniform of his army,’ that is to say, that of the orthodox

party. His object, as he liked to repeat, was ‘to teach old

truths in a new form.’ It is possible, with equal right, to

reverse the formula, and say that he taught new truths.

125 As cited, p. 133 .
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while employing old expressions. Ritschl expressed in-

dignation at this procedure he imitated it more than

once.” He found, in effect/^'^ “in the writings of Hofmann
a valuable lesson in prudence

;
he could learn from them that,

in order to get a truth accepted he must avoid shocking the

religious feeling of his contemporaries, and that it is often

useful to present new ideas under an old form, that is to say,

by preserving the expressions to which pious men are ac-

customed. The method is dangerous; beyond question,

very dangerous : we do not hesitate to repel it when the

sense of truth is in danger of being blunted by it. . . .

”

It cannot be denied that Ritschl deliberately adopted this

method of commending his naturalistic theology to a

suspicious public; or that he pressed his employment of it

to an incredible extreme. It would no doubt be a mistake,

however, to attribute to him a calculated intention to de-

ceive. He obviously took pleasure in his employment of

the consecrated forms of speech and no doubt persuaded

himself with more or less success that he had a right to them.

We have to reckon here with the peculiarities of his per-

sonality, with the special type of his piety, with the sources

of his theological system.

Johannes Wendland, in an illuminating page or two,

makes us aware^^® of the close connection of Ritschl’s

theological attitude and development with his strong and

proud, angular, and self-assertive character. Hating above

all things what he regarded as sentimentality and pious

“gush,” seeing religion rather in “doing” than in “feeling,”

and priding himself on his “practical” Christianity, he con-

ceived it to be his mission to bring this type of Christianity

to its rights as over against the tendency to emotionalism

which he marked with disgust in the professionally religious.

With this natural temperament, his mind turned with pre-

dilection to that ethicizing form of Christian teaching

^20 Justification and Reconciliation, I. 645, 546.

127 Schoen, as cited, p. 140.

128 As cited, pp. 7 ff. Much of the contents of these closing para-

graphs is drawn from this discussion.
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which for more than a century had been regnant in a large

section of German thought, and which we know by the

general name of Rationalism/^® “In point of fact,’’ says

Leonhard Stahlin justly,^®® “his system of theology is an

attempt to revive in new form the antiquated principles of

Rationalism and to establish them on a new basis by means

of a theory of cognition suggested by Kant and Lotze, and

with the help of elements drawn from Schleiermacher. . . .

It is simply a reconstructed theology of the so-called faith

of reason or rational faith (Vernunftsglaube) and differs

from other attempts of the same kind, not so much in sub-

stance as in form and method. . . . Matters are not

altered by simply laying stress on the historical revelation

through Christ as long as Christ has no other significance

than that of having first realized that which forms the con-

tent of natural religion.” It is not, however, in this phi-

losophic-theological inheritance that his theology foimd its

starting point, although he ostentatiously presents his epis-

temolog>" as its determining factor. Neither does it take

its starting-point from his historical or exegetical investi-

gations, although he ostentatiously lays extended historical

and exegetical investigations at its base. His philosophical,

historical and exegetical results are all already dominated

by his point of view, which has its roots in his religious

peculiarity and the ideal of piety which he cherished and

sought to illustrate in his person.

This type of piety he endeavored to impress on the church

as the substance of what it is to be a Christian. It was in

its interest that he worked out his theology, and it was in

its interests that he turned and twisted the teaching of the

Scriptures and of the great Reformers alike, in the de-

termination to wrest from their unwilling lips support for it.

Nothing could exceed the eclecticism of his procedure, ex-

cept it be its violence. He takes from Scripture and Re-

formers alike what suits his purpose, without the least re-

129 Cf. the good remarks of Julius Leopold Schultze in the Neue
kirchl. Zeitschrift, 1898, IX, p. 214.

199 As cited, p. 277.
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gard to its logical connection, and then fits it without mercy

into his scheme. He himself naively betrays how he deals

with the Reformers, for example, when he drops the re-

mark “The reformatory ideas are more concealed than

revealed in the theological books of Luther and Melancthon

themselves.” Neglecting their real teachings he gathered

out from their writings such chance remarks as could be

made to fit in with his own view of things, and built up from

them a new Reformation doctrine which he presented as

the only true one. Thus he gave the world a new Natural-

ism, decked out in phrases borrowed from the Scriptures

and Reformers, but as like their system of thought as black

is to white, and called it the true doctrine of the Bible and

Reformers. This strange procedure has, under his in-

fluence, been systematized and men now tell us gravely that

the essence of any movement consists of that in it which we
can look upon as lasting truth—which, being interpreted,

means that in it which we find conformable to our own
predilections.^®* In Ritschl’s own hands- it was rather the

result of his overbearing temper, which imposed itself upon

the materials of his thought and bent them to his service.

So far as this, or something like this, is the true account

of the matter, it is not necessary to attribute to him any

direct purpose to deceive. The result was the same.

Benjamin B. Warfield.

Princeton.

Drei akademische Reden, p. 18 (as cited by Wendland).

This is the procedure of W. Herrmann and A. Harnack when deal-

ing with the doctrines of the Reformation. For the general notion see

the Harvard Theological Review, October 1918, pp. 538 ff.



RECENT CRITICISM OE THE BOOK OF ACTS"

Some years ago the world of New Testament scholarship

M^as startled by the conversion of Adolf von Harnack^ to

the traditional view of the authorship of Luke-Acts. The

book of Acts, Harnack concluded, was actually written by

Luke, a companion of Paul. And what is more, it was

written at about A.D. 6o, or a little later, near the point of

time where the narrative breaks off. Thus with regard to

the date of the book the leading representative of modern

“liberalism” had become more conservative than most of the

“conservatives” themselves. Well might students of the

New Testament ask, “Is Saul also among the prophets?”

Perhaps the most distinctive contribution of Harnack to

the argument for the Lucan authorship of Acts was his es-

tablishment of the linguistic and stylistic unity of the book.

The “we-sections”—the sections where the first person plural

appears—are generally admitted to have been written by a

companion of Paul. But as Harnack showed with especial

clearness the we-sections are strikingly similar in language

and style to the rest of the book. If, therefore, the book as

a whole was written or compiled by an author different from

the author of the we-sections, this author of the whole must

at least have revised the we-section source which he was

using, so as to impress upon it his own style. But if so, why

1 Charles C. Torrey, The Composition and Date of Acts, Cambridge,

Harvard University Press, Harvard Theological Studies I, 1916; “Fact

and Fancy in Theories concerning Acts”, in American Journal of

Theology, xxiii, 1919, pp. 61-86, 189-212; F. J. Foakes-Jackson, “Pro-

fessor C. C. Torrey on the Acts”, in Harvard Theological Review, x,

1917. PP- 352-361 ; W. J. Wilson, “Some Observations on the Aramaic
Acts”, ibid, xi, 1918, pp. 74-99; “The Unity of the Aramaic Acts”, ibid,

pp. 322-335; Benjamin W. Bacon, “More Philological Criticism of Acts”,

in American Journal of Theology, xxii, 1918, pp. 1-23. Compare also

Torrey, “The Translations Made from the Original Aramaic Gospels”,

in Studies in the History of Religions Presented to Crawford Howell
Toy, 1912.

^ Lukas der Arzt, 1906; Die Apostelgeschichte, 1908; Neue Unter-

suchungen zur Apostelgeschichte und zur Abfassungszeit der synop-

tischen Evangelien, 1911.
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did he not change the “we’’ to “they”? As coming from the

pen of a later writer, who as everyone knew could not have

been an eye-witness of the missionary journeys of Paul, the

“we” was rank nonsense. It could only have been retained

if the final author was a mere compiler, copying out his

sources mechanically. But that the final author was not a

mere compiler is proved by the literary unity of the book.

If, therefore, the final author was in the we-sections using

a source written by some one else, he has revised everything

in his source except the one thing, the “we”, which most im-

peratively required revision.

It is with regard to the nature of the literary unity of the

book that C. C. Torrey, in a series of notable studies, differs

from Harnack. In his hands, it is true, the argument for

the identity of the author of the we-sections with the author

of the whole book remains absolutely unimpaired; the hand

of Luke, the author of the we-sections, he believes, can

everywhere be detected. But he thinks that in the whole

former half of Acts (Acts i. ib—xv. 35) Luke has given

us a literal translation of an Aramaic document. The lin-

guistic unity of the book is thus explained by the fact that

the author of the latter half was himself the translator of the

former half; while the Semitic coloring of the former half,

which is in marked contrast with the purely Greek tone and

style of the latter half, shows that in this former part of the

book the author was allowing his language to be affected by

a Semitic source.®

The fact of translation in “I Acts” (Acts i. ib—xv. 35) is

thought to be established by a few “especially striking ex-

amples of mistranslation” in the Greek form of the nar-

rative, by many other evidences of translation, and by the

great wealth of Semitisms (that is, Aramaisms) as con-

trasted with the absence or extreme scarcity of Semitisms

3 “W^herever, in the Gospel or Acts”, Torrey says, “Luke’s ovvn

vocabulary and style appear, Luke is either translating or composing

freely” (American Jotirnal of Theology, xxiii, 1919, p. 210). In other

words, Torrey rejects altogether the hypothesis of revision on the part

of Luke of Greek written sources.
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in “II Acts” (Acts xv. 36—xxviii. 31). Among the “es-

pecially striking examples” may be mentioned Acts ii. 47,

where the phrase iirl to airo is certainly very difficult. The

word in the original of the passage/ it is argued, really

meant “greatly”, but was taken by the translator in the sense

of “together”. The reason for the mistake was that the

word means “together” in the other Aramaic dialects (with

which the translator was familiar), whereas in the Judean

dialect, in which I Acts was written, it ordinarily meant

“greatly”. The verse meant in the original, then (if we

correct also another slight mistake in translation), “And the

Lord added greatly day by day to the saved.”

This one example will serve to indicate at least part of the

method which Torrey uses. An examination of the other

“striking examples of mistranslation” would exceed the

limits of the present article, and would require expert knowl-

edge of the Aramaic dialects. Whatever may be thought

of the alleged mistranslations, however, the argument for an

Aramaic original of Acts i. ib—xv. 35 is at least impressive.

Certainly a good deal can be said for Torrey’s view that the

language of the former half of Acts is translation-Greek.

As over against the rival explanations of the Semitic color-

ing of I Acts (and of such passages as Luke i. 5—ii. 52),®

even if one is not quite ready to characterize as a “grotesque

performance” the imitation of the Septuagint on the part of

Luke which is posited by Harnack, the hypothesis of trans-

lation has at least the advantage of simplicity. It will per-

haps repay further examination.

In detecting a great wealth of Semitisms in I Acts, Torrey

is in conflict with the present tendency among philologians

to reduce the number of Semitisms in the New Testament

and explain the supposed Semitisms as popular usages of

the Greek Koine, which formerly seemed un-Greek only be-

cause until the discovery of the non-literary papyri we were

unfamiliar with the popular, as distinguished from the liter-

* Kinb

® See Studies in the History of Religions, loc. cit.
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ary, form of the Greek world-language. Perhaps, however,

the debate will finally be settled by a compromise. On the

one hand, the modern philologians are undoubtedly correct

in denying the existence of the special Jewish-Greek dialect

in which the New Testament was formerly sometimes sup-

posed to be written
;
but on the other hand the influence of

Semitic originals or even a Semitic “atmosphere” upon the

language of certain parts of the New Testament may be con-

siderably greater than many philologians are at present will-

ing to admit. At any rate, in order to disprove the hypothe-

sis of translation with regard to I Acts, it is not sufficient

to point out the supposed Semitisms individually in native

Greek. It is the heaping-up in a single passage of these

apparently Semitic usages, even though every one of them

individually may be found on native Greek ground, which

produces the impression of translation-Greek. The English

example which Torrey gives in his paper on the Gospels is

particularly instructive. Every idiom in the passage is good

grammatical English, yet the heaping up of the idioms show

clearly, to anyone thoroughly familiar with both languages,

that the passage is a translation from the Latin.® It is evi-

dence like this, rather than the supjwsed mistranslations,

which will perhaps go furthest toward establishing the trans-

lation-character of I Acts.

The Aramaic document underlying I Acts, was, according

to Torrey, thoroughly homogeneous,’^ and has been trans-

® Op. cit., pp. 284 f.

^ Torrey is unwilling to allow to W. J. Wilson (who agrees with him

thoroughly in his principal contentions) even the presence of “doublets”

in Acts iv and v. 17-42. In accordance with a very widespread opinion,

Wilson holds {op. cit., pp. 91 f.) that the two accounts of imprison-

ments of apostles (Peter and John in the former case, the apostles

generally in the latter) are divergent accounts of the same event, the

second being a heightening of the former. Torrey, however, insists that

the heightening is inherent in the events, not merely in the tradition of

the events, since it is only natural that, as the Christian movement

spread, more and more drastic action on the part of the Jewish auth-

orities would become necessary {American Journal of Theology, xxiii,

1919, pp. 190 f.). Such common sense in dealing with the New Testa-

ment narratives is very refreshing.
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latecl by Luke literally and almost without editorial changes,

so that its representations have been allowed to stand un-

modified even when, as in the case of the time of the Ascen-

sion or in the case of certain details of the conversion of

Paul, those representations were contradictory either to

other sources used by Luke or to Luke’s own view.® The

“manipulation of documents” presupposed, for example, by

Bacon’s theory, was not, Torrey insists, “either usual or

regarded as respectable in those days.”®

The date of the Aramaic I Acts, according to Torrey and

W. J. Wilson, is fixed at A.D. 49 or 50, in the first place by

the general impression conveyed by the narrative that it was

written in the “first flush” of enthusiasm after the triumph

of liberal views which was achieved in the Apostolic Council

(Acts XV. 1-35),’^” and in the second place by the fact that

the author evidently did not yet know, as he must have

known very soon, “that Silas, instead of returning with

Judas to Jerusalem, remained at Antioch, and set out with

Paul on a second missionary journey” (Acts xv. 33)

With regard to the common argument for a late date based

® According to W. J. Wilson, {op. cit., pp. 84-89), the account of the

conversion in I Acts (Acts ix) is highly legendary, and contains inven-

tion of details. In Acts xxii Luke corrects the account which had

already been translated literally. Acts xxii is not incredible, though it

requires modern interpretation. Acts xxvi is abbreviated. Thus Acts

xxii is the best account of the conversion, Paul’s own inward inter-

pretation of the experience (as in Rom. vii) being “so involved with

ancient mystical psychology and with Paul’s own subsequent reflections

as to be of slight value from the modern point of view.’’ The one cru-

cial fact in Paul’s interpretation (the moral aspect of the conversion)

“seems to have passed completely over the heads of both of the authors

of Acts.” Here we have, in more extreme form than in Torrey himself,

the characteristics of what may be called the “school” of criticism which

he represents—thoroughgoing conservatism with regard to questions of

date and authorship of the documents coupled with equally thorough-

going disbelief in the deeper things that the documents attest.

® American Journal of Theology, xxiii, 1919, p. 68, footnote.

So Wilson {Harvard Theological Review, xi, 1918, p. 329). If,

Torrey argues {American Journal of Theology, xxiii, 1919, p. 192),

other important events had already happened, the author of I Acts

would have narrated them.

^’•Torrey, op. cit., pp. 191 f.
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on the supposed dependence on Josephus (Antiq. Jud. XX.
V. I, 2) in Acts V. 36, 37, Torrey admits a confusion of the

author with regard to Judas and Theudas, but supposes that

the confusion arose on the basis of some earlier source where

the events were less clearly narrated than in Josephus.

The treatment of II Acts in Torrey ’s monograph and sub-

sidiary articles is very interesting and in the main very con-

vincing, but since it is less distinctive than the treatment of

I Acts it may be reported more briefly. Here also, the homo-

geneity of the narrative is insisted upon, particular attention

being given to Norden’s hypothesis of the dependence of

Acts xvii. 16-34 upon a treatise of Apollonius of Tyana, and

to Bacon’s separation of Acts xxviii. 17-28 from the we-

section that precedes. The refutation both of Norden and

of Bacon is vigorous and convincing. The early date of II

Acts, which places it at the very point of time when the

narrative closes, that is, according to Torrey’s chronology,

about A.D. 64, is maintained by means of some of the very

characteristics of Acts xxviii. 17-28 which Bacon urges

against the Lucan origin of that passage. If written at a

later date, Torrey says, the passage would perhaps not be

impressive, but when it is dated at the time of the events

themselves, it is altogether what might have been expected.

There emerges, then, according to Torrey, the following

“suitable and convincing” chronological series for the Lucan

writings

:

I Acts A. D. 50

Gospel of Luke A. D. 60

II Acts A.D. 64

It may be remarked in passing that Torrey regards the

Gospel of Mark as “practically a contemporary account” of

the events that it narrates.^®

Such a chronological scheme would not be so remarkable

if it came from some “orthodox” source (though conserva-

Composition and Date of Acts, pp. 70 f.
;
American Journal of

Theology, xxiii, 1919, pp. 199-201.

Op. cit., p. 193.
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tive scholars have not usually dated the Synoptic Gospels and

Acts so early), but as coming from C. C. Torrey, it is really

enough to take one’s breath away. For Torrey gives no

evidence of being a “conservative” or an “orthodox” theolo-

gian
;
on the contrary he seems to be as uncompromising as

anyone in his denial of the historicity of the supernatural

element in the New Testament narratives. Yet he regards

as practically contemporaneous with the events (at least as

written only some twenty years after the origin of the

Church, and in the dialect used in Judea) a document which

represents Jesus of Nazareth as holding table-companionship

with His disciples after His resurrection from the dead

!

What has become of the hypothesis of gradual production of

myth in the Christian tradition which has been popular since

the days of Strauss? When Torrey maintains that the rec-

ord of facts in the New Testament narrative is essentially

true, but that the narratives have put an erroneous, super-

natural interpretation upon the facts, it might almost seem

as though we had returned to the days of Paulus and the

older rationalism. The method of interpretation, it must be

admitted, is totally different. Our modern rationalists are

careful not to try to work out their rationalizing in detail

;

and for the most part, despite the rationalizing principle just

enunciated, the treatment of the sources shows closer affinity

to Strauss than to Paulus.

But how could legendary representations like the table-

companionship with the risen Christ or the speaking with

tongues on the day of Pentecost have found a place in prac-

tically contemporary records ? Despite the supposed parallel

of Saint Simeon Stylites,^* and the antique fondness for

miracles, the thing does not seem very natural to the great

majority of investigators. As was pertinently pointed out

against Harnack, it is the advocates of this modern return to

tradition in literary criticism who are the real sceptics. For

if legendary representations like the bodily resurrection of

Jesus can find a place in the very reports of contemporaries,

where can the truth ever be found?

Op. cit., pp. 196 f.
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Nevertheless the tendency represented, in an ascending

scale, by Kirsopp Lake, Harnack and C. C. Torrey, is not

without its significance. That significance does not indeed

consist in any return, on the part of the representatives of

the tendency, to a belief in evangelical Christianity. One

would have to search far, for example, to discover a more

abysmal scepticism with regard to the objective validity of

Christian beliefs than is to be found in Kirsopp Lake.^® Yet

Lake is the author of the admirable book, so conservative in

its treatment of the Lucan account of Paul’s relation to the

Jerusalem Church, The Earlier Epistles of St. Paul. Scarcely

less abysmal, perhaps, is the scepticism of A. C. McGiffert,^®

yet McGiffert, some years ago, was the author of a notable

history of the apostolic age, which, very much after the

manner also exemplified by the commentary of Wendt, seeks

so far as possible to save everything in the narrative of Acts

except the one thing really worth saving—namely the super-

naturalness of the origin of Christianity.^^

The real significance of the “return to tradition” in

literary criticism^® consists in the support that it affords to

those who have not decided to reject the supematuralistic

view of Christian origins. Harnack and the others have

at least introduced a dangerous antinomy into the imposing

“liberal” reconstruction of early Christianity. The late dat-

ing of such documents as the book of Acts was an integral

15 The Stewardship of Faith, 1915. Lake leaves open the question

of Lucan authorship of Luke-Acts (see his article “Acts of the Apostles”

in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Apostolic Church). With regard to the

presentation in Acts of the attitude of Paul toward the original apostles

and the Jewish Church, Lyke completely reverses the unfavorable esti-

mates which were formerly in vogue. See especially The Earlier Epistles

of St. Paul, 1911.

1® See especially The Rise of Modern Religious Ideas, 1915.

11 McGiffert and Wendt do not, it is true, accept the Lucan author-

ship of Acts and do not represent that recent “return to tradition” which

we are now discussing.

15 Of course the prevalence of this return should not be exaggerated.

The great majority of those who hold the naturalistic view of the origin

of Christianity still maintain the non-Lucan and post-apostolic view of

Luke and Acts.
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part of that reconstruction. But if Acts was written in

A.D. 6o or 64, all is thrown into confusion. It is not sur-

prising that the great majority of “liberal” historians have

reacted strongly against Harnack’s recent conclusions.

Furthermore, if Harnack and Lake and Torrey are correct,

the objection to the New Testament account of Christian

origins is seen more and more clearly to be simply and solely

an objection to the miraculous. It used to be maintained

that contradictions and improbabilities in the New Testament

discredit the narratives even entirely apart from the question

of the miraculous, and that if the New Testament books do

not accredit themselves in the ordinary historical field, still

less can they be given credence when they attest marvels.

But now we have men like C. C. Torrey and Kirsopp Lake

engaging in the most thoroughgoing defence of the nar-

ratives in just those points where they were supposed to be

most clearly discredited.

In this connection we are brought to what is perhaps

most significant of all in the recent tendency of “return to

tradition.” Harnack, Lake and Torrey represent the cul-

mination of what may be called, if a convenient word-coin-

age be permitted, the progressive de-Tiibingenizing of the X,

criticism of Acts.

About the middle of the nineteenth century, F. C. Baur of

Tubingen laid the foundation for subsequent New Testa-

ment criticism by a bold reconstruction of early Christian

history. Strauss in his famous Leben Jesu (1835) had, in

the opinion of many, demolished the supernatural view of

the Gospels. Zeller, who with Baur belongs to the so-called

“Tubingen school”, extended the work of demolition, with

equal thoroughness, to the book of Acts. But Baur and

Zeller were not content with demolition. They sought

rather to construct with the old materials a new building of

genuine history. The New Testament documents, rejected

for the most part as true accounts of the events which they

purport to narrate, were made to do duty as indirect wit-

nesses, through their very misrepresentations of history, to
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the several tendencies in the thought and life of the Church

for the sake of which those misrepresentations were ventured

upon. The fundamental fact of apostolic history, accord-

ing to Baur, was a conflict between Paul and the original

apostles, between Gentile Christianity and Jewish Christian-

ity; and that conflict extended on through the middle of the

second century, until it was finally settled by a compromise.

The New Testament books are party documents, to be dated

according to their place in the development of the conflict.

Those books, like the anti-Pauline Apocalypse of John on

the one hand, and the genuine epistles of Paul on the other,

which stand strongly on one side or the other of the con-

flict, are relatively early; those books like the book of Acts,

which represent an “irenic” or compromise tendency are

late.

The construction of Baur, in its entirety, soon had to be

abandoned or at least seriously modified. Albrecht Ritschl,

for example, showed that Baur had enormously exaggerated

the influence of specifically Jewish Christianity upon the

history of the Church. Anti-Pauline Jewish Christianity,

he pointed out, never had the support of the original apostles

(indeed the real conflict in the apostolic age was between all

the apostles on the one hand and an extreme Judaizing party

on the other), and soon ceased to be influential. The Old

, Catholic Church of the close of the second century owes its

divergence from Paul not to a compromise between a Pauline

and an anti-Pauline party but to the natural inability of the

ordinary man to understand the Pauline doctrine of grace

—to a development therefore upon purely Gentile Christian

ground.

Furthermore, a more detailed study of the early patristic

literature, on the part of such men as Lightfoot and Zahn,

soon showed that Baur’s late dating of many of the New
Testament books was excluded by external evidence. It

was no longer possible to string out the books of the New
Testament along anywhere at will throughout the second

century in the interests of a plausible theory of develop-
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merit. A study of plain literary relationships came in to

supplement and contradict Baur’s use of internal evidence.

But because the theory of Baur was soon rejected as a

whole, it does not follow that it became uninfluential. On
the contrary, it has left its mark upon all subsequent develop-

ments in New Testament criticism. And it has done so

especially at the point which interests us just now—namely

in the treatment of Acts. Baur’s reconstruction of apos-

tolic history was based fundamentally upon a comparison of

the book of Acts with the Pauline Epistles—to the detri-

ment of the former. At this point he has been followed,

more or less closely, by subsequent criticism.

In the general wreck of alleged apostolic writings, accord-

ing to Baur, one solid rock emerges triumphant from the

storm—namely the genuineness of the four major epistles

of Paul. The account, therefore, which they give of apos-

tolic history is the touch-stone by which all other documents,

and particularly the account given in Acts, must be tested.

Now at most points the testing of Acts is impossible, or at

least very difficult, because the book does not run parallel

with anything that is found in Paul. But in the fifteenth

chapter we find an account of an event which is also narrated

in the Epistle to the Galatians (Chap. ii). Here at any rate

is an opportunity for comparison.

The comparison, Baur maintains, results disastrously for

the book of Acts
;
Acts and Paul are found to be in hopeless

disagreement. The disagreement, moreover, concerns not

merely details, but the vital matter of the relation existing

between Paul and the original apostles. That relation, says

Baur, was according to Paul one of fundamental difference

of principle, the agreement reached at the time of Paul’s

Jerusalem visit (Gal. ii. i-io), being essentially an agreement

to disagree. Paul was careful to assert his own complete in-

dependence of those who had been apostles before him.

The book of Acts on the other hand represents the relation

between Paul and the original apostles as altogether har-

monious; far from insisting upon his independence Paul is
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'

I
actually willing to consent to a compromise and permit the >

Jerusalem church to impose upon the Gentile converts a i

certain portion at least of the ceremonial law—the so-called ;

“Apostolic Decree” (Acts xv. 23-29). The worst of it is,

moreover, that this false representation of the relation be-

tween Paul and the original apostles is allowed to color the
,

entire history in the book of Acts; from beginning to end

the book is intended to show, in defiance of the real facts,
J

that Paul and Peter were in perfect harmony; the real in- T

dependence of the apostle Paul is carefully concealed. Thus

in the book of Acts, Paul is brought into early conference
'

with the Jerusalem leaders (Acts ix. 26-30); he does not

hesitate to visit them again before the Council (Acts xi. 30) ;
:!

and all through his subsequent career he is careful of Jewish ]

custom and deferential to the Jerusalem authorities (Acts,

xvi. 3, 4; xxi. 26). Peter, on the other hand, is represented

as expressing thoroughly Pauline views about Gentile free-

dom (Acts XV. 7-12), and even as taking the lead in the

Gentile mission (Acts x). Indeed an elaborate parallelism

is set up, all through the book, between the careers of the

the two apostles, and everything that might have called to

mind their disagreements, like the unfortunate incident of

Titus, for example, or the dispute at Antioch (Gal. ii.

1 1 -21), is carefully suppressed.

This treatment of the book of Acts has been generally

modified by subsequent investigators. The relative good

faith of the author, for example, is now usually accepted.

The book is no longer regarded as a party document written

late in the second century and intended to bring peace into

the Church by means of a deliberate falsification of history.

If it misrepresents the relation between Paul and the original

apostles it is now thought to do so merely because at the

time when it was written the apostles were surrounded with

the halo of antiquity and sanctity, and the memory of the

birth-throes of Gentile freedom had been lost. The obscura-

tion of the profound differences of principle in the apostolic

age is thus regarded as naive rather than deliberate; true
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Paulinism, it is urged, was not easy for a later generation to

understand. Baur and Zeller, moreover, are generally ad-

mitted to have been wrong in making the representation of

apostolic unity, as manifested, for example, in an elaborate

parallelism between the fortunes and achievements of Peter

and Paul, the determining principle of the choice of material

in the book. The principal purpose of the author of Acts is

now often admitted to have been the telling of the truth,

though unfortunately, it is said, he set about the task from

the point of view of his own age.

At one point, however, the position of Baur has generally

been maintained. The fifteenth chapter of Acts, it is in-

sisted, does prove to be in contradiction to the second chapter

of Galatians. No doubt the unfavorable judgment of Baur

was greatly exaggerated
;
no doubt his exegesis of Galatians

and Corinthians was one-sided. But after all, it is said,

the contradiction, however it arose, is a fact, and it discredits

even those portions of Acts where direct testing is im-

possible. The book of Acts is thus regarded as having

failed at the very point where it can be tested in the light of

an unimp>eachable authority. There is some justification,

therefore, for calling, with B. W. Bacon, the relation be-

tween Acts and Galatians, particularly as regards the Apos-

tolic Council, the “crux of apostolic history.”^®

Even this last stronghold of Tiibingenism, however, has

not been immune from attack, and the vigor of the attack

seems to be increasing rather than diminishing. The pic-

ture which the book of Acts draws of the apostle Paul has

been finding vigorous defenders.

With regard to the specific problem of Acts xv. 1-35 there

have been various lines of defense.

The most thoroughgoing is the contention that Gal. ii. i-io

and Acts xv. 1-35 are not contradictory for the simple reason

that they are accounts of two entirely dififerent events.

Gal. ii being an account, not of the Apostolic Council, but of

i®“Acts versus Galatians: the Crux of Apostolic History”, in Ameri-
can Journal of Theology, xi, 1907, pp. 454-474: “Professor Harnack
on the Lukan Narrative”, ihid, xiii, 1909, pp. 59-76.
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what happened at the “famine visit” of Paul to Jerusalem,

which is mentioned in Acts xi. 30; xii. 25. In its most

thoroughgoing form, this view places the Epistle to the

Galatians actually before the Apostolic Council of which it

was formerly supposed to give an account.^® This early

dating of Galatians can no longer be regarded as a mere

uninfluential vagary of criticism. For some time an idiosyn-

cracy of the Roman Catholic scholar Weber, it has now won
the support of Lake, Ramsay, Emmet, and Plooij.^^ Un-
doubtedly it solves many of the problems. The omission in

Galatians of the “famine visit” of Paul to Jerusalem (Acts

xi. 30; xii. 25), for example, no longer needs to be explained,

if Galatians actually contains a rather extended account of

that visit, and the omission of the “Apostolic Decree” is

easily explicable if at the time when the Epistle was written

that decree had not yet been promulgated.

Three principal difficulties beset the hypothesis. In the

first place, it makes the chronology a little difficult. The

visit narrated in Gal. ii took place fourteen years

(Gal. ii. i) after the first visit, which took place three years

after the conversion (Gal. i. 18) ;
thus the event of Gal. ii is

apparently to be put seventeen years after the conversion of

Paul. But the famine visit apparently took place at about

the time of the death of Herod Agrippa I in A.D. 44. If

therefore the famine visit is to be identified with Gal. ii we

get A.D. 27 (44-17) as the date of the conversion of Paul,

which is of course too early.

This chronological difficulty is, however, not insuperable.

The figures given in Galatians i. 18; ii. i may be taken in

2® The identification of Gal. ii. i-io with Acts xi. 30; xii. 25, without

the early dating of Galatians, is advocated by Maurice Jones {Expositor,

8th Series, vol. xvii, 1919, pp. 443-446. See also “The Date of the

Epistle to the Galatians”, in Expositor, 8th series, vol. vi, 1913, pp. 193-

208, where weighty considerations are adduced against the early dating

of the Epistle.)

De Chronologic van het leven van Paulus. See the review of this

recent book by Maurice Jones (“A New Chronology of the life of St.

Paul”, in Expositor, 8th series, vol. xvii, 1917, pp. 363-383, 424-446).

The book itself has not been accessible to the present writer.
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accordance with the ancient inclusive method of reckoning

time by which “three years” may mean only one whole year

with parts of two other years. The 17 years of Galatians

would then be reduced to 15 (13+2, instead of 14+3).
The famine visit probably occurred not at the very time of

the death of Herod Agrippa I, but a year or two later, per-

haps as late as A.D. 46, Acts xii not being placed as exactly

synchronous with xi. 30, but being intended merely to bring

the Jerusalem thread of the narrative up through the time

since the last mention of Jerusalem. If then, the famine

visit occurred in 46 and that was 15 years after the con-

version, we have A.D. 31 (46-15) as the date of the con-

version—which is not absolutely impossible. Moreover, it

is by no means certain that the “fourteen years” of Gal. ii. i

is to be reckoned from the first visit rather than from the

conversion itself. In the latter case the famine visit

(A.D. 46) would be only fourteen (or according to the in-

clusive reckoning, thirteen) years after the conversion; the

conversion then would be placed in A.D. 32 or 33—which is

perfectly possible. The balance of chronological probability

is therefore only slightly against the identification of Gal. ii

with the famine visit of Acts xi. 30; xii. 25, and it is unneces-

sary to suggest, with Lake, that “fourteen” in the text of

Gal. ii. I is a primitive copyist’s error for “four.”

The second difficulty is based upon the apparent coin-

cidences existing between Gal. ii. i-io and Acts xv. 1-35.

These similarities, in the minds of most scholars, can be ex-

plained only if the two passages are regarded as accounts

of the same event. Furthermore, if the matter of Gentile

freedom had already been settled at the famine visit in the

way described in Gal. ii. i-io, how could it come up again,

apparently de novo, at the Apostolic Council?

This difficulty is more serious than the chronological diffi-

culty just considered. It must be admitted that there is a

prima facie case for identifying Gal. ii with Acts xv. But

here again the difficulty is not absolutely insuperable. Gal.

ii says nothing with absolute clearness about a public con-
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ference with the Jerusalem church. But if the conference at

the famine visit was merely a private matter between Paul

and the Jerusalem leaders, a public conference, to silence the

Judazing agitators who had subsequently arisen, might still

be necessary. The Apostolic Council of Acts xv is there-

fore not unnatural, even if the conference of Gal. ii had

preceded it.

The third difficulty, unlike the two others, concerns not

the identification of Gal. ii. i-io with Acts xv. 1-35, but only

the other feature of the thoroughgoing hypothesis that we
are now considering, namely the dating of the Epistle to the

Galatians before the Apostolic Council. If Galatians was

written before the Apostolic Council, it preceded the Epistles

to the Thessalonians, and is the earliest of the extant epistles

of Paul. But in that case it is separated from the epistles

of the second group—that is, the epistles of the third mis-

sionary journey, I and II Corinthians and Romans—for

which, especially for Romans, it displays a marked affinity

both of language and of thought. The early dating of

Galatians, therefore, seems to disrupt the natural grouping

of the epistles and render unintelligible the development of

Paul’s thinking.

To meet this difficulty Kirsopp Lake has ventured upon

the bold hypothesis that the Epistle to the Romans, in an

original form in which it was intended for general circula-

tion, was written at an early date, though afterwards it

was modified by Paul and sent as an epistle to the church of

Rome. If Romans, as well as Galatians, is early, then the

affinity between the two epistles is no longer an argument

against the early dating of the Galatian epistle. The hypo-

thesis of Lake is supported by certain interesting textual

phenomena in Romans. But it does not silence altogether

the objection drawn from the natural grouping of the Paul-

ine Epistles; for it separates not only Galatians but also

Romans from the Corinthian epistles. And it is perhaps

too venturesome to be relied upon with any confidence. If

it be rejected, then we can defend the separation of Galatians
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from the epistles of the third journey only by the general

consideration that development of language and thought

is seldom perfectly regular. Perhaps the simplicity of the

Thessalonian epistles, for example, in comparison with the

later epistles of Paul, is to be explained by the immaturity

of the readers, far more than by any immaturity in Paul’s

own thinking. It must always be remembered that the

period covered by the epistles, except perhaps the Pastorals,

represents only a comparatively brief portion of the Chris-

tian life of Paul. Long years of experience, of labor and of

meditation had preceded. The thought of Galatians, there-

fore, cannot certainly be pronounced too highly developed

for the Epistle to have been written in A.D. 50.

Before the question of the early dating of Galatians is

finally dismissed, it is only fair to observe that the hypothesis

can be maintained only upon the “South Galatian” theory of

the address of the Epistle. If the Epistle was written before

the Apostolic Council (Acts xv) it could not have been

written to the churches of “North Galatia”, for they were

not founded until after the Council (Acts xvi. 6) . The later

dating of the Epistle—at some time after the Council—has

the advantage of being consistent with either of the theories

as to the addressees, whereas the early dating is consistent

only with one.

On the whole, it may be said that the identification of Gal.

ii. i-io with the famine visit (Acts xi. 30; xii. 25), with or

without the early dating of the Epistle, is possible. If there

is strong independent ground for accepting the Lucan author-

ship of Acts and if such acceptance of Lucan authorship is

impossible on the hypothesis that Acts xv. 1-35 is parallel to

Gal. ii. 10, then the identification of Gal. ii. i-io with the

famine visit may well be accepted. Meanwhile, the prime

facie evidence is perhaps still in favor of the old identifica-

ton with the Apostolic Council.

The difficulty of such identification is diminished by an

acceptance of the so-called “Western text” of the Apostolic
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Decree (Acts xv. 20, 29; xxi. 25). This solution is adopted

by Harnack and Lake.^^

It has already been observed that one of the chief Tubin-

gen and post-Tiibingen arraignments of the book of Acts is

based upon the decree of the Jerusalem church, which accord-

ing to Acts was accepted by the apostle Paul. Paul says in

Galatians that the original apostles “imparted nothing” or

“added nothing” to him. But according to Acts, it is urged,

they did add to him something very important indeed

—

namely a requirement that the Gentile converts should keep,

not indeed all, but a part of the ceremonial law, that they

should refrain, not only from fornication, but also from

“things offered to idols and from blood and from things

strangled.” The acceptance of that requirement, it is said,

would have been the acceptance of a compromise, which was

absolutely contradictory to the character of Paul and ab-

solutely contradictory to what he says in Galatians. Various

explanations have been proposed for the origin of the sup-

posed error in Acts
;

it is generally admitted that the decree

could hardly have been invented out of whole cloth by the

author. A common view supposes that it was actually a

decree of the Jerusalem church, but that it was promulgated

after Paul’s departure and without his consent. Acts xxi.

25 is the chief support of this view; James, it is said, is there

represented not as calling attention to something that Paul

already knew but as informing him of what had been done

in his absence. On the other hand, the leading com-

mentator on the book of Acts in Germany, H. H. Wendt,

comes to the conclusion that the decree was not only passed

by the Jerusalem church but passed with Paul’s consent, at

the Apostolic Council, as the narrator represents
;
the error,

he believes, consists merely in the attribution of a greater

importance and larger scope to the decree than was actually

the fact. Such a concession, however, goes far beyond what

22 Lake thus combines two of the methods of defending the narrative

in Acts—the early dating of Galatians and the adoption of the Western

text of the decree. Yet his purpose is certainly not apologetic.
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is usual except among conservative scholars. In general,

from Baur to Bacon the Apostolic Decree has been made one

of the chief objections to the historicity and Lucan author-

ship of the book.

But if the so-called “Western text” of the decree is ac-

cepted, the objection, to a great extent at least, disappears.

The Western text, as represented by the manuscript D sup-

ported by the usual companion evidence (the patristic evi-

dence taking us back at least to the close of the second

century) omits all reference to “things strangled” or “that

which is strangled” in Acts xv. 20, 29, and adds the so-called

negative form of the Golden Rule (“Whatsoever things you

would not have happen to you, do ye not to another”).In

xxi. 25, also, the omission occurs, though it is somewhat

more weakly attested; but there is no addition of the Golden

Rule. The addition is generally admitted to be a gloss. But

the matter is not so clear about the omission.

If the “things strangled” be omitted we have mentioned

in the decree only things offered to idols and blood and for-

nication. In this form the decree may be taken as purely

moral rather than ceremonial
—

“things offered to idols” may
mean idolatry, “blood” may mean murder (it is possible to

think of a form of murder like exposure of infants which

was widely practised in those days), and “fornication” of

course would be taken in the most general sense. It is the

mention of “things strangled” which makes the decree cer-

tainly refer to food-requirements, and apparently fixes the

word “blood” as meaning blood that might be eaten—with

meat or otherwise. Without the word “blood” the clause

may be taken as prohibiting merely the three deadly sins

—

idolatory, murder and fornication. Such a prohibition could

not be regarded as modifying in any way the gospel which

Paul preached; for Paul was as careful as anyone else to

require holy living of his Gentile converts. If the Western

text be correct the Apostolic Decree meant an absolutely un-

compromising victory for Gentile freedom; far from keep-

ing any part of the ceremonial law, the Gentiles are to re-
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frain from nothing except deadly sin; the words of Paul re-

main true in the fullest and most literal sense, “They . . .

who were of repute imparted nothing to me.” (Gal. ii. 6).

If this shorter, three-fold form of the decree, without

“things strangled,” be original, then the subsequent develop-

ment of the text may be explained by the diverging efforts

of copyists to fix the meaning. The text in its original form

was ambiguous, since “blood” might mean either blood to

be eaten, or, figuratively, murder. Those who took it in the

ceremonial sense, as blood to be eaten, made the meaning

clear by adding “things strangled”
;
those who took it in the

moral sense, as murder, made the meaning clear by adding

the Golden Rule, which may be regarded as the summation

of the moral, as distinguished from the ceremonial law. On
the other hand, if the longer, fourfold form, with “things

strangled”, be original, then the Western text would be ex-

plained as an effort on the part of copyists to whom the

circumstances that had given birth to the decree lay far

away in the past, to make the decree intelligible by reducing

it to a moral commonplace. Lake, however, insists that just

in those quarters where the moral form of the decree appears

in the text of Acts there existed a food-law to which the

ceremonial form of the decree could have given convenient

support; there would therefore, he thinks, have been no

motive for removing the food-provisions from the decree.

Furthermore, Lake argues, there is a singular failure on the

part of those in the second century who attest the food-law

in question to base that food-law upon the authority of Acts.

The very interesting textual question cannot here be dis-

cussed. Probably it must be admitted that the elaborate

monographs on the subject have not yet brought a final settle-

ment. Decision depends of course to a considerable extent

upon what is thought of the Western text as a whole; and

if it be argued that although the Western text is discredited

in its additions it is valuable where, as here, it omits some-

thing, the reply may perhaps be made that the omission of

“things strangled” is here so closely associated with an ad-
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dition—the addition of the Golden Rule—as to share in the

discredit which attaches to that manifest gloss. As with

regard to the identification of Gal. ii. i-io with Acts xi. 30,

the most that can be said at present is that the adoption of

the Western text of the decree is a possible way out of the

difficulties that are thought to beset a comparison of Acts

with the Pauline Epistles; and on the whole it is perhaps a

less satisfactory way than that other hypothesis.

But if both of these hypotheses should be rejected, if Gal.

ii. i-io still be identified with Acts xv. 1-35 as an account

of the Apostolic Council, and if the form of the Apostolic

Decree contained in the great manuscripts be accepted as

against the Western text, must we then abandon the Lucan

authorship of Acts and admit that the book has drawn a false

picture of the apostle Paul? C. C. Torrey, at least, does not

think so. Rejecting both the hypotheses which have thus far

been considered, maintaining the ordinary identification of

Gal. ii. 10 with Acts xv. 1-35 and the ordinary text of

the Apostolic Decree, he yet sturdily rejects all Tiibing-

enizing suggestions and insists that the account which the

book of Acts gives of the attitude of Paul is in all essentials

correct. With regard to the Apostolic Decree, in particular,

he insists that “no one of the four things named is either a

religious requirement or thought of as connected with spe-»

cifically Jewish customs.” Acts xv. 21 he interprets in a

rather unusual way as being simply a “rather naive explana-

tion of the fact that all through the known world these four

things were normally regarded as the requirements of

morality and decency.” “The Gentiles, the writer seems

to say plainly, hold the same opinion as the Jews with regard

to these particular things With regard to the general

attitude attributed by the book of Acts to the apostle Paul,

Torrey arrives at an equally favorable conclusion. Peter,

he thinks, believed in continuing circumcision and Jewish

customs as a racial matter, though not as a means of salva-

tion; Paul’s attitude seems to have been one of “disapproving

American Journal of Theology, xxiii, 1919, pp. 76 f.
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acquiescence.” The controversy between Paul and the

original apostles at the Apostolic Council was not serious,

and was not of importance to the interests of the whole

Church. Peter no doubt confessed his error after being re-

buked by Paul at Antioch. The influence of the Judaizers

in the Church soon diminished. The original apostles were

not on their side at the time of Paul’s last visit to Jerusalem.

A small band of Judaizers would have had great influence

with the non-Christian population there, and would have

been amply sufficient, without any adherence of the apostles,

to give rise to the apprehensions which Paul expresses in

Rom. XV. 30-32.^*

Thus Torrey finds in the picture of the apostle Paul given

in the book of Acts absolutely no reason for abandoning

his view of the early date of both parts of the book. Indeed,

even if I Acts were anti-Pauline in some particulars, he

thinks that a companion of Paul could still have incorporated

it in his work without change, especially since (says Torrey)

it is quite possible that the companion in question had little

understanding of the theology of Paul and perhaps little

liking for it. But as a matter of fact, Torrey believes, the

friendship of Luke was put to no such test
;
for the author of

I Acts, like the author of II Acts, was a man of broad spirit

in full sympathy with the Gentile mission.^®

In the account which Torrey gives of the attitude of Paul

according to Acts and Galatians, there is a good deal that is

questionable. The exegesis of Acts xv. 21, for example,

may have to be rejected in favor of the more usual view that

the four prohibitions are here represented simply as an effort

to avoid offending the Jews who heard Moses read in the

synagogues; and to explain the silence of Paul one may fall

back upon the general consideration that the decree was

never intended to be one of the requirements of salvation

or an addition to Paul’s gospel, but was merely an attempt to

solve the concrete problem of certain churches, and was

2* Op. cit., pp. 70-81.

2® Op. cit., pp. 68 f.
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limited in geographical scope. So understood, it would be

quite in accord with Paul’s own principle of becoming all

things to all men.

But even after all qualifications are made, Torrey’s exposi-

tion of the Lucan account of Paul is highly significant. Along

with the expositions given by Lake and Harnack and others

it is significant as a symptom of the progressive overcoming

of an unfavorable estimate of Acts which has existed since

the days of Baur. The Tubingen view is indeed by no

means abandoned; certainly it will not be altogether aban-

doned in America until the opinions of B. W. Bacon, for

example, are radically changed. But the work of Lake,

Hamack, Torrey and others is sufficient to show that in

certain quarters where apologetic interest is quite out of

the question a more favorable estimate of Acts is gaining

ground. The book of Acts can no longer be so easily ruled

out of court by the simple test of the Epistle to the Galatians.

The account of Paul which is given in Acts may perhaps

after all be allowed to supplement what he himself tells

us in his letters.

Under such treatment, the figure of the great apostle will

by no means suffer, as Tubingen and neo-Tubingen scholars

have always maintained that it would; the apostle will lose

nothing of his uncompromising devotion to principle. On
the contrary, his true greatness appears all the more clearly

in the additional light which is shed upon him. Important

as is the Epistle to the Galatians, and false as is the conten-

tion of Watkins^® that in it Paul is misrepresenting certain

aspects of the truth in the interests of his argument, it is

quite impossible that in one brief letter Paul should have

succeeded in revealing all that is worth knowing about him-

self. The one-sided use of Galatians has been one of the

chief sources of misinterpretation of the Epistle itself and

one of the chief sources of error in the investigation of the

apostolic age. The Tubingen construction was produced

^^Der Kampf des Paulus um Galatien, 1913. (St. Paul’s Fight for

Galatia, 1914).
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by disregarding all sources of information except the Epis-

tles to the Galatians and to the Corinthians—and then mis-

interpreting these. That construction is beginning to give

place to broader views.

It is true, the work of Lake and Harnack and Torrey

does not get to the root of the matter. The root of the

matter is the supernatural origin of Christianity, and these

investigators have not got one bit nearer to that. But if they

themselves have come no nearer to the goal, they have helped

others to come near—all the more because of their manifest

freedom from apologetic bias. On the basis of naturalistic

presuppositions they have arrived at conclusions in the

sphere of literary criticism which are profoundly contra-

dictory to the naturalistic view.

J. Gresham Machen.
Princeton.



A STUDY IN THE ETHICS OF SHAKESPEARE

ARTICLE TWO

Thus far in this study attention has been confined to the

drama which attains completion in the compass of a single

play. We now have to consider the “histories,” which do

not always issue in ideal ethical solution at the end of a

single play. A look into their nature will determine what

is their ruling ethical principle. An ethical conflict, as al-

ready noted, is the spring of action in the drama. The

purpose of the action is solution of the conflict and restora-

tion of moral harmony, in other words, it is to satisfy

justice. Things must be made right. The rhymed couplet

already quoted from Hamlet gives the ground plan of the

dramatic action: “The time is out of joint,” and must be

“set right.”

This setting right implies a perfect rightness, an ideal ethic,

conceived by the dramatist and lying ever in his mind as his

moral standard, the ethical law of his work. The “ideal”

play, the play which is a pure creation of the dramatist, is

motived in accordance with this ideal ethic. Such a drama

is complete in itself, looking not merely at a small section

of the course of life, but at the whole round. It contem-

plates not the movement only, but also the end. It epito-

mizes, displays in miniature, the entire process of the life-

movement, issuing at last in ideal conditions of moral har-

mony. In it there is a complete cycle, departure from and

return to moral harmony, or (more broadly) breach of

harmony and restoration of harmony. In such ideal plays

there are no broken arcs ethically; “the wheel comes full

circle.’” The goal of the action ethically, the perfect reali-

zation of justice, is attained at the end of the “ideal” play.

History, on the other hand, the sphere of real life, pre-

sents no such perfection. History is only “the process of

the ideal divine order making itself real.” It is but the on-

ward march, not the perfect realization, of the kingdom of

'^King Lear, 5 : 3 : 175 -
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God, which is the kingdom of righteousness. History, the

actual, is the realm of incompleteness and promise, as the

ideal is the realm of fulfilment and completeness. Of this

incompleteness of history the historical drama may partake.

It will often differ from the ideal drama as history differs

from poetry. This difference is well described by Aristo-

tle,^ as follows : “A historian and a poet do not differ from

each other (merely) because the one writes in verse and

the other in prose. . . . But they differ in this, that the one

speaks of things which have happened, and the other of

such as might have happened. On this account poetry

is a more philosophic and a more excellent thing than his-

tory (
<f>iX.o<TO^iiiT€pov Kal (nrovSaiorepov icrropCas y iroirjcrK—

‘possessed of a higher truth and a higher ethical impressive-

ness’). For poetry speaks more of universals, but history

of particulars. Now universal consists in relating or per-

forming certain things which happen to a man of a certain

description either probably or necessarily; but particular

consists in narrating what (for example) Alcibiades did,

or what he suffered.”

That is, the historian, by the very nature of his function,

which is to report and discuss what has actually happened,

is limited to such characters and such events as the course of

history has thus far presented, however imperfectly these

may serve to illustrate the reign of ethical laws in this

world of ours, or however incomplete the story may be

—

its ultimate issues lying perchance still in the future, or

otherwise beyond the ken of history. The poet, on the other

hand, by the nature of his function, is free to choose for

presentation such characters and such situations in life as

will “either probably or necessarily” lead to such or such

definite ethical issues, and to carry the story entirely through

to its ultimate outcome; and for these reasons is able to

bring out more definitely and impressively the great and

fateful ethical principles or laws which dominate and de-

termine human life and destiny.

2 Poetica, 9 : 2
, 3 .
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It is true that the best and profoundest interpretative

history will inevitably approach the noblest poetry in its

ethical message, just in so far as both historian and poet

faithfully and adequately depict life as it is in its deeper

aspects and in its completeness, i.e. when the story is told

to the end. Thus the historian as well as the poet may on

occasion be a prophet of righteousness. But all in all the

poet is more favorably circumstanced to present, if he will,

the whole story of an ethical situation, ultimate outcome and

all, with details specially chosen to enhance the ethical im-

pression. This he can do only ideally and in principle, to be

sure, but all the more truly and exactly in the sense of giv-

ing a more nearly correct impression of what human life

in its deeper aspects and its inexorable ethical laws really is.

And this Shakespeare, in his maturer and nobler plays, does

in remarkable degree.

Now if the dramatist takes history as the basis of his

plot, he is bound by the limits of historic fact. The

minute arc of the movement of real life which can be pre-

sented within the compass of a single play may give no clear

indication as to the direction and end of the mighty curve.

“History, the realm of freedom, will completely manifest

itself as the work of reason only at the end of time”

(Schwegler). Thus the single historical play may contem-

plate the movement only, and not the end. Under the exi-

gencies of the slow movement of real life, it may necessarily

terminate before the realization of justice. As a mere frag-

ment of life, it may afford little evidence that justice reigns,

and that all must at last be made right. Life itself, viewed

fragmentarily, conveys no consistent or satisfying ethical

impression.

To attain completeness therefore in the historical drama

the limits of a single play must often be transcended, thus

to gain sufficient time for the elaboration of a theme with

due regard both to historical exactitude and to the claims

of justice. This we find the poet sometimes does, for he is

not disposed from the ethical point of view to tell only a
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fragment of the story, to conclude his work negatively, to

leave “wretchedness o’ercharged, and duty in his service

perishing.” The idealistic temper of the poet compels him
to bring his production, wherever at all possible, up to the

realization of ideal right, thus making it accord with his

conception of what real life ultimately is. To secure this

end without violating historic fact he may have need to

carry his theme beyond the limits of a single play. In the

case of Shakespeare this gives rise to the great historical

tetralogies, the Yorkian and the Lancastrian, one of which

is in the end mediated, the other unmediated. The same

conclusion ethically is reached as in the ideal plays, though

more tardily.

Thus Shakespeare teaches that the goal of history is the

realization of ideal justice, the restoration of perfect ethi-

cal harmony. Ultimately right shall be vindicated, wrong
punished, justice satisfied. In the historical drama there-

fore we have not a deflection, but only a delay, of justice.

The poet gives the impression that at some future time

either retribution or reconciliation will intervene, bring the

conflict to a solution, and restore the moral balance. The

incomplete dramatic “history,” then, is a comedy or a

tragedy in embryo. It presents no exception to the reign

of the principle of ideal justice. In time all must be made

right. Carry the case far enough, and justice is certain to

be realized. Though wickedness may for a time escape

vengeance, it cannot do so forever. Even in the world to

come justice will still pursue it, and must overtake it at

last.® “In all the historical tragedies a Providence may be

seen presiding over the development of events, as just and

relentless as the fate in a Greek tragedy. Even in Henry

IV, where the comic element predominates, we are never

allowed to exult in the success of the wrong-doer, or to

forget that the penalties are due to guilt.”*

® See Ham. 3:3: 57-62, King Henry VIII, 3:1: loo, and other pass-

ages, quoted below.
* Mr. Spedding on King Henry VIII.
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In all this, be it remembered, the poet is giving expression

to his faith, not his knowledge. In life, in history, he does

not always see justice realized; but he believes that ulti-

mately it will be, must be, realized. He but reflects the

overmastering conviction of the human heart that justice

not only ought to be done, but that it ultimately will be

done. We may be sure, too, that Shakespeare put such ut-

terances into the mouth of his characters, and subjected his

dramatic plots to the regulation of such principles, not mere-

ly because he saw that other men so believed, but above all

because he himself shared these convictions. If now the

poet is right, those men who are practising wrong-doing in

the hope that they may somehow escape the just penalty of

their deeds are doomed to experience one day a painful dis-

illusionment.

Thus it appears that the one supreme principle in the

Shakespearian drama is poetic, i.e. ideal, justice. In trag-

edy this principle has direct sway, the only deflection being

the occasional one made for purposes of dramatic pathos.

In comedy, since the offender is penitent, justice is deflected

by mercy. In the histories justice is subject to the same

treatment as in the ideal plays, save that the denouement,

from the nature of the theme, must sometimes be delayed.

If the historical play is essentially a tragedy, justice is in

no wise deflected, and though its realization may necessarily

be delayed for a time, it ultimately takes its course. But

if the historical play is essentially a comedy, justice will be

deflected by considerations of mercy, prompted by love, and

the end will be a happy one. In all cases justice is the funda-

mental principle
;
but its application may be modified in the

interest of dramatic pathos, of love, or of faithfulness to

historic fact.

So the drama of Shakespeare differs fundamentally from

the ancient Greek drama, in which Fate and its workings

were the favorite themes. In this ancient drama, though it

embodies many elements of justice, the soul had not yet

wholly emancipated itself from the notion that human lif^
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is controlled by an arbitrary and relentless fate. But the

Shakespearian drama is a realm of moral freedom and re-

sponsibility. The individual freely makes his own choices,

and walks in his own ways. But all the while he is amen-

able to the principles of the divine moral government of the

world, “which finally and inevitably bring the guilty to pun-

ishment,” and the innocent and virtuous, as also the peni-

tent and reformed, to safety and happiness. In Shake-

speare’s plays it is guilt or innocence, not fate, which de-

cides destiny. Nay more, by his conduct a man makes his

destiny. This difference in point of view between the an-

cient and the modern drama, we may well believe, is largely

if not wholly due to the influence of Christianity.

Shakespeare gives few direct intimations as to his idea of

the relation of the supreme principles, justice and love, to

each other.® Yet we cannot be in doubt, for it is evident

from the general plan of his works that to his mind justice

—

righteousness—was fundamental. This is the case also with

Christianity. Righteousness is the standard to which con-

formity must in some way be made. The claims of right-

eousness cannot be set aside in the interest of love. In fact

love’s own ethical standard is righteousness. Love may not

disregard or violate righteousness. In other words, love

itself miist he righteous. One divine attribute cannot be

played off against another. Both must find expression.

Thus the atonement, most stupendous manifestation of the

divine love and mercy, is at the same time an equally stu-

pendous manifestation of the inviolableness of the divine

righteousness.® The claims of righteousness, the funda-

mental principle in the moral government of God, cannot

be sacrificed in the interest of mercy. Apparently however

Shakespeare has not worked out his ethical system at this

point with the same strictness as the Scriptures have done.

He seems to allow that mercy may “season justice,” and

® See for example the citations above from The Tempest.

® Rom. iii. 25-26.
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that forgiveness may be granted, without atonement, solely

on condition of repentance.

Earthly power doth then show likest God’s,

When mercy seasons justice.^

Possibly the poet thought of the claims of righteousness

as being met in some way he has not indicated. More prob-

ably he did not definitely think the matter out at all.

But, though providing no atonement, Shakespeare does

make righteousness fundamental, in that forgiveness is con-

ditioned on the repentence and reformation of the wrong-

doer, i.e. on his return to a state of conformity to righteous-

ness. Just as in Christianity salvation by the atonement

necessarily requires that the saved one shall ultimately be-

come righteous, not only legally, but also in character and

life.® There is no salvation without (ultimate) righteous-

ness. Thus in Shakespeare, as in Christianity, righteous-

ness is after all the fundamental ethical principle.

So our poet and Christianity alike teach that only the

man who becomes and continues to be righteous may per-

manently enjoy the smile of love; for love can continuously

exercise itself only within the realm of righteousness. Only

when full provision has been made to meet the claims of

righteousness does it become true that “Love has the war-

rant love’s heart to dispense.” The domains of love and

righteousness are coextensive. Those who remain outside

the kingdom of righteousness thereby sever themselves from

the sphere wherein are exercised the blessings of love. Love

can favor them again only when as penitents they return to

the kingdom of righteousness. Righteousness therefore, or

justice, is fundamental and supreme, and conditions the

activities of love. By this is not meant that love may not

yearn after, and seek the restoration of, the erring; but it

is meant that love cannot continue to bestow its favors upon

the wicked just as if they were righteous. The wicked, in-

stead of being treated just as well as if there were no fault

’’ Mer. of Ven., 4:1: 196.

® See Rom. vi. i-ii, etc.
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in them, must finally be brought to punishment
;
and love, in

the case of the wilfully persistently wicked, has no warrant

to bar the way. The permanently wicked must inevitably

become the victims of retributive justice. Ethically and

spiritually their life is unmediated, a tragedy.

This gives us the ground plan, the philosophy, as it were,

of Shakespeare’s plays, from the ethical point of view. It

helps us to see why the plots issue as they do, and why the

characters come to such and such destinies. But more than

that, it may serve to open our eyes to some of the deepest

principles in the ethical philosophy of human life. Shake-

speare’s glory lies in his profound insight into the world-

plan of God’s moral government. “We are apt,” says Mrs.

Montagu, “to consider Shakespeare only as a poet; but he

is certainly one of the greatest moral philosophers that ever

lived.” He saw not only the facts of life, but the law of

those facts. Shakespeare’s world is not a world of chance,

but of law and harmony. That is what he believed the real

world in ultimate analysis to be. There is sublimity in his

conception of the divine world-order. In itself, this world-

order is beautiful and perfect, belonging to the realm of

the ideal. Its full realization would be a condition of per-

fect and blessed ethical order and harmony in the world.

At present it finds partial and very imperfect expression

through the great institutions of human society, viz. the

family, the church, and the state, which are the chief agen-

cies working toward a realization of the supreme principle,

ideal justice. The family is the conservator of private life,

the state the conservator of public life, while the church ap-

pears in Shakespeare as a sympathizing mediator of the

moral conflict, sometimes successful, sometimes unsuccess-

ful.
I

Since Shakespeare’s ethic is based on the conception that

there is a correspondence between conduct and its conse-

quences : since with him good and evil are causes which must

produce their appropriate effects ; since his whole ethic there-

fore is subsumed under the unalterable law of cause and ef-
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feet : it is not difficult to share the poet’s faith that all men

ultimately get their deserts whether of good or ill. Though

we cannot foresee the exact form in which a recompense

will come, we may be sure that it will be due ethical coun-

terpart to one’s conduct.

What will ensue hereof there’s none can tell;

But by bad courses may be understood

That their events can never fall out good.®

As was said at the beginning of this study, it was Shake-

speare’s aim to portray life as it is. But to portray life as

it is requires the presentation of the whole story, and not

a mere section of it. Much of the mystery of life ethically

is due to the fragmentary view of the observer. Men see

good conduct or evil conduct, but fail to see its good or evil

effects, which may lie thirty or forty or more years in the

future. They see men experiencing good or evil in their

lives, but know nothing of the deeds committed by themselves

or others in the past, which would explain the experiences.

Something we do see, at times it may be much, of the out-

come of certain courses of life. But usually much and some-

times practically all of the consequences of men’s deeds re-

main unknown save to the men themselves or their imme-

diate companions; and even these may not be admitted to

the secret, or may die before the story has run through to

the end. To see conduct without seeing its consequences, to

see consequences without knowing of the conduct which

caused them, is to find life ethically a puzzle and a mystery.

But Shakespeare in his drama wherever possible tells the

whole story. He represents the outcome of one’s life as a

consequence of his conduct or that of others with whom he

is vitally connected. In fact the poet so far idealizes life

as to throw into prominence its regulative principles, which

condition the activities of men and determine the outcome

of their lives. And assuredly this is correct procedure ethic-

ally.

And here it may not be amiss to remark that much so-

® Rich. II, 2:1: 212-214.
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called “realism” is true to fact only in the sense of faithfully

and exactly describing certain superficial and transient

aspects of life, often vulgar or morbid and unworthy aspects

at that; while at the same time it is anything but true to

fact in its utter failure to give a faithful account or a cor-

rect impression of life’s deeper and more abiding aspects

and of its fundamental and all-determining principles or

laws. What fails to give an account of life as it is in its

entirety ill deserves the name of realism. An adequate

realism must faithfully present the whole case. If it does

that, and only if it does that, it will give a correct ethical

impression. Anything less than the whole story conveys a

false, it may be a dangerous, ethical impression. A realism

which fails to tell, or at least to imply, the final outcome of

a course of life, not only misrepresents life, but is ethically

misleading and unsafe.

In order to present the outcome of the story Shakespeare

must often in his plays presuppose the lapse of much time.

Although the entire action of a play, presenting as a rule

only the later stages and the final outcome of a life-move-

ment, may cover but little time, yet the roots of the situa-

atiOn may reach far back into the past. Thus The Tempesf^

speaks of the wrong to be righted as lying “twelve years”

in the past. In The Winter's Tale^^ the lapse of “sixteen

years” is assumed. In Cymbeline^^ the lapse of “twenty

years” occurs. In King Lear the roots of the situation

reach back over the entire lifetime of Edgar and Edmund
into the youth of old Gloster. In Othello we feel a back-

ground of years leading up to and preparing for the situa-

tion presented in the play. So in the other plays, the lapse

of time is presupposed in varying measure. The develop-

ment of character and the unfolding of the consequences

of conduct, good or evil, are usually slow, and call for due

time allowance. In this the Shakespearian drama resembles

1 : 2
: 53.

^14:1:6.

*2 5 :s :337 -
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life, in which justice is often but tardily realized, or in

some cases may seem not to be realized at all.

But any such negative and unsatisfying conclusion ethic-

ally is to be regarded as due only to the limited range of

our observation. If we go beyond the limits of a single life,

and scan the grander cycles of history, we shall find much

evidence that the poet was right in representing human life

as dominated by absolute and ideal justice, through the law

of cause and effect, which inexorably links conduct and its

consequences, and makes men sooner or later reap as they

have sown. Indeed in the view of some able historians this

is the chief lesson taught by history. Thus James A.

Froude^® declares : “What ... is the use of History, and

what are its lessons ? . . . First, it is a voice forever sound-

ing across the centuries the laws of right and wrong. Opin-

ions alter, manners change, creeds rise and fall, but the

moral law is written on the tablets of eternity. For every

false word or unrighteous deed, for cruelty and oppression,

for lust or vanity, the price has to be paid at last; not al-

ways by the chief offenders, but paid by some one. Justice

and truth alone endure and live. Injustice and falsehood

may be long-lived, but doomsday comes at last to them, in

French revolutions and other terrible ways.”

Not even the grand scope of history, however, enables us

to see that justice is always brought to realization, wrong

punished, and right rewarded. The conviction that this is

so is a matter of faith, not of knowledge. Observation of

earthly life, on however grand a scale, will leave many a

mystery unsolved, many a wrong unrighted. Those “chief

offenders” of whom Froude speaks will too often escape

their just deserts, so far as the present life is concerned.

In order to find scope for all to be “set right” we must pass

beyond the bounds of the present life, and assume a life

beyond the grave, with its rectifications and compensations,

all in the interest of perfect right and justice. This is the

13 In his essay on “The Science of History,” in Short Studies on
Great Subjects, p. 28.
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solution which the Christian finds of the ethical mysteries

of the present life. If not here, then in that other life, all

shall ultimately be “set right.”

This, we have already seen, is just what our great poet

does, as passages like the following show

:

In the corrupted currents of this world

Offence’s gilded hand may shove by justice,

And oft ’tis seen the wicked prize itself

Buys out the law; but ’tis not so above;

There is no shuffling, there the action lies

In his true nature.

If (transgressors) have defeated the law, and outrun

native punishment, tho they can outstrip men, they have

no wings to fly from God.^^

Can we outrun the heavens

Heaven is above all yet; there sits a Judge

That no king can corrupt.^’^

If the great gods be just, they shall assist

The deeds of justest men.

Menecrates. Know, worthy Pompey,

That what they do delay, they not deny.i®

The powers, delaying, not forgetting.^®

Macbeth also speaks of the judgment upon evil to be ex-

pected in “the life to come.”^® All these passages, whether

or not they may on occasion be applicable to cases of punish-

ment of evil-doers in the present life, teach the unescapable-

ness of the divine judgment, which, if not realized here, must

be so in “the life to come.”

Thus Shakespeare is eminently true to life, (i) in being

ethical; (2) in allowing for the often seen delays of justice;

and (3) in reflecting the ethical mystery of life, due to

failure of justice in some cases to be realized here at all.

This mystery finds its solution in Shakespeare, as in the

Ham. 3:3: 57-62.

King Henry V, 4:1:178.

Henry VI, Bart II, 5:2:73.

King Henry VIII, 3:1: 100.

Ant. and Cleo., 2: i : if.

1® Tempest, 3 : 3 : 73.

2® Mach. 1:7:7.
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ethics of Christianity, by appeal to the life beyond the grave,

with its compensations and corrections, whereby ideal jus-

tice for all is ultimately brought to realization.

In this connection it is interesting to inquire how far

Shakespeare’s ethic was affected by Christianity, and

whether he himself was a Christian. The writer inclines to

the opinion that the poet shared the Christian faith of his

times, and that he was profoundly influenced by the Bible

and by Christian thought. Shakespeare, like the Bible, is

incomparably rich in moral aphorisms, and abounds in inci-

dents and characters which illustrate and emphasize the

most important moral truths. This fact has been given ex-

aggerated expression by Bishop Charles Wordsworth, in

his book on SJwkespeare’s Knowledge and Use of the Bible,

as follows: “Not even the Bible itself represents more

vividly than our poet has done, not only in single passages

but in whole plays, the evil consequences of sin or (has)

shown more plainly how the wicked are confounded by

the works of their own hands
;
that sooner or later owr sin

will find us out; and that it will also most assuredly sooner

or later be found oid itself.” The poet must by some means

have become familiar with the Bible, for his works, besides

reflecting much of the spirit of revealed ethics, contain hun-

dreds of allusions to Sacred Scripture.*^ His cardinal prin-

ciples, justice and love, correspond to the two supreme at-

tributes of God which lie at the foundation of the Christian

system, viz. love and righteousness
;
and these principles are

applied in Shakespeare very much as in Christianity.

Shakespeare’s ethical philosophy at its best is not only the-

istic, it is all but definitely Christian. What in fact could

be more Christian in tone and spirit than this sentiment:

Consider this,

That in the course of justice none of us

Should see salvation. We do pray for mercy;
And that same prayer doth teach us all to render

The deeds of mercy.22

See the book just quoted.

Mer. of Ven., 4:1: 198-202.
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It may be remarked also that Shakespeare himself, as

well as the atmosphere of religious and ethical thought and

sentiment in which he grew up and lived, was the product

of centuries of Christianity; and that his reflection of this

influence in his plays should therefore occasion no surprise.

On the interesting question whether Shakespeare himself

was a Christian we may note that, while he mentions the

atonement,*® it is not an integral part of his ethical system.

His ethic is natural, not revealed. There seems no good

reason, however, to doubt that he shared the general Christ-

ian faith of his time; nor to doubt that the following utter-

ances expressed his own sentiment as well as that of the

characters in whose mouths they are put.

I charge you, as you hope to have redemption

By Christ’s dear blood, shed for our grievous sins.*^

The world’s ransom, blessed Mary’s son.*®

Now by the death of Him who died for all!*®

That dread King, that took our state upon Him
To free us from His Father’s wrathful curse.*'^

Those holy fields

Over whose acres walked those blessed feet

Which, fourteen hundred years ago, were nailed

For our advantage on the bitter cross.*®

Alas ! Alas I

Why, all the souls that are, were forfeit once;

And He that might the vantage best have took,

Found out the remedy. How would you be.

If He, which is the top of judgment, should

But judge you as you are? O think on that;

And mercy then will breathe within your lips.

Like man new made.*®

Compare here also the citation from The Merchant of

Venice, just above.

*® See passages below.

*< Richard III, 1:4: 194-
5 -

*® Richard II, 2:1; 56.

Henry VI, Part II, 1:1: 13.

** Henry VI, Part II, 3:2; IS4-S-

** Henry IV, Part I, 1:1; 24-27.

Measure for Measure, 2:2: 72-79.
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And now, before concluding this study, we must remind

ourselves that Shakespeare was not primarily a moralist, but

a dramatist. It was his business to portray life in action.

He reproduced human life as he saw it, and skilful dra-

matization was his chief interest. Hence the occasional

departures from the ideal ethic for the sake of dramatic

effect. But in being true to life Shakespeare was on the

whole inevitably true to the ideal ethic. As intimated near

the beginning of this study, his dramatic works are ethical

simply because human life is ethical. It is fortunate that

he, our greatest English poet, and one of the greatest and

most influential the world has ever seen, has presented life

undistorted, unperverted. There is no subjectivism and no

morbidness in his plays. Like a mirror he reflects life un-

modified. “He presented the entire surface of his mind to

the world, unvexed by a morbid sense of self, and reflects

the whole order of things, as the still surface of the water

gathers into itself the landscape and the sky.” He is there-

fore as objective as life itself. His ethical teaching is all

the more valuable because indirect, and perhaps in large

part undesigned.

But in reproducing life as it is the great poet contrives to

make his presentation complete, and to bring out clearly

those fundamental regulative principles which underlie and

determine life ethically, but are overlooked by the less pene-

trating mind. Shakespeare’s ethical value therefore is due

to the fact that his treatment of life is not merely and

superficially reproductive, but profoundly and worthily in-

terpretative. He was gifted with wonderful insight and

penetration. The deepest moral laws were not hidden from

his eye.

He saw through life and death, through good and ill,

He saw through his own soul

;

The marvel of the everlasting will

An open scroll.

Before him lay.®®

It was this profound poetic insight that kept Shakespeare on

30 Tennyson, in “The Poet.’
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the whole true to the ideal ethic, and led him to reflect so

clearly the fundamental principles of the ethical world-

order, which condition the life of all men, and are grounded

in the nature of God.

The ethical study of Shakespeare, being directed along

the line of the organizing principle of the plays, is for the

clergyman (pastor and preacher) the most suggestive and

profitable of all species of Shakespeare study. It explains

why the plots issue as they do. It furnishes the required

foundation for character interpretation. It provides the

necessary background for a correct understanding and ap-

preciation of isolated passages on moral themes. It is, in

short, the ethical key to the plays.

The ethical value of such study is very great. So far at

least as the nobler Shakespearian drama is concerned, we
can heartily concur in the opinion of Cervantes : “Nothing

indeed more truly portrays to us what we are and what we
should be than the drama.” Also, in “a good drama,” he

says, one “is cautioned against deceit, corrected by example,

incensed against vice, stimulated to the love of virtue. Such

are the effects produced by dramatic excellence.”®’^

The effects just enumerated are produced by the nobler

Shakespearian drama in high degree. A study of Shake-

speare’s ethics, rightly conducted and conditioned, may
prove a tonic to the soul, a real ethical tonic, even though at

times perchance a bitter one. He who acquaints himself

with the principle of the Nemesis in the great ideal trage-

dies, and comes to realize how one’s deed is likely to return

on his own head or on those dearest to him (for example

wife or children), will find this a powerful deterrent from

wrong-doing. He who lays hold of the doctrine of pardon

for the penitent will be encouraged to seek mercy and moral

restoration. And he who realizes that harmony with the di-

vine world-order is the only salvation will have a mighty

motive for bringing conduct and character into such har-

mony. Such study too will cultivate in one that vigor of

righteousness which will incline him and qualify him to

From Don Quixote.
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take sides aggressively and effectively with right against

wrong.

And now as we close let the reader be assured that noth-

ing in this study, however enthusiastically phrased, is de-

signed to give the impression that the ethics of Shakespeare

could in any sense serve as a substitute for that of the New
Testament. Far from it. As already explicitly affirmed,

the ethics of Shakespeare is natural, not revealed, is secular,

not sacred. It has not even that positive Christian quality

which is found in poets like Milton and Browning. But it

is all the time presupposed by the writer of this study that

the Christian minister who undertakes the ethical study of

Shakespeare will bring with him to the study, to condition

and inform it, a fully matured Christian ethics
;
and that he

but seeks in Shakespeare suggestive and stimulating ethical

material, set forth and interpreted by the highest poetic

genius. Such material, although in no sense a substitute for

what the New Testament furnishes, yet if rightly sought

and rightly used, can but broaden and enrich one’s ethical

equipment as a Christian teacher and preacher.

The writer of this study is a profound admirer of Milton

and Browning as Christian poets of a high order. But he

confesses to a special predilection for Shakespeare and

Tennyson, whom he regards as in some respects the most

desirable of all secular literature for the study of the clergy-

man. And admittedly Shakespeare is the highest poetic

genius in the English language, and as high as any in the

world; and rightly used may prove most profitable for

ethical study. The choicer plays of Shakespeare, where we
find his genius at its highest, are in fact an ethical gold

mine, awaiting exploitation by any clergyman who cares to

enrich his mind by the acquisition of these ethical materials.

And if in the process of mining he comes here and there

upon a bit of foul earth, due to the poet’s unsparing and at

times crude and even offensive realism, let him toss it aside

as a true miner should, and even more earnestly than before

press on in his quest of the precious metal which is in these
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plays in abundance and will amply repay the labor of min-

ing it out.

Nothing has been said thus far of the valuable by-pro-

ducts of an ethical study of Shakespeare, such as the liter-

ary and general-culture benefits which inevitably accrue to

one who engages at all competently in such study. And
nothing more need be said of them here than in this brief

way to call attention to them as an added incentive to un-

dertake the ethical study.

Finally, let it be reiterated that an ethically negative con-

clusion is not true to life viewed in its entirety, but only

to a fragment of life. A piece of literature which presents

only a fragment of life is likely to leave a defective moral

impression with the reader. Shakespeare has produced one

play of this ethically negative and unsatisfying character,

Troilus and Cressida. But in general, and especially in his

nobler plays, his ethical system is complete. It views life

in its entirety, and considers the end it is to reach as well

as the course it is pursuing. Shakespeare was no mere

empiricist, no blind prosaic “realist.” He had a seer’s eye,

and saw down the future, as Tennyson also did, to the

ethical goal of all life, that

one far-of¥, divine event

To which the whole creation moves.

That event will see the ethical inequalities and disharmon-

ies of our present experience “set right.” Then, if not be-

fore, men shall reap as they have sown, and shall receive ac-

cording to their works. The penitent shall find salvation;

but the rebellious and wicked shall be made to eat of the

fruit of their own way, and shall be filled with their own
devices. The merciful shall obtain mercy; but they shall

have judgment without mercy who have showed no mercy.

Both to the good and to the evil will then come a just and

equitable recompense, corresponding exactly to their re-

spective deserts. For that event, as poet and prophet alike

have seen and taught, will bring with it the perfect realiza-

tion of ideal eternal justice, the first principle in the moral

government of God.

Charles A. Mitchell.
Omaha, Neb.
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TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION

The chief aim of this study is to contribute tov/ard a cor-

rect and clear interpretation of Romans 12 :3-8. But verses

I, 2 must also be studied, because they so closely connect with

what follows, and may be regarded as the caption of the

whole chapter. Being that, they are interpretive of what

follows. But it is inevitable that they will themselves be

interpreted and translated in the light of what studious

readers find to be the meaning of what follows. For ex-

ample, if the reader understands that the numerous subjects

adverted to are pressed in the manner of entreaty he will

translate : “I beseech you by the mercies of God”
;
though

the same Greek word, as verb and noun, is and must be

translated : “exhort,” “exhortation” in ver. 8.

The translations herewith given are meant to be exact,

i.e. as literal, and as reproducing in English the Greek order

of words so far as consists with plain diction. This neces-

sarily involves departure from the diction of our Versions.

Where particular words are rendered differently from the

Versions it is not meant that the rendering is better unless it

is expressly claimed to be so. The use of equivalent render-

ings favors wakeful attention to everything that is said.

Exact repetition of renderings that are usual may appear to

be zeal for exact quotation, and, proportionately, indifference

about the exact meaning.

Verse i. “Therefore I exhort you, brethren, through the

mercies of God to present your bodies a sacrifice, living, holy,

to God well-pleasing
,
your reasonable service.”

The whole chapter is hortatory; not entreaty, or a “be-

seeching.” “Reasonable” has the meaning that in English is

expressed by : “It stands to reason.” The Greek word oc-

curs in the New Testament only here and i Peter 2 :2. In

both places it means the logical sequence of a premise that

has been expressed. In i Pet. 2 :2 “as young babes” is the

premise; it stands to reason that babes should crave milk.
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Here the premise is; “the mercies of God,” i.e. God’s way
of saving men as that has been explained in foregoing chap-

ters of the Epistle, to which there is a comprehensive refer-

ence 1 1
: 33-36, and “therefore” refers to that.

“Through the mercies of God.” Greek syntax, as does

English, puts such a clause sometimes before, (comp. 5 :i2,

18, 19) sometimes after the verb with which it connects. Ac-

cording as one construes here, he must construe 15:30.

Putting it before is for emphasis. It is an emphatic clause

here whether taken as connecting with : “I exhort,” or with

:

“present your bodies.” Which is to be preferred? The

latter would express directly : “Present through the mercies

of God your bodies” etc., with emphasis on the mercies of

God as the only way of presenting the sacrifices referred to.

That would be like 5:1, “Let us have peace with God

through our Lord Jesus Christ,” which means: Have peace

with God that way, and do not seek it in any other way, for

there is no other way. But there the “through” (8ta)

clause follows the verb, because its emphasis is to be ex-

hibited by the extended amplification: “through whom”
etc. that immediately follows. If one reads : “I exhort by

(through) the mercies of God,” (as ver. 3, “I say through

the grace” etc.) the effect may be the same; though less

directly and even equivocally expressed. Less directly : for

then Paul, founding on the mercies of God, exhorts to do as

he goes on to say; and those who seek to do as Paul says,

would found their conduct on Paul’s exhortation, or because

Paul “beseeches” them, and not immediately on their own

“apprehension of the mercies of God.” Equivocally: be-

cause, as so expressed, “the mercies of God” might be un-

derstood to be a motive, i.e., one motive for doing what is

now exhorted, presently prompted by the truths Paul has

been presenting; whereas he might exhort the same things on

the ground of other truths were he presenting them. Many
readers have supposed that there are other motives for the

conduct urged as a duty in this chapter, and that these mo-

tives are as important as the mercies of God, or at least more
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likely to move men to such conduct. Humanity, enlightened

and correct understanding of social liberty, and social ser-

vice, are supposed to supply such motives. Such advocates

exhort, i.e. adjure by appeal to humanity, as they suppose

that Paul beseeches, i.e. adjures, by appeal to the mercies of

God. It is an infelicity of the translation : “&y the mercies,”

instead of “through the mercies,” that it sounds like adjura-

tion; having that sound, it can connect only with; “I be-

seech”
;
which also the translation intends as the connection.

It is only the English translation that is equivocal in this

way. The Greek form of adjuration uses Kara after the verb

(Matth. 26:63) or a simple accusative (Mar. 5:7; Acts

19:13; I Thess. 5:27). Sacrifice to God must be through

a medium. “Through the mercies of God” expresses this

unequivocally.

“A sacrifice” is meant here in the same sense as Heb.

13 :i5, 16, “Through him (Jesus) let us offer-up (ava<f>ip(i)ixev)

a sacrifice of praise to God, continually, that is, fruit of lips

confessing to his name. But forget not the doing-good and

fellowship; for with such sacrifices God is well-pleased.”

In this citation it is said: “offer up.” In Rom. 12:1 it is

said: “present.” This difference directs attention to the

circumspect exactness as to expression observed here. Of
course a sacrifice is offered-up. But here it is bodies with

the service that can be done in them that is called a sacrifice.

In saying “present,” a Greek word is used that nowhere

in the Scriptures is used to express offering-up a sacrifice.

It is the appropriate word to express presenting oneself to

another to serve him (comp. LXX. Deut. 10:8). Neither

here nor anywhere else in the Scriptures is there presented,

or even suggested the concept, that men may offer-up their

bodies or themselves a sacrifice to God (not even in Phil.

2 :i7; 2 Tim. 4:6). According to the clear teaching of the

Scriptures, there was to be, and was, only one man, “the man
Christ Jesus” (i Tim. 2:5), who could “offer-up himself”

(Heb. 9:14), and could “be offered-up” (Heb. 9:28). The
sense of this fact so pervaded all Paul’s thinking that he
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could not even inadverently, by a slip of pen or of speech,

say: “offer-up your bodies a sacrifice to God.” Consistently

also, the action that constitutes the sacrifice in question is

called a “service”; a word that in the Old Testament LXX
and in the New Testament is used exclusively for actions of

service to God or to idols.

'‘Present your bodies a sacrifice, living” is an exhortation

based on what the Epistle has taught in foregoing chapters

;

as in 6:1-13, where, for reasons there given, it is said:

^‘Reckon yourselves to be alive to God in Christ Jesus;”

“Present yourselves unto God as alive from the dead, and

your members as instruments of righteousness unto God”;

and as in 8:11, “He that raised up Christ Jesus from the

dead shall quicken (make-alive) also your mortal bodies

through his Spirit that dwelleth in you.” These are

“mercies of God” in “Christ Jesus.” The exhortation is:

“present your bodies a sacrifice” through these. There

should be no punctuation between “mercies of God,” and

“present.” The same construction is proper at 15
:
30.

Verse 2. And he not conformed to this world, but be

transformed by the renewing of the mind for you to test

what (is) the will of God, the good and acceptable and per-

fect (will).

“For you to test,” an infinitive expression, connects

directly with : “the renovation of the mind,” and explains

the particular intent of the said renovation, and this denotes

that the intention is mandatory. The concept stated ab-

stractly would be: Renovation of the mind is for testing

truth. The renovation of the mind involved in the said

“transformation” was and is for testing what is the will of

God. (Comp, the infinitive clauses, Rom. i:ii, 20; Mar.

14:55). The translation: “that ye may prove” etc., is a

weaker expression
;
it is, however, consistent with the notion

that the Epistle is “beseeching”
;
not exhorting.

“Conformed,” “transformed” are passive, not middle

voice. Compare “be reconciled to God,” (2 Cor. 5 :2o). In

being conformed to the world, the active agent is “the sin
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that dwells in us” (7:17), “the sin that reigns in our mortal

body” (6:12). In the transformation referred to, the active

agent is God who “makes alive our mortal bodies through his

Spirit that dwells in us.” (8:11). “Testing the wilt of

God” is our part, to be done by us
;
and “the renovation of

the mind” enables us to do it.

Close attention to the sequence of thought at this point of

the context makes the reader aware, that this reminder of

how the transformation referred to required those who ex-

perienced it to test the will of God, prepares for what verse 3
expresses. The sentiment is: “You must test, i.e. must

learn exactly, what is the will of God, for I say. Do not

mind some things above what is necessary.” Such is the

direct connection of “For” (verse 3). Paul would have

the readers be as his prayer. Col. i :q, 10, expresses : “That

ye may be filled with the knowledge of his will in all spirit-

ual wisdom and understanding, to walk worthily of the

Lord unto all well-pleasing, bearing fruit in every good

work, and increasing in the knowledge of God.” At ver. 9
the chapter proceeds to instance things well-pleasing to

God, and so goes on to chapter 15:14. But in vers. 3-8,

Paul cautions his readers against excessive valuation of

some things, and illustrates his meaning by instancing some

subjects that might be excessively valued, that is, valued

in ways not well-pleasing to God. Excessive valuation of

these would obstruct testing the good, perfect, well pleasing

will of God respecting the things mentioned, beginning

verse 9.

Verse 3. “For through the grace that was given to me,

I say to everyone that is among you not to mind-super-

fluously (things) above what is necessary to mind, hut to

mind so-as to wisely-mind, even as to each (thing) God
meted a measure of a faith.”

The renderings: “mind superfluously” (wep<^pomv),

“mind” (<l>povf.lv')
,
“wisely-mind” (<T<»<j>povelv)

,
are chosen

here, instead of : “to think,” because at 8 -.5-7 the same

Greek verb is translated: “to mind,” and its substan-
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tive form, “the mind” (to <f>p6vrifui') . And where these

words have occurred again (8:27; 11-20; 11:25) they are

translated in the same way. It is important to use the same
translation in all these places and here; for the meaning is

the same in all, and the recurrence of the words shows that

the discourse sustains attention to the meaning they have

in 8:5-7 and to what is expressed there.

Our Versions read: “not to think of himself,” supply-

ing “himself,” which the A. V. prints in italics, denoting

that the word is supplied
;
which is candid translation. The

R. V. and A. R. V. print: “think of himself,” (without

italics) as if the verb had reflexive meaning, which is not

so. There being no object expressed, the reference is

general; and, as good English diction requires an expressed

object, “things” is the most appropriate word to supply.

Yet, it is also plain English to say “Don’t mind more than

is necessary,” leaving unexpressed what is referred to, if

precedently things have been spoken about that are too much
minded. This is what has been done by the Epistle. Things

usually much minded, and by many too much so, have been

dealt with, and so seriously, that a reader should suppose

these are meant when here, without express reference to

them or to anything, it is said generally and abstractly:

“not to mind-superfluously above what is necessary.” The

reference of “therefore” (verse i) is to the same effect. It

connects with 1 1 :33-36, which, as has been noted, compre-

hensively refers to what the Epistle has precedently taught,

and does this in the manner of adoration. Among the

things taught, great prominence has been given to Jewish

ways of valuing things that distinguished them by minding

these in a way not well-pleasing to God; e.g. their having

received the law directly from God; and “having in the law

the form of knowledge and “of the truth”
;
and circumcision

which distinguished Israel flesh from Gentile flesh, and

which they minded most of all (2 :i7-29). It is to this last

that the Epistle especially refers, or if not especially, at

least as included in a wider meaning, when (8: 4-8) it uses
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the expressions : “walk not after the flesh,” “mind the

things of the flesh,” “the mind of the flesh,” “they that are

in the flesh cannot please God.” It has just been noted, that

by the recurrence of the words : “to mind,” “the mind,”

since 8:4-8, attention to what is said there has been sus-

tained. Therefore, notwithstanding the intervening chap-

ters 9-1 1, the present verse 3 is rhetorically near to 8: 4-8,

and what is referred to by: “not to mind superfluously,”

may be inferred from that passage. Moreover, chapters

9-1 1 are not a barrier to such distant connection, but are

a bridge that sustains the same sequence of thought. What
is said 8:1-12 directs thought specifically to the unbelieving

Jews as the outstanding concrete instance of what is

meant. Paul shows that he is sensible of this by pro-

ceeding immediately in chap. 9 to deal with the case of the

Jews as in a not-saved situation. He does this with expres-

sions of deep sorrow, calling them “my brethren and my kin-

dred according to the flesh” In chap. 10, he shows how they

“have a zeal for God, but not according to knowledge.” In

chap. 11:1-12 he explains the providence of God in what

has happened to them. It is not that God has cast them off,

but that: “by their trespass salvation (is come) unto the

Gentiles.” Then (11:13-22) he warns his Gentile readers

against presuming on the grace of God that came to them

in that way and supposing that they, as Gentiles, superseded

and took the place of Jews in God’s favor. Such presump-

tion would be glorying in Gentile flesh as Jews gloried in

Israel flesh.

“Through the grace that was given to me.” Paul uses this

form of expression 15:15, 16; Ephes. 3 :2, 6, 7; i Cor. 3 :io.

It may be regarded as his usual formula for reminding his

hearers that what he says is as apostle to Gentiles. It is

proper to understand that such is the significance in this

ver. 3. The Epistle intimates (1:5) that it is written be-

cause he had “received grace and apostleship for obedience

of faith among all the Gentiles.” Near the end of the

Epistle (15:15, 16) the same is more fully expressed, and
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pointedly declared to apply to all the writing that has gone

before. The readers were composed of Jews and Gentiles.

Both were minding some things “more than, was necessary”

Verse 3 is a preface to cautioning them against error of the

same kind respecting things of like nature (“gifts,” “charis-

mata”) that were peculiar privileges in the Christian

churches.

“Above what is necessary” or: “more than you must,”

involves concession that one must think highly of what is

referred to. Thereby a reader is reminded that the Epistle

has reproved Jewish minded believers for valuing their

privileges above what was proper; and yet in the same con-

nection has asserted “the advantage of the Jew and the profit

of circumcision” (3:1,2), and has affirmed the supreme ex-

cellence of “the law and the Commandment” (7:7-12). In

all such expression (9:1-5; ii:i) Paul speaks as an Is-

raelite who “minded highly” the things referred to, and

believed that it was “necessary” to do so, and would have

his readers, “the Jew first and also the Gentile,” believe and

do the same. This expression should, of itself alone, sug-

gest to present readers the sequence of thought in the Epistle

as that has been traced above (pp. 632 sq.)
;
and that without

their needing to use such industry as is used there.

“But to mind so as to-wisely-mind” defines the necessary

way of minding the things referred to, that is impliedly con-

ceded in the foregoing clause. It is additional reminder

that the Epistle has used that way respecting some things,

and is thus further preparation for considering some other

things, as in verses 4-8, that so far have not been discoursed

on, yet need to be highly-minded in the same wisely-minding

way.

“Even as to each (thing) God meted a measure of faith.”

“Things” being supplied in the foregoing clause, “each”

(cKctaTos) means: “each thing”; as it means “each one”

(A. V.) or: “each man” (R. V., and A. R. V.) if: “him-

self” be supplied. ’E/caarw is neuter gender here; unless

(instead of : “things” irpayfiara or prjfiara) somc equivalent of
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a different gender be supplied. The only instance in the

New Testament where this pronoun is recognized as neuter

gender by our, and by other, Versions is Eph. 4:16. It does

not once so occur in LXX. No wonder therefore that it

has been supposed of course to be masculine gender here;

which involves that “himself” must be supplied in the clause

before; and is further retroactive as reason for translating:

“I beseech” (ver. i). For what is so expressed appears to

be entreaty or expostulation rather than authoritative ex-

hortation.

“According as God meted ... a measure of faith.” The

verb “meted” (i/iipiaev) is Aorist, historical tense.

“Measure” (fjdrpov) is without definite article. Our Ver-

sions translate the verb : “hath dealt,” as if in this sentence

the Aorist stands for the Perfect. The A. V. translates:

“the measure”
;
the R. V. and A. R. V., “a measure.” The

present phrase may be elucidated by comparing 2 Cor. 10 :i3,

“According to the measure of the rule (canon) which the

God of measure meted to us” (/cara t6 pArpov tov kovovos oi

ipepiaev rjptv 6 0eos pirpov). The rule (canon) gave the in-

structions that were to be followed. In Paul’s case it

was the communication he received through Ananias (Acts

22 :i2-i5), and that was reiterated directly to himself (ibid

verses i8, 21). “The measure of the rule” means the pre-

scribed extent, and correspondingly the prescribed limits, of

Paul’s apostolic functions; they were to extend to all Gen-

tiles; they were not to extend to the Jews. To these instruc-

tions Paul strictly adhered
; and required others to recognize

them (Gal. 2:7-9). In Cor. 10:13, ^4 founds on this

“measure of the rule” as warranting the relation to the Cor-

inthians that he claimed to have. In Rom. i :5-y; 15 :i5, 16,

he does the same respecting those in Rome.

“A measure of faith” is just such a phrase as: “the meas-

ure of the rule” (2 Cor. 10:13). ^ Cor. 10:13 it reads:

“the measure,” with definite article, because the exact meas-

ure was “the rule” referred to. In the present phrase it

reads : “a measure,” without definite article, because the ref-
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erence is to a plurality of things (or of persons, if “each

man” were the correct interpretation)
;
and what is affirmed

is, that each thing had “a measure” of value or efficiency

proper for it according to what God intended the thing to be.

Nearer and exact definition of the measure of any particular

thing must be preceded by naming the thing. This is done

in verses 6-8, that specify some of the things referred to;

e.g. “a ministry, with its ministration,” in which expression

:

“with its ministration” defines the measure, i.e. both the

scope and the limit of the “gift” {charisma) called by

Christians “a ministry,” as God designed it and gave it its

measure. Accordingly, as in the phrase : “the measure of

the rule,” both “measure” and “rule” are objective things,

so in the present phrase both “measure” and “faith” are ob-

jective. Objective faith is what is to be understood and be-

lieved about things that are offered for our use and our

benefit. Thus the meaning of the present clause is: “oc-

cording as to each (thing) God apportioned a measure of

what is to he known and believed about it, and, if it is some-

thing that requires doing, what is to be done with it.

When it is clearly ascertained, that “each thing” is the

correct interpretation and translation in this clause, the

meaning of the clause as just given is the only possible one.

Subjective faith imparted to, or assigned to, or imputed to, a

thing, or to an abstraction, is an absurdity. Only what is

required to be known and believed about a thing, or an

abstraction can be called the faith of it. “Faith” is usually

supposed to mean subjective faith wherever it is mentioned

in the New Testament, a few instances excepted. Taking

“faith” in that sense here makes it necessary to understand

that “each” means: “every man” (A. V.), or “each man”

(R. V., and A. R. V.) The further effect is that the Aorist

verb must be supposed to stand for the Perfect
—

“hath

dealt.” For there would be no plain meaning in: “think

soberly, according as God dealt to every man a measure.”

On the other hand, there is very plain meaning if it is said

:

“according as God dealt to each thing a measure.” For
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that intimates that God provided things he purposed to

bestow on believers, and that when providing them he ap-

portioned to each thing a measure of faith, i.e. what it must

be known and believed to be according to his good and per-

fect will respecting each thing.

VERSES 4-8

4. “For even as in one body we have many members,

but all the members have not the same office, 5. so (we)

the many are one body in Christ, but severally members of

Ofie another, 6. and having, according to the grace that was

given to us, divers (or excellent) gifts;—whether prophecy

according to the proportion of its faith, 7. or a ministry,

with its ministry, or he that teaches, with its teaching, 8. or

he that exhorts, with its exhortation, he that imparts, with

liberality, he that presides, with diligence, he that shows pity,

with cheerfulness"

The syntax of verses 4-8 has appeared to be perplexing.

Our Versions give intimation of this by the italics in

verses 5-8 that denote what is supplied. The interpretation

so given is the one that has most general approval. It seems

to be occasioned by assuming, that verses i, 2 being exhorta-

tion (or entreaty) thematically expressed, everything that

follows must be construed hortatively. The Greek uses a

laconic, i.e. eliptical, style of expression in verses 6-8, nam-

ing subjects and attaching to them the briefest possible

labels, which are then supposed to denote the exhortation

appropriate to each one severally. Such elipsis is inad-

missible in English, and, in translation, what is unexpressed

in the Greek must be supplied. Accordingly: “whether

prophecy," is supplemented by : “let us prophesy,” etc.
;
“or

ministry, in the ministry," is expanded to read: “or min-

istry, let us wait on our ministering (A. V.), “let us give

ourselves to our ministry (R. V., and A. R. V.). Obviously,

this supplies a great deal, and much more than elipsis in

Greek, or in any other cultivated language, is wont to re-

quire. One must ask : Where do they get the “let us” ? and
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where the “us”? and where the “exhort”? and the “let

us wait”? It is plain that “us” is suggested by the fore-

going: “the grace that was given to us.” But the clause

that includes those words is translated so as to denote that

connection: “having then (A. V.) gifts,” or “and having

(R. V., and A. R. V.) gifts differing according to the

grace,” etc. ^id<j>opa however, is adjective; not participle:

and exact translation must be: “different” (or, “divers,” or,

“excellent”) gifts.” “Excellent” is appropriate here, as in

Heb. 1 :4 ; 8 :6. Consequently, it appears that : "according

to the grace given to us,” connects with : “and having”

;

which in turn connects with: "we are one body.” Thus

what is said is: “We are one body, having excellent gifts,

according to the grace given to us who are one body”
;
and

then follows the mention of some of the “gifts” referred to.

The clause : “according to the grace” etc. accounts for there

being gifts to apportion to those that are members of one

another. The difference in the gifts is because the mem-
bers differ that compose the "one body in Christ.” (Comp.

I Cor. 12:12, 27, 28. So one may say: The allies are

many, having different apportionments according to the war

indemnity received by them, viz. the allies.

In verses 4-8 the Epistle is making application of the

statement, made indirectly, that to each thing that the read-

ers must mind, and wisely mind, God has meted a measure

of faith (ver. 3). In this application, “measure” is ex-

changed for “office” (ver. 4), and this in turn for “gifts”

(ver. 6). One is the analogue of the other; the same con-

cept being common to all. When “prophecy,” “teaching”

etc. are mentioned, it is as things they are meant, correspond-

ing to “measure,” “office,” “gifts”; and the brief label at-

tached to each thing that is named, denotes the intention of

the gift, i.e. the proper use to be made of it, which is the

measure given to it. But for the sake of clear expression,

the translation must recognize that “in” (ev) has here the

meaning of “with,” signifying: equipped with, furnished

with; as e.g. “I will come in the fulness of the blessing of
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Christ” (15 :2g) ;
“We came even as far as unto you in the

gospel of Christ” (2 Cor. 10:14) ;
and “Shall I come to you

with a rod?’” (i Cor. 4:21). And the definite article is

to be rendered by an appropriate pronoun in the possessive

case, i.e. by “its”; not by “our,” “his.” Then nothing

is to be supplied to complete the sense.

Supposing that the rendering of verses 6-8 found in our

Versions is the best that is attainable by means of Lexicons

and Grammars, there remains beside these Paul himself.

What is known about him must be considered in order to

understand correctly what he means in the present, or any

other, diction used by him. He counsels Timothy to use

this method (2 Tim. 3:10, ii, 14). He admonishes Tim-

othy to “abide in the things he had learned and been assured

of, knowing of whom (what persons) he had learned them.”

And reminding him that he, Paul, was one, and the chief

one of these sources of learning the things the admonition

refers to, he says : “But thou hast-fully-known my doctrine

(teaching), manner of life, purpose, faith, longsuffering,

charity, patience (endurance)” etc. The Christians in

Rome had such knowledge of Paul : if less fully, perhaps,

than Timothy, still Phoebe, and Prisca and Aquila, and

others who did know Paul fully were in Rome, and could

inform them. In Ephesus, Prisca and Aquila did precisely

this service to Apollos. The Roman Christians would read

vers. 6-8 in the light of that knowledge. They would reflect

that Paul in his single person had all the “gifts” (charis-

mata) he now refers to, and that he used them in the ways

he here defines, so that indirectly he intimates the same that

he directly expresses i Cor. 4:16; ii :i, “Be ye imitators of

me.” Of course the same method was used in the prepara-

tion of our Versions. And any effort to obtain a more

correct interpretation and translation of some passage of

Paul’s Epistles must do the same. In the present effort,

employing the same method affords opportunity for ex-

planations of the text in support of the translation that

has been given, and it will be so used.

^ See Thayer, Lex. s. v. tv S 5
and Winer, Gram. § 48, a. 1 . b.
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For understanding Rom. 12:4-8 it is necessary to com-

pare I Cor. chapter 12. In doing so, it is important to note,

that there Paul speaks of “diversities of gifts” (ver. 4) as

these were actually possessed and exercised by individuals

in the Corinthian church. Here he refers to “gifts” ab-

stractly, to define their proper value by precise statement of

their intended use. He is applying the caution of verse 3.

Valuing the gifts as so defined is the wisely-minded way of

minding them highly. Valuing them for anything besides

what is defined is excessive minding.

Paul had the gift of prophecy. Every apostle had that.

This is indirectly expressed, Eph. 3 15, “holy apostles and

prophets.” Or if, as some contend, Eph. 5 15 may not be so

interpreted, the fact is anyway obvious, and is pointedly

claimed by Paul respecting himself in i Cor. 14:37, “If any

man think himself a prophet, let him acknowledge that the

things I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.”

He also used the gift of prophecy adhering strictly to the

“measure of a faith meted to it” when it was given to him.

In his epistles he repeatedly affirms, that the instructions

originally given to him when he was called to be apostle and

directed to preach the gospel to Gentiles, were “the rule” of

his prophesying. To use the expression of ver. 6, he observed

“the proportion of the faith” appertaining to the gift of pro-

phecy that was given to him. Rom. 15:1 5-2 1 and Eph.

3 :8-I2 are very precise affirmations of this. On the other

hand, he strictly abstained from exceeding the measure of

his gift, and required others to recognize his faithfulness

in that respect. 2 Cor. 10:13-18 is an outstanding instance.

Paul had the “gift” of “a ministry.” The word

“ministry” means here the same as in passages where he

speaks of his own ministry; e.g. 11:13, 14, “Inasmuch

then as I am apostle of Gentiles, I glorify my ministry; if

by any means I may provoke to jealousy (them that are) my
flesh, and may save some of them,” which distinctly ex-

presses the scope of his ministry, viz. as being directly to

Gentiles, and on the other hand intimates its limitations, viz.
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that it was not to Jews, except as it might indirectly benefit

them; and 15:30, 31, “Strive together with me in your

prayers, . . . (that) my ministration which (is) for

Jerusalem may be acceptable to the saints; and 2 Cor. 4:1,

“on account of having this ministry . . .we faint not.”

“He that teaches"; “he that exhorts" The change of

diction is only a matter of rhetoric; the instancing of “gifts”

goes on. As to these just noted, there is no need of elucida-

tion of the kind now being made. Passages abound in Paul’s

epistles, that prove that he had these “gifts," and show

how he used them; “teaching’ for “teaching," as he de-

scribes in I Cor. 2:1-5; “exhortation" for “exhortation,"

of which the present passage and context is a perfect illus-

tration.

“He that imparts." This is best explained by i :ii. “For

I long to see you that I may impart unto you some spiritual

gift, to the end that ye may be established.” The verb

translated : “may impart” is the same that is used here. It

should be translated in the same way in both places. There-

by the English reader would be surer to observe what it

means here. The translation: “He that giveth” (A. V. and

R. V. and A. R. V.,) lets the reader suppose that liberal

giving of money or material help is what is meant. It

means imparting to others the spiritual gift one has him-

self. The present passage deals with one subject, viz.

“gifts”; and the question: Imparts what? must be an-

swered by: Imparts a spiritual gift. Paul, in i :i2 explains

his meaning: “That is, that I may be comforted together

with you by the mutual faith both of you and me.” He has

said (i :i8), “your faith is spoken of throughout the whole

world.” “The mutual faith” was the truth they both be-

lieved, i.e. “the gospel of Christ.” And hastening to impart

that gift, Paul states it in that form that was essential for

the readers to understand perfectly in order to “be estab-

lished” (i :i6, 17), and from that place to the present pas-

sage he has been imparting that gift. In all this Paul’s

“liberality" in imparting is so well illustrated that reference
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to Other illustrations would be superfluous. Not only did he

impart, and even lavishly; he imparted with alacrity. This

spontaneous characteristic must not be overlooked; for he

himself emphasizes it 15:14, 15; with which compare

I Thess. 1 :8; 4:9, 10, and his “Yea, woe is unto me, if I

preach not the gospel” (i Cor. 9:16).

“He that presides.” The translation: “He that ruleth”

(A. V., R. V., and A. R. V.) is interpretative render-

ing, that causes, and is intended to cause English readers to

understand that office bearers are meant. In the New
Testament the Greek word is used to designate authority and

controlling influence over other persons. These qualities

appertain to many and different social positions, and are

often exerted by persons having no official position. Used

of persons that have office or position, it designates the

control belonging to the office or position : “The elders pre-

siding well” (i Tim. 5:17) ;
bishops and deacons, like any

other heads of families, must preside well over their own
houses (i Tim. 3:4, 5, 12); where believers preside over

work, the work must be honest work (Tit. 3 :8, 14) . As this

last citation may include presiding over a shop of many
workers, in an English shop the equivalent expression would

be : A Christian must boss honest work.

These citations comprise all the occurrences of the Greek

word in the New Testament besides Rom. 12 :8. Being all

from Paul’s epistles, they show the sense in which he uses

it. Here it means controlling authority that some believers

have as a “gift” (charisma ) ;
that being one of the gifts of

divine grace given to the whole body of believers.

Paul had that “gift.” The way in which he acted in

the matter recorded i Cor. 5 :3-5 shows him using it in the

church in Corinth, although he was not present there; and

shows how “diligently” he used that gift. From that

incident it must be inferred that he showed the same

“diligence” when present in any circumstances that required

him to intervene with “presiding” authority. The same ap-

pears in the matters dealt with in i Cor. chapter 7 ;
both in
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the fact that the Corinthians appealed to Paul for decision

“concerning things whereof they wrote,” and also in the

prompt and painstaking reply that Paul made. On the other

hand he strictly observed the limitation of the gift. In

2 Cor. 1 :25*3
: 4, he refers to the action recorded i Cor.

S :3"5, and says : “Not that we have lordship over your faith,

but are helpers of your joy; for by faith ye stand.” Among
many expressions that denote this self-restraint, the most

touching is Philemon 8-12.

“He that showeth mercy (pity) with cheerfulness.

Paul’s later dealing (2 Cor. 2:6-10) with the case of the

offender referred to i Cor. 5 :3-5 is a perfect and touching

instance of “cheerfulness” in forgiving. Or, if this subject

refers to eleemosynary giving, such as the contributions of

Gentile churches for relief of “the poor” saints in Jerusalem,

it may be noted respecting the contribution of the churches

of Macedonia, how (2 Cor. 8:1-5) Paul testifies that it was

made by churches that were themselves poor, and was so

liberal that, as he indirectly intimates, he was reluctant to

receive all of it; but was importuned to transmit it to Jeru-

salem. A perfect example of “showing pity, with cheer-

fulness”! It is also noteworthy that Paul speaks of that

case of showing pity as being: “the grace of God which

hath been given in the churches of Macedonia.” This form

of expression supports the interpretation of : “according to

the grace that was given to us"' (ver. 6) that has been given

above. Paul’s frequent references to his assiduity in pro-

moting the said contributions and the transfer of them to

Jerusalem, is evidence that he “showed pity, with cheerftd-

ness,” in a way to be an example to all believers. He had al-

ready been industriously zealous in that matter (Acts ii

:

30) before he was charged by James and Peter and John

to “remember the poor” saints in Jerusalem, to whom, and

to others he said : “I was forward to do that very thing.”

(Gal. 2 :io).

Samuel T. Lowrie.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Use of “God” and “Lord” in the Koran

In the Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament
by the late Dr. Driver, we read (p. 13) that in Genesis “20^-^^

our attention is arrested by the use of the term God, while in

c. 18-19 (except 19*® P), and in the similar narrative

the term Jehovah is uniformly employed. The term God re-

curs similarly in 21®-®^, 22^-^® and elsewhere particularly in

c. 40-42.45. For such a variation in similar and consecutive

chapters no plausible explanation can be assigned except di-

versity of authorship.”

From the above citation it is evident that the main objective

reason why the unity of authorship in the case of the so-called

Jehovistic and Elohistic documents of the Pentateuch is de-

nied lies in the fact that in some chapters and sections the

word Elohim (God) is used and in others Jehovah. That
such an argument against the unity of the alleged documents

is not to be depended upon, it is the purpose of the following

tables to show by evidence derived from the use of Allah and

Rah in the Koran. It is only necessary to inform the reader

that Allah is the Arabic equivalent of Elohim and that Rah is

the Arabic equivalent of Kurios and Morya, the words by

which the Greek and the Syriac versions respectively denote

the Jehovah of the Hebrew Old Testament. The pertinency

and force of the analogy are dependent upon the fact that in

the case of the Koran no one can deny the unity of authorship.

The first table gives the number of times that the two words

Allah and Rah occur in each of the 114 suras, or chapters, of

the Koran. The second table gives the occurrences of the

words in the respective suras arranged according to the rela-

tive time of their promulgation, this arrangement being based

upon the analysis and scheme of Sir William Muir, a recog-

nized authority on the subject. The third table gives the use

of the two words (and also of certain other designations of

the deity) in certain suras where both terms are used with

variations similar to those found in Genesis and elsewhere in

the Pentateuch. In all three tables the suras are designated by
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number (not by name) and this number is given in roman

numerals.

Table I

Allah Rab
I I 0 XXXIX
II 278 52 XL
III 210 42 XLI
IV 226 7 XLII

V 147 18 XLIII

VI 87 52 XLIV
VII 61 65 XLV
VIII 90 6 XLVI
IX 164 3 XLVII
X 61 22 XLVIII
XI 38 44 XLIX
XII 39 20 L
XIII 34 13 LI

XIV 35 17 LII

XV 2 10 LIII

XVI 83 19 LIV
XVII 10 30 LV
XVIII 16 37 LVI
XIX 8 23 LVII
XX 6 26 LVIII
XXI 6 13 LIX
XXII 75 8 LX
XXIII 13 22 ija
xxrv 80 0 LXII
XXV 8 14 LXIII
XXVI 12 36 Lxrv
XXVII 27 12 LXV
XXVIII 27 18 LXVI
XXIX 41 5 LXVII
XXX 24 6 LXVIII
XXXI 32 4 LXIX
XXXII I 10 LXX
XXXIII 89 2 LXXI
XXXIV 8 13 LXX II

XXXV 36 5 IJCXIII

XXXVI 3 6 LXXIV
XXXVII 14 14 I-XXV
XXXVIII 3 9 LXXVI

Allah Rab Allah Rab
60 18 LXXVII 0 0’

53 19 LXXVIII 0 3

II 12 LXXIX I 5

31 10 LXXX 0 0

3 13 LXXXI I I

3 9 LXXXII I 1

17 7 LXXXIII 0 2

16 4 LXXXIV 1 4

27 4 LXXXV 3 1

39 0 LXXXVI 0 0

27 0 LXXXVII I 2

I 2 LXXXVIII I 0

3 5 LXXXIX 0 8

2 7 XC 0 0

5 7 XCI I I

0 I xai 0 I

0 36 XCIII 0 3
0 3 XCIV 0 I

32 3 XCV I 0
40 0 XCVI I 3
24 3 XCVII 0 I

21 3 XCVIII 3 2
17 0 XCIX 0 I

12 0 c 0 2
14 I Cl 0 0

17 I CII 0 0
25 2 cm 0 0

13 5 CIV I 0

3 2 cv 0 I

0 10 CVI 0 1

I 4 evil 0 0
I 3 CVIII 0 I

7 5 CIX 0 0
10 7 cx I 1

4 4 CXI 0 0

3 2 CXII I 0
0 3 exm 0 I

5 5 CXIV 0 I
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Table II

First Period of Mohammed’s Life

Allah Rab Allah Rab Allah Rab

LXXXVIII I I XCIV 0 I cm 0 0
LXXXIX 0 8 xcv I 0 CIV I 0
XC 0 I XCIX 0 I cv 0 I

XCI i I c 0 2 CVI 0 I

XCII 0 I Cl 0 0 CVIII 0 I

XCIII 0 3 CII 0 0 I I 0

Second Period

Allah Rab Allah Rab Allah Rab
LXXIV 3 2 XCVI I 3 CII 0 0

Third Period

Allah Rab Allah Rab Allah Rab

LV 0 36 LXXX 0 0 LXXXVII I 2

LVI 0 3 LXXXI I I LXXXVIII I 0

I,XX I 5 LXXXIII 0 2 XCVII 0 I

LXXV 0 3 LXXXIV I 4 evil 0 0

I.XXVI 5 5 I.XXXV 3 I CIX 0 0

LXXVII 0 0 I.XXXVI 0 0 ex I I

LXXVIII 0 3

Fourth Period

Allah Rab Allah Rab Allah Rab

XV 2 10 XLI II 12 LIV 0 I

XXVI 2 36 XLIV 3 9 LXVII 3 2

XXX 24 6 XLV 17 7 LXVIII 0 10

XXXI 32 4 L I 2 LXIX I 4

XXXII I 10 LI 3 5 LXXI 7 5

XXXIV 8 13 LII 2 7 LXXIII 4 4
XXXVII 14 14 LI II 5 7 LXXIX I 5

XXXIX 60 18

Fifth Period

Allah Rab Allah Rab Allah Rab

VI 87 52 XIX 8 23 XXXVI 3 6

VII 61 6s XX 6 26 XXXVIII 3 9

X 61 22 XXI 6 13 XL S3 19

XI 38 44 XXII 75 8 XLII 31 10

XII 39 20 XXIII 13 22 XLIII 3 13

XIII 34 13 XXV 8 14 XLVI 16 4

XIV 35 17 XXVII 27 12 LXIV 17 I

XVI 83 19 XXVIII 27 18 LXXII 10 7

XVII 10 30 XXIX 41 5 CXIV 0 I

XVIII 16 37 XXXV 36 5
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Sixth Period

Allah Rab Allah Rah Allah Rah

II 278 52 XXXIII 89 2 LX 21 3

III 210 42 XLVII 27 4 LXI 17 0

IV . 226 7 XLVIII 39 0 LXII 12 0

V 147 18 XLIX 27 0 LXIII 14 I

VIII 90 6 LVII 32 3 LXV 25 2

IX 164 3 LVIII 40 0 LXVI 13 5

XXIV 80 0 LIX 24 3 XCVIII 3 2

Summation

Suras Allah Rab Suras Allah Rab

First Period 18 5 21 Fourth Period 22 208 191

Second Period 3 4 5 Fifth Period 29 771 530

Third Period 19 14 6S Sixth Period 21 1608 153

Total

Suras, 114; Allah, 2610; Rab, 965

Table III

(The arabic numerals denote verses)

Sura XVII
Rab. 8, 13. 18, 2ibis, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 40, 41, 42, 44, 49,

Allah 23, 35, 41,

l^ab 56, 57, sgbis, 62, 67, 68, 81, 82, 87, 89, 96,

Allah 58, 94, 97, 98, ggbis,

Rab 102, 104 107,

Allah loi, no,* 112.

The “Merciful,” also no. Total: Rab 31, Allah 12, “Merciful” i,

Sura XVIII
Rab 9, II, I2bis, IS, 18, 21, 22, 23bis, 26,

Allah I, 2, 3, 14, IS, 16, 17, 20, 23, 25,

Rab 28, 34, 36bis, 38, 41, 44, 46, 47, 48, S3. 55. 57.

Allah 36, 3?bis, 42bts, 43,

Rab 80, 81, 82, 94, gSter, los, logbis, iiibis.

Allah 69, uobis.

Total: Rab 36, Allah 19.

Sura XIX
Rab 2bis, 3. 4, 6, 9, 10, n, 19, 21, 24, 37&14 48, 49^, 56,

31, 36, 37, S8,

“Merciful” 18, 27, 4s, 46, S9.

Rab 6s. 666!J, 69, 72, 79,

Allah 78, 84

“Merciful” 62, 70, 76, 81, 88, 90, 91, 93bis, 94, 96.

Total: Rab 23, Allah 6, “Merciful” 16.
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StiRA XX
Rab II, 26, 46, 48, 49. SL 52, 54bis. 72, 76, 77. 78, 86,

Allah 7, 12, 64, 77.

“Merciful” 4,

i?a6 89&W, 92. 105, 1 13, 1 19, 120, I2S, 126, 129, 130,

Allah 98bis, 113,

“Merciful” 92, 106, 107,

Rob 131, 133.

Total: Rab 27, Allah 7, “Merciful” 4.*

* Observe that in no, the titles “the Living” and “the Self-subsistent”

are used.

Sura XXIII
Rab 30, 41. 54, 59, 60, 74, 77, 88,

Allah 14, 23, 24, 29, 33, 40, 87, 89, 91,

Rab 95, 96, 99, loi, 108, 109, III, 1 17 ,118, 1 19.

Allah 93, U7bis, 118

Total: Rab 18, Allah 13.

Sura XXV
Rab 17, 22, 23, 33, 47, 56, 59 65, 66,

Allah 18, 43, 57, bybis,

“Merciful” 28, 60, 6ibis, 64,

“Living One” 60,

Rab 72, 74, 76.

Allah 7obis, 71

Total: Rab 12, Allah 8, “Merciful” S, “Living One” i.

Sura XXVI
Rab 8, 9, II, 15, 20, 22, 23, 2Sbis, 2:7, A^bis, sobis, 62, 66, 77, 83,

Allah 89,

Rab 98, 104, 109, 1 13, 1 17, 122, 127

Allah 92, 96, 107, no, 125, 130, 144,

Rab 146, 159, 165, 169, 175, 180, 188, 192, 193

Allah 150, 162, 165, 179, 212, 227.

“Merciful” 4 217

Total : Rab 34 Allah 14 “Merciful” 2.

Sura XXVII
Rab 9, 19, A^bts, ASbis,

Allah Qbis, 15, 24 25, 26, 30, 36, 40, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50,

Rab 75, 76, 80, 93, 95.

Allah 6obis, 61, 62, 63, 64614 65, 66, 67, 81, 89, 90, 95,

Total: Rab ii, Allah 28.
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Sura XLIII

Rab 12, 13, 31, 32, 34, 45, 48, 64bis, 77,

Allah 63, 64

“Merciful” 16, 17, 19, 33, 35, 44, 81

Rab B>2bis, 87.

Allah &4bis, 86.

Total: Rab 13, Allah 5, “Merciful” 7.

Sura L
Rab 26, 38.

Allah 25,

“Merciful” 32.

Total: Rab 2, Allah i, “Merciful” i.

StniA LI

Rab 15, 22, 30, 34, 44
Allah 50, SI, 58

Total: Rab 5, Allah 3.

Sura LII

Rab 7, 17. 18, 28, 37, 48, 49

Allah 26, 43^5,

Total: Rab 5, Allah 3.

Sura LVI
Rab 73, 79 96

Allah 87

Total: Rab 3, Allah i.

Remarks

Rab does not occur in Suras I, XXIV, XLVIII, XLIX, LVIII, LXI,

LXII, LXXVII, LXXX, LXXXVI, LXXXVIII, XC, XCV, Cl—CIV,
evil, CIX, CXI, CXII. That is, in twenty-one suras.

Allah does not occur in LIV—LVI, LXVIII, LXXV, LXXVII,
LXXVIII, LXXX, LXXXIII, LXXXVII, LXXXIX, XC, XCII—
XCIV, XCIX—cm, CV—CIX, CXI, CXIII, CXIV, that is, in twenty-

seven suras.

Neither Allah nor Rab occurs in LXXVII, LXXX, LXXXVI, XC,
Cl—cm, evil, CIX, CXI, that is, in ten suras.

Rahman, “the Merciful,” as a name for God, occurs in seventeen

suras and fifty-five times altogether, to wit:

Sura II, XVII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXXVI,
No. of times ii 16 4451 i 4

Sura XLI, XLIII, L, LV, LIX, LXVII, LXXVIII, XC
No. of times 161114 2 i

Of these seventeen suras, XC, was uttered during the first of Muir’s

periods; LV, LXXVIII, in the third; XXVI, XLI, L, LXVII, in the

fourth; XVII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXV, XXVII, XXXVI, XLIII, in the
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fifth; and II, LIX, in the sixth. Thus Rahman occurs twice in the

first period, thrice in the third; seven times in the fourth; forty-one

times in the fifth; and twice in the sixth.

Conclusions

The above tables show every kind of variation in the use

of the designations of the Deity that is met with in the Penta-

teuch. In the case of the Koran the unity of authorship is

undeniable. Why then should it be thought that “for such a

variation in similar and consecutive chapters in the Penta-

teuch no plausible explanation can be assigned except diver-

sity of authorship”? This is certainly an important question

from the point of view of comparative literature, philology,

psychology, and religion. A “plausible explanation” by the

radical critics of the results of this comparison is awaited with

interest, esj>ecially as comparison is the great standby of the

Higher Criticism.’^ While awaiting the explanation requested,

we hope to be able to present the results of further investiga-

tions, similar to the present one, into the use of the divine

names and designations in ancient Semitic literature.

Princeton. R. D. Wilson.

“The Shorter Bible”

This little volume^ might be better named “The Mutilated

Bible,” or “The Garbled Bible.” It is not as it might have

been a useful anthology—a bouquet of the choicest beauties of

the New Testament garden, but an attack on the garden itself

from the standpoint of the rationalistic criticism. When it is

1 See LOT, Preface, page iii.

^The Shorter Bible: The New Testament. {The Old Testament is

in preparation.) Translated and arranged by Charles Foster Kent,

Woolsey Professor of Biblical Literature in Yale University; with the

collaboration of Charles Cutler Torrey, Professor of Semitic Lan-

guages in Yale University; Henry A. Sherman, Head of the Depart-

ment of Religious Literature of Charles Scribner’s Sons; Frederick

Harris, Senior Secretary of the Publication Department of the Inter-

national Committee of Young Men’s Christian Associations; Ethel
Cutler, Religious Work Secretary of the National Board of the Young
Women’s Christian Associations. 6)4 -4^. pp. 305. (Charles Scribner’s

Sons, New York, $i net.)
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finished the New Testament is as a garden in France, or Flan-

ders, ruthlessly trampled by an invading horde. The invaders

are not Germans,—but he is a German who is one inwardly.

The Authors—or Redactors—profess to be anxious to pre-

serve the heart of the Bible, and we need not question their

good intentions. They complain in the preface that the Bible

is too long and too repetitious. Genesis has 30 or 40 repeti-

tions, the Synoptic Gospels more, and Paul, “even with his

astounding versatility,’' cannot help repeating himself. So they

proceed to eliminate them. It is hard not to have a certain

admiration for such courage, as for Icarus flying too near the

sun. To teach Shakespeare how not to repeat, or Homer how
not to nod, would satisfy most adventurers, “who with no

middle flight intend to soar”; but here are four mortal men
and one woman who would gild the refined gold of Moses and

the prophets, and daub New Testament lilies with modern pig-

ments—and they speak of “hundreds of scholars and laymen”

who have cooperated. So modern scholarship must reduce the

Bible to “those parts which are of vital interest and practical

value to the present age.” “These passages,” they continue,

“contain the true heart of the Bible that has proved the inspira-

tion of past generations and will prove in increasing measure

the guide of those to come.” This clearly implies that what is

left out has no such “vital interest and practical value”—or

“inspiration.”

What kind of inspiration was it that created the Bible ? This

is the root question. The answer to it makes the cleavage

between natural and supernatural religion. Can it be that after

centuries and millenniums of use, whole books, cross sections

of books, chapters, verses and pieces of verses must be torn out

before the Bible is fit for use to-day? Or in the future? No
such idea of inspiration ever produced the Canon of Scripture

either Jewish or Christian. If this is to be repealed or amended
now, certainly we must have irrefragable evidence to over-

come the enormous presumption in favor of the Canoni-

cal Scriptures. It is not stated in the preface what precisely

determined the “shorteners” to elect certain passages and
pass others by, but when we examine the volume it soon

becomes obvious enough that to them none of the Bible is

really “God-breathed” in the sense in which Paul told Timo-
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thy it all was, and it is not surprising that this classic passage

and the whole chapter in which it is found was not elected to

remain in the Shorter Bible, nor were many others of like

tenor. The gist of their proposals really amounts to the mak-
ing of a new Canon (of which there have been some rumors

now and again)—a curious, shadowy kind of mock-canon not

based on documentary evidence of manuscripts and revisions,

carefully winnowed and sifted with sound historical reasoning,

and corroborated by the ever-augmenting spiritual experience

of the Church in all ages and, may we not dare to say?, by the

witness of the Holy Ghost, but mainly on the flimsy spider-

web of subjective impressions, the insubstantial soap-bubbles

blown by the skeptical literati of university cliques. The
Shorter Bible has a “deutero-Canon,” in embryo, still more

shadowy and unreal. Its antilegoniena are a scrap heap of dis-

carded Scriptures. The Bible as a whole should be taken cum
grano salis, each age selecting what is to its taste as “vital and

necessary” for its use. The issue thus raised is vital. No
compromise is possible- At bottom it is not a question of a

Shorter or Longer Bible, but whether there is any Bible which

possesses genuine divine authority.

The Preface further intimates that the New Testament need-

ed to be reduced by one-third (which has now been fully done)

and the Old by two-thirds. This will leave us, say, a half of

what was once the whole Bible. Accordingly the “Redactors”

begin their surgery by cutting out the first chapter of Matthew’s

Gospel, thus getting rid of one of the genealogies of our Lord

(the second in Luke is amputated also) and one of the two

main witnesses for the Virgin birth. The 15th, i6th and 19th

chapters of Matthew are also gone, and worse, the 26th, 27th

and 28th, thus removing the testimony of the one ap>ostle among
the Synoptists who saw the betrayal, trial, passion, death and

resurrection of Jesus, save as “all forsook him and fled.”

More than two-thirds of Matthew is gone. It is no excuse to

say, as our Canon-makers do, that Mark wrote his Gospel first

and that Matthew quoted seven-eighths of it, and Luke three-

fourths. The priority of Mark and its precise relation to the

others is by no means so fully established as to warrant so dog-

matic an assertion, and even if it were, Matthew and Luke do

not confine themselves to duplicating Mark, as everybody
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knows. Such witnesses in any important matter in any court

of law would be allowed to tell their own story in their own

way quite apart from the predilections and theories of any

interested party. To deprive the whole body of readers of

the New Testament of the fullest information, especially about

the birth and death and resurrection of Christ exactly as it lay

in the mind of one of his own apostles, is enough to send

the Shorter Bible itself to the discard. Matthew’s rich thesau-

rus of references to the Old Testament, a veritable century of

quotations, is reduced to about fifteen in the mutilation of

Matthew. Mark fares better on the operating table, but even

Mark whom along with the unknown “Q” the critics lean on

so heavily, loses something like a fifth of even this shortest

Gospel and of Luke rather less than one half is salvaged.

The order and arrangement of the books here deserve at-

tention. John is placed last; Matthew, Mark and Luke con-

stitute one compound Gospel in the new New Testament; then

Acts; then “Paul’s Letters” (excluding Hebrews and First

Timothy), then “Later Writings; ist and 2nd Peter, James, a

fragment of ist Timothy, Hebrews, Revelation and ist John.

Finally, after all these “Later Writings” comes “The Gospel of

John,” to indicate that it was “Latest.” How much later? we
ask. But no answer comes- Was it in the first century or the

second? It is the Gospel of “John,” but not of the apostle John

necessarily. Whoever he was, we are to get along hereafter

with a little more than one half of what was once the Gospel

of the Deity of our Lord, and may be glad it is no worse. Acts

fares in much the same way. Four whole epistles are gone

bodily : Titus, Jude in spite of,—or was it because of ?, his thun-

der peals against false teachers; and in spite of his glorious

benediction, “Now unto him who is able to keep you from
falling”

;
2nd and 3rd John are also lopped off,—those two

charming pendants to the first Epistle of John with their Meis-

sonier-like portraits of the Johannine age—these all are labelled

“not vital or necessary” to this age—or future ages. But the

greatest sufferer—exceeding even Matthew in bulk—is He-
brews, who is led like a lamb to the slaughter and loses entire

the 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, loth chapters, and about three-

fourths of the whole—and why not? For is Hebrews not

among the Epistles, what Matthew is among the Gospels—all
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running over with the blood of the Lamb of God as foreshad-

owed in the types and symbols and innumerable sacrifices of

the Levitical law, and so tied fast to the altar and the priest-

hood and the giving of the law and the covenants of promise

and the glory of the Old Testament, so that all those who de-

spise Moses’ law and scoff at blood atonement can never feel

quite comfortable when either Matthew or Hebrews proclaims

in such heavenly tones the gospel that shines so gloriously in

them both? So of course those who are sharpening their

knives to cut away two-thirds of the Old Testament must needs

get rid of the very part of Hebrews which puts an impassable

barrier to turning the Old Testament upside down by means of

a ricketty literary speculation.

Romans loses the whole of the 9th chapter and almost all

of the nth. I Corinthians is minus Paul’s witness to the

Lord’s Supper save for two verses introduced out of place un-

der the heading “Matthew, Mark and Luke,”—an inexcusable

bouleversement. Galatians, Ephesians and Colossians are dealt

with similarly. Surely the Redactors must have had to steel

their hearts to stop short in the middle of the Fourth Chapter

of I Thessalonians and leave out the thrice sacred words, “con-

cerning them which are asleep that ye sorrow not.” At how
many funerals have these solemn and tender strains from the

universal liturgy of bereavement stayed the tears of the heart-

broken. But the second advent of our Lord Jesus Christ finds

itself with few proof texts left. Most of the great eschatologi-

cal Scriptures are conspicuous by their absence. Revelation

loses seven whole chapters. The 20th chapter is allowed to

have two verses (11-13) giving the last judgment—except that

the awful finale of this dies irae—the 14th and 15th,—when

“death and hell are cast into the lake of fire,” are themselves

cast out. The matchless 21st and 22nd chapters appear, but 26

of their 48 verses are taken away—including the solemn com-

mination of the i8th and 19th of Ch. 22, against those who
add or take away from “the words of the book of this

prophecy.”

The half cannot be told in this article of the many proofs

that the Shorter Bible is simply another attempt to get rid of

many if not all of the cardinal points of evangelical doctrine.

The Sunday School Times has done a useful service (in April
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26, 1919) in putting into a paragraph several of the doctrines

thus attacked by leaving out the passages bearing on them. Its

list is not complete, but it is enough to expose the main facts.

Would that they could somehow be put into the hands of every

purchaser and reader—as an antidote to the Shorter Bible,

which will deceive, if it were possible, the very elect. The face

of the whole Biblical landscape is changed for the ordinary

reader—some pious old woman, perhaps, not learned or very

literate, who “knew, and knew no more, her Bible true”—we
are tempted to paraphrase

—
“a truth the knowing critic never

knew”—one who loves to seek again and again the familiar

haunts of the heart—must feel like one bewitched if in an

evil moment she opens this pretty, handy little book so nicely

printed, and finds gone from it such words as these : “Behold

the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world”

;

“In whom we have redemption through his blood”
;
“Christ

hath redeemed us from the curse of the law”
;
“Search the

Scriptures” ; “Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many,

and unto them that look for him shall he apj>ear the second

time without sin unto salvation”
;
“Even so. Come, Lord Jesus,”

—and there are scores more. Some French poilu returning to

his cottage and his native hamlet and finding everything turned

topsy turvy by the invader could shed no more bitter tears

of disappointment than the humble Bible lover who tries to

read this mockery of a Bible. God will comfort all such, but

woe be to the man or woman who causes one of these little

ones to stumble.

The method by which many passages are allowed a place in

the new Bible, w*hile at the same time robbed of some particu-

lar verse, or two or three verses, often the nerve of the whole

passage, can only be explained by a determined doctrinal bias,

and the same pass-key alone will explain why for example, the

9th and most of the nth of Romans are omitted. The whole

of Romans 8 is given except the very keystone of its Arch of

Triumph, vs. 30, “Moreover, whom he did predestinate” and so

on; without a jot of MSS. evidence, and against the force and

swing of the “logic set on fire” of St. Paul at his greatest, this

pillar-passage is struck out. This is not merely vandalism, but

treason to truth itself, and incidentally to the written and un-

written laws of sound scholarship. The prejudice against the
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depths of Pauline doctrine, both in the 9th and nth chapters

and in this verse, is unmistakable. This method of wresting the

Scriptures is used continually. The citation of the noth Psalm

by our Lord to confute the Pharisees (“The Lord said unto my
Lord”) is given by Matthew and Luke, where the Shorter

Bible omits the whole chapter in both cases. But Mark also

gives it (12; 35-37)—Mark the ever-reliable—but although the

narrative in the Shorter Bible runs straight along from vs. 13

to 44 (except one half of vs. 17) somehow verses 35-37 are de-

leted, though it was necessary, in order to do this, to break in

half vs. 34 and also to admit the latter half of verse 37 (“and

the common people heard him gladly”). The same thing is

done in Peter’s speech at Pentecost. This consists of 24 verses

—reduced to n by the Redactor. Verses 19 and 20 being

omitted cut off more than half of the quotation from Joel made
by Peter. Then in vss. 25-33, Peter quotes the i6th Psalm and

builds his argument on it, attributing it to David. Having got

rid of that the Shorter Bible resumes in the 33rd verse, but

does not translate the “therefore” (ow) at all, and then throws

out vss. 34-35, where David is again quoted in the noth Psalm.

At all costs David and his Psalms must be kept out of the wit-

ness box. In a similar way in Acts Hi Peter’s speech is short-

ened by leaving out vss. 19b—25 and so getting rid of Peter’s

ajjpeal to Moses and “all the prophets.” Newspaper reporters

sometimes report in this manner speeches which they do not

like, but it is new in the world of sacred letters.

In Paul’s speech at Antioch in Pisidia the 2nd Psalm is

quoted, and then the i6th Psalm (Acts 13:33-37), and the

same thing is repeated by the editors. Fragments of his speech

are given, but the Shorter Bible breaks off in the middle of vs.

32, resuming again in vs. 38, so as to skip the part about David

in the Psalms. The Redactor does not rob Peter to pay Paul,

but robs David and Peter and Paul to pay the Rationalists.

In Ephesians 4 another group of verses (8-10) from the 68th

Psalm is snatched away, the preceding and following verses

being left. And what reason or palliation can there be for

the exclusion of most of the passages in which Paul touches

on the much discussed question of the relation of man to

woman, and especially woman in the church (i Cor. ii:3-i6,

14: 34-37; I Timothy 2:9-15) ? Has the Apostle Paul speak-
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ing in the power of the Holy Ghost no message “vital and

necessary” for this age until it has been pared down and ex-

plained away by rationalists ?”

The excisions in Hebrews are of a similar character. The
argument in the first chapter is maimed and weakened by omit-

ting all save the first four verses and the first nine of the next

chapter. The hideous chasm from the 6th to the loth chapters

inclusive is like the havoc made by a huge shell. Elsewhere it

is more like the damage wrought by shrapnel or by snipers.

Single verses, or small groups of them, are picked off in the

midst of regions otherwise untouched. It is impossible to de-

scribe them all
;
one must see to realize how bad it is. What

is given here is fairly typical of all. We read in 2nd Corin-

thians of “not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of

God deceitfully.” This does not appear in the Shorter Bible.

The first four verses of the 4th chapter (2 Cor.) are omitted,

and they contain this pungent admonition.

The translation offered has the distinguishing merits of sim-

plicity, lucidity, dignity and modernity. It is very readable,

and we fear will win many readers who will not see the errors

which it masks. It has of course the defects of its qualities.

It seems to walk, rather than soar aloft, and sometimes to

flat on the high notes. Whoever made it knows the resources

of the English language and the need of speaking plain words

to plain people. But after all is said in praise, and much can

be said, it is still true that rationalism cannot either write a

Bible, or translate one well, no matter how brilliant it may be.

This one continually substitutes man’s own comments and

paraphrases for what the Holy Ghost says; sometimes this

is merely verbal and not essential, as where in the story of

Paul’s shipwreck, we read instead of “the feast was now al-

ready past,” “it was already late in October.” Why not say,

“not long before election day” ? A more regrettable change is

in Luke’s story of the birth of Christ, where instead of the

wholesome frankness of Mary’s “being great with child,” we
find “about to become a mother,”—a bit of Miss Nancyism.

A much more serious fault is the handling of the antithesis of

“flesh” and “spirit” in Romans 8 (and in Galatians). The
“flesh” is made “the physical body.” When it comes to trans-

lating “ye are not in the flesh” (verse 9), where it plainly can-
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not mean “in the body,” the Redactor says, “you are not domi-

nated by physical impulses.” This is not a translation of

ev aapKi but a feeble attempt to evade the force of Paul’s reason-

ing. “In the beginning was the divine Wisdom, and the divine

Wisdom was with God and the divine Wisdom was God” is not

likely to satisfy even the best human wisdom. It is not trans-

lation, but paraphrase. Professor Moffatt in his New Trans-

lation of the New Testament frankly transliterates instead of

translating “Logos.” He remarks in his preface that “the

theory of verbal inspiration” is dead. How odd it seems that

the inspiration of John’s Prologue so far extended to the ipsis-

sima verba that we must preserve this Greek word in order to

convey the real heart of its meaning!

Who is responsible for the Shorter Bible? We should be

glad to think that one of the chief secretaries of the Young
Men’s Christian Association and another of the Young Wo-
men’s Christian Association did not realize the character of the

work they appear to endorse. These honored institutions will

certainly suffer if they do not promptly disavow such a pub-

lication. The editor-in-chief, Dr. C. F. Kent, is the Professor

of Biblical Literature in Yale University, and his chief collabo-

rator is Dr. C. C. Torrey, the Professor of Semitic Literature.

Professor Kent has won a wide repute by twenty or more books

(besides other publications). These throw a vivid light on

what this latest one means. His main work is in the Old Testa-

ment, but in his Life and Teaching of Jesus (noticed in the

P. T. R. of January 1914) and his Work and Teachings of the

Apostles, he applies the principles of the destructive criticism

to the New Testament as he had for twenty years before been

applying them to the Old. He tells us : “What is eminently

true of the Old is destined in even larger measure to prove

true of the New Testament. The Gospels, like the historical

books of the Old Testament, embody older oral and written

sources. . . . The first step therefore in the quest of the real

Jesus is to distinguish and separate these oldest records from

the later variant accounts which blur and confuse the original

portrait.” “What is demanded to-day is a single narrative

that will embody the oldest records embedded in the four New
Testament gospels.” {Life and Teaching, preface.)

Behold here the key to the Shorter Bible. Professor Kent
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discriminates in it between the kernel of the gospels and the

mere shell
—

“the later variant accounts which blur and con-

fuse the original portrait” of “the real Jesus.” In the Work
and Teachings of the Apostles, we read that “Hitherto the

Christian Church has seen him” (Christ) “largely through the

medium of Paul’s theology,” but now we are to discriminate

between Paul the Pharisee and Paul the Roman citizen “heir

to many of the complex religious ideas current in Western

Asia during the first Christian century,” and “Paul the mystic,

the devoted follower of Jesus.” Cutting away from his letters

and speeches this shell of Pharisaism and the general jumble of

religious notions we may hope to find what Paul “the mystic”

thought; not that even then we are bound to accept all—but

we can see “the real Jesus” not quite so much through a glass

darkly as when we see him “through the medium of Paul’s

theology.”

More significant is his attitude toward Christ himself. “The

belief in the second coming of the Son of man has been a fetter

rather than an aid in the development of Christianity” (Life

and Teaching, p. 27). History has demonstrated “the vanity

of these apocalyptic hopes.” “Did Jesus give any basis for this

belief so widely held by his followers? It is found embedded

in the earliest teaching source (Q). Paul’s testimony indicates

that it reached its height about the middle of the first Christian

century. Jesus in his conception of nature, in his apparent

belief in a personal devil and in his acceptance of the Jewish

tradition regarding the origin and authorship of the Jewish

Scriptures showed himself in many respects a son of his age

and race. It would not have been strange if to a certain ex-

tent he had also shared its apocalyptic hopes. Many, perhaps

a majority of New Testament students, hold that he did.”

“Jesus appears to have accepted the current traditions regard-

ing the origin and authorship of the Old Testament books as

he did the scientific and unscientific ideas of his age.” (Life

and Teaching, p. 127.)

This is quite enough to show what the Shorter Bible is, as it

lies in the mind of its chief promoter. The disciple is not

above his master, and the apostles each and all were thus handi-

capped by crude Jewish notions about the devil, as about the

Canon of Scripture. “Vain apocalyptic hopes” shut them all
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in. Jesus (presumably) had less of such superstitions, but he

had some, and Paul presumably more, and Peter and John.

The apostle John, however, did not write the Fourth Gospel

(Work and Teaching, p. 273), but probably John the Presby-

ter, about 95 A. D. and also the three Epistles, while Revela-

tion was by an unknown Christian prophet. Thus the whole

New Testament is reconstructed for us, subjected to not only

a quantitative but a qualitative analysis. None of it has any

real authority. “Thus saith the Lord” is not its undertone,

and “What saith the Scripture ? may or may not be a question

worth asking. We are not bound to believe anything in it

simply because it is Scripture, but only because we judge or

feel or hope or imagine that it is (or is not) “probably” true.

This applies to all Scripture, for we find many passages ques-

tioned or denied which are allowed still to remain in the new
“Canon” of the New Testament—the Virgin birth for instance,

for “there is strong biblical evidence to support the belief in

his natural as well as in his supernatural genesis” (Life and

Teaching, pp. 44, 45)—and disagreements between the

evangelists are recounted. “The Biblical testimony is incon-

clusive” (p. 46), so the question “is naturally answered accord-

ing to each man’s individual training and point of view.”

What Professor Kent’s own answer is, he does not say, but

the manner in which he scrapes together all possible objections

to the Virgin Birth, even including the “ancient Canaanites and

Phoenicians” and their views of the process of reproduction as

“a sacred mystery,” leaves very little doubt what he thinks.

One would suppose that the sacred mystery recorded in Luke

3rd which he admits into his canon and in Matthew which he

rejects, would weigh more heavily. But it only shows that

neither one evangelist nor two nor three nor all four are

enough to decide a man, who accepts the fashionable rational-

ism, to believe anything that the Bible says, just because the

Bible says it. God grant that he may hold on to as much of

the truth about Christ and the cross as he still appears to do.

But God have mercy on His Church if she allows skeptical

Professors of Biblical Literature to “shorten” her Bible.

The raising of Lazarus is treated in the same manner as the

Virgin Birth. “It is quite probable that the Evangelist never

intended his account of the raising of Lazarus to be under-
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stood as literal history” (^Life and Teaching, p. io6). Why?
“Because the Fourth Gospel is to a great extent allegorical.”

And (we may ask) were Mary and Martha and Bethany “alle-

gorical” in John and in the Synoptists also? Just before this

the raising of the widow’s son at Nain is thrown out because

it is “only in Luke,” and “bears the marks of its late origin.”

The stilling of the tempest on the Sea of Galilee—though re-

corded in all three synoptists is discredited. Jesus may have

said, “Peace, be still” to his disciples, “rather than to the

troubled seas” {Life and Teaching, p. 107). The acme of in-

consistency and absurdity is reached when the feeding of the

multitude, though recorded both in Mark—who was not an

allegorist—and also by John, is discredited. The Jews al-

ways carried bread in their wallets ( ! p. 107), and apparently

they felt as if they were fed physically and spiritually.

“The resurrection stories depart widely from those in Mark”

(p. 304), and in some details from Matthew. “Paul makes no

mention of the empty tomb,” “He had a peculiar theory of the

Resurrection” by which he “in part” rejected the current be-

lief in a bodily resurrection. In I Corinthians (15th) he

showed the effects of this “pharisaic doctrine” (p. 302), but

later when “his own experience had demonstrated to him its

insufficiency” he “repeatedly and unequivocally rejects it.”

“Suggestions of physical resurrection are found only in Luke

and John.” How interesting it would be if Luke the com-

panion of Paul could now tell us of his efforts to convince

Paul that it was not in vision that the Lord walked to Emmaus
with the two disciples and was made known in the breaking of

bread, and that the happy sequel was not “allegory”
;
and why

Paul still remained skeptical about “bodily resurrection”—as

Professor Kent does. “Pharisaic Judaism had taught him”

(Paul) “to believe in the pre-existence and supernatural char-

acter of the Messiah or Christ” {Work and Teaching, p. 188).

Has anyone taught Professor Kent to believe in this ? He says

Paul’s “permanent contributions to Christianity”
—

“are en-

meshed in the figures and beliefs of a bygone age.” He says

that Jesus was the higher critic of his day; that he was “the

peerless Knight of Nazareth” {Origin and Value of the Old
Testament, p. 33) but does he anywhere say that he was and is

and is to be God over all blessed forever? He tells us (p. 319)
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“why Jesus is the universal Saviour of mankind.” It is “not

in the light of metaphysics or abstract theology,” that he ans-

wers the question, “but of physiology, psychology, political sci-

ence, economics, and sociology. . . . Man needs to be saved

from ignorance of himself, of his relations to his fellow men,

and to his larger environment which we call God.” This is the

gospel of the Shorter Bible, and The Contents (vii-xix) re-

flect its colors. The deification of man is its keynote, instead

of the true Deity of Christ. Salvation is by ideals instead of

by the blood of the Lamb. Let us be forewarned and fore-

armed. One woe is past, another woe is yet to come—the

Shorter Old Testament, a portent which ought to arouse us

from our comfortable slumbers.

When Portia gave judgment against Shylock she allowed him

his pound of flesh as nominated in the bond, but bade him “in

the cutting of it” not “to shed one drop of Christian blood.”

“Criticism” has its rights—but if it turn Stiylock in the Old

Testament or the New, there must be a second Daniel come

to judgment, and not a pseudo-Daniel either. The critics

scout Peter and Paul because they are so uncritical as to quote

David in the Psalms, as Christ Himself quoted him. Profes-

sor Kent {Origin and Value, p. 196) is not certain that David

wrote any Psalm and quite certain that he did not write “many

of the Psalms attributed to him by tradition.” “He that sit-

teth in the heavens shall laugh
;
the Lord shall have them in

derision.”

Easton, Pa. John Fox..

Nelson and Sons on John ix. 38

The Teachers’ Testament with Notes and Helps or, as it is

also called. Nelson’s Explanatory Testament, was published by

Thomas Nelson and Sons in 1912. It is admirably suited to

the purpose for which it was prepared—to serve as a manual

for Sunday School teachers. The volume is small and handy,

yet the type is clear, and a wealth of information needed by

the Bible student is supplied in convenient form. The ARV
is, of course, the text which is used and the words of Christ

are emphasized. Brief Introductions are furnished to the

New Testament as a whole and also to the individual books.
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and the biblical text is supplied with a Commentary in the

form of foot-notes. The Introductions are taken with only

minor changes from the Illustrated Bible Treasury, edited by

William Wright, which was published by Nelson and Sons

in 1896. They were written by Rendel Harris, Marcus

Dods, Matthew B. Riddle, Sir William M. Ramsay,

Thomas C. Edwards, James Denney, Talbot W. Chambers,

and Benjamin B. Warfield. The changes in Dr. Riddle’s

Introductions indicate that he revised them especially for this

work. The Commentary was prepared by John William
Russell, M.A., the Editor-in-Chief of the Students’ Testa-

ment. And in order that the volume might be certain of ac-

ceptance with all evangelical denominations Mr. Russell’s work

was submitted to “noted scholars” representing the leading

evangelical denominations. We quote the words of the Pub-

lishers’ Note on this point:

“Special care has been exercised in the selection and preparation of

the Notes and Comments on the text of Nelson’s Explanatory Testa-

ment, so as to give a full and complete explanation of all the difficult

passages, with entire freedom from theological and denominational

bias. With this object in view, the Notes and Comments have been

revised and approved by noted scholars representing the different

evangelical denominations and acting as associate editors.”

The list of these Associate Editors is as follows

:

“Rev. J. R. Miller, D.D., LL.D., Editorial Superintendent of the Pres-

byterian Board of Publication and Sunday School Work; Author

of many Devotional and Religious Books.

M. C. Hazard, Ph.D., Editor Emeritus of the Sunday School Periodi-

cals of the Congregational Church; Editor of Walker’s Concord-

ance; formerly Assistant Editor of “The Sunday School Times.”

Rev. John McNaugher, D.D., Professor of the New Testament, Alle-

gheny Theological Seminary of the United Presbyterian Church.

Rev. J. T. McFarland, D.D., Editor of the Sunday School Literature

of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Rev. C. R. Blackall, D.D., Editor of the Periodicals of the American

Baptist Publication Society.

Rev. j. B. Remensnyder, D.D., LL.D.,Pastor of St. James’ Lutheran

Church, New York; Author of “Work and Personality of Luther,”

“The Post-Apostolic Age and Current Religious Problems” and

other books.

Rev. Samuel Hart, D.D., LL.D., Custodian of the Standard Book of

Common Prayer; Dean and Professor of Doctrinal Theology,

Berkeley Divinity School (Protestant Episcopal).
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Rev. H. M. Ham mill, D.D., Superintendent of the General Sunday
School Work of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South; Author
of several books on The Bible and Sunday Schools.

Rev. Harold E. Monser, B.A., Editor of the Cross-Reference Bible;

General Evangelist, The Disciples.

Rev. H. H. Four, D.D., Editor of the Sunday School Periodicals of the

United Brethren Church.

Rev. I. J. Van Ness, D.D., Editorial Secretary of the Sunday School

Board of the Southern Baptist Church; formerly President of the

Sunday School Editors’ Association of the United States and
Canada.

Rev. Rufus W. Miller, D.D., Secretary of the Sunday School Board
of the Reformed Church in the United States.

Rev. I. B. Trout, D.D., Editor of the Sunday School Periodicals of

the Church of the Brethren.”

In view of the care taken by Nelson and Sons to prepare a

volume which would be acceptable to all evangelical denomina-

tions,—for it is evident that they were not merely the publish-

ers of this volume but that, like the Bible Illustrator and the

Concise Bible Dictionary, it was prepared expressly for them

—

the comment on John ix. 38 is of peculiar interest, especially

in view of the statement of the ARV margin in explanation of

the word “worship”; “The Greek word denotes an act of rever-

ence, whether paid to a creature (as here) or to the Creator

(see ch. 4, 20).” The Commentary expounds vss. 35, 38 as

follows

:

“35. And finding him. Jesus apparently sought the man after the

Jews had cast him out of the synagogue. The sovereign compassion

of the Divine Healer went much further than opening the physical eyes

of the blind one, whose spiritual eyes also were opened to the light.

Dost thou believe on the Son of God? It was in order to prepare the

healed one to answer this question affirmatively that Jesus showed such

tender solicitude.

38. Lord, I believe. This was the crowning result. Jesus sought to

illumine a benighted soul through the gift of vision to sightless eyes

of the flesh. It should not be forgotten that in working this great

sign, in which our Lord is seen as the Light of the World, he gradu-

ally leads the man, by an ascending series of acts beginning with faith

assisted by physical remedies and ending with faith assured by spiritual

contact, to complete recognition of him as the Son of God.”

It is obvious that this explanation which has, as we have

seen, the approval of the “noted scholars representing the dif-

ferent evangelical denominations,” who passed upon these
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Notes for the express purpose of securing “entire freedom

from theological and denominational bias,” is a flat contradic-

tion of the ARV margin which tells us that, in offering the

proskynesis to Jesus, the healed man “worshipped” (i.e., “rev-

erenced”), or thought that he was “worshipping” (i.e., “rever-

encing”), “a creature.”

It is most unfortunate that in preparing an evangelical com-

mentary to the New Testament, Nelson and Sons should have

found themselves, as regards this passage, obliged to deny

flatly a statement which appears in the margin of the ARV.
Certainly such a circumstance as this cannot fail to make both

the “plain reader” and the scholar regard with considerable

skepticism the claim of the publishers that “The American

Standard Version is recognized by all the leading Scholars,

Universities and Colleges as well as by the Theological Semi-

naries and Christian Ministers throughout the country, as the

best version of the Scriptures ever produced in the English lan-

guage, because it brings the plain reader more closely into con-

tact with the exact thought of the sacred writers than any other

version now current in Christendom.” For surely a version

which contains so obvious a misinterpretation of a passage the

meaning of which—the Students’ Testament itself being witness

—is perfectly obvious to evangelical Christians, leaves a good

deal to be desired in the matter of reproducing “the exact

thought” of the sacred writers, all the more when the thought

under discussion concerns the deity of the Lord. That this

passage is a fair test of the reliability of the ARV, we do not

wish to imply. On the contrary, it is the very fact that this

margin involves such an obvious violation of the rules under

which this version was prepared, which makes its presence

and retention in the ARV so exceedingly regrettable. It would

be far better to omit all the ARV margin, helpful as it is in

many respects, than to retain it entire, i.e., with this comment
which reflects upon the deity of Christ.

The great argument advanced for the retention of the ARV
margin is the fact that Nelson and Sons are bound by con-

tract with the editors of the ARV to “protect the version in its

integrity.” Nelson and Sons, on the basis of this contract,

copyrighted the version “to insure purity of text.” Let us see

how these words are to be understood and how they have, as
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a matter of fact, been understood and applied by the publish-

ers. If we take the word “version” in its amplest sense, it will

cover everything contained in the volume placed in the hands

of Nelson and Sons by the editors for purposes of publication.

What does this volume contain? Primarily of course a trans-

lation of the Old and New Testaments. There are also title

pages and prefaces to each Testament, running headlines,

cross-references and marginal notes. These are the main con-

tents. Turning to our Teachers’ Testament we find that in it

as in the small Testaments published by Nelson and Sons, all

of the cross-references and some of the running headlines are

omitted from the “margin”’ and that “self-pronouncing” and

“emphasizing” features have been introduced into the “text.”

What is the warrant for this?

Warrant for the omission of the cross-references may
perhaps be inferred from the statements of the Preface

that (these references “constitute a manual mainly for

Biblical study”
;

and the admission that “their selec-

tion has been inevitably influenced by modern exegetical opin-

ion” suggests that it might even be permissible to alter them.

On the other hand the fact that the running headlines were

intended to “serve in some sort instead of a detailed Table

of Contents, and as landmarks to a reader familiar with the

Text”; that careful attention was given to their phrasing in

order “to avoid as far as possible all pre-commitments, whether

doctrinal or exegetical”
; and that “slight displacement” in the

case of headings properly belonging on the same page, “seemed

preferable to total omission” would seem to indicate that the

editors attached considerable importance to these headings, as a

table of contents, and regarded them as forming a constituent

part of the version. The publishers on the other hand seem to

have regarded them as more or less accessory, and therefore as

admitting of abridgment and alteration whenever the size of the

printed page should seem to require it.

The “emphasizing” of the words of Christ in the biblical text

also involves questions which it is not easy to reconcile with

strict adherence to the duty of preserving the integrity of the

version. True, this innovation does not affect the words or

punctuation
;
but it does affect the emphasis, which is scarcely

less important. It involves or at least suggests an invidious

distinction as regards importance, between the words of Christ,
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and those of the Father (e.g., John xii. 28), of the Spirit (e.g.,

Acts xiii. 2) and of the apostolic writers for which there is no

warrant in Scripture, all of which, we are told, “is given by

inspiration of God and profitable.” It emphasizes many rela-

tively unimportant words (e.g., “Go call thy husband,” John

iv. 16) and leaves many relatively important words unem-

phasized (e.g.. Acts iv. II, 12). It involves questions of dis-

puted exegesis in determining which are the words of Christ

(e.g.. Matt. xxvi. 56“, John iii. 16 f.) and as applied by Nelsons

it is open to serious objection because it leaves some of the

most precious words of Christ (Rev. i. 17, iii. 20 f., xxi. 5 f.,

xxii. 16) unemphasized. Surely if the words of the Risen

Christ as recorded in the Gospels and Acts and in i Cor. xi. 24 f
.,

2 Cor. xii. 9, are emphasized it is a mistake to omit this feature

in Revelation. If this omission is made on the ground that

these words were uttered by or received with the help of the

angel (Rev. i. i) and were consequently a quotation, are not

the words in Acts xx. 35 also a quotation? Do the words of

Christ cease to be his words when spoken through, or quoted

by (cf. John ix. vs. ii with vs. 7), another? In view of these

and other difficulties and objections it is very questionable

whether this “emphasizing” feature would have been approved

by either the revisers or the editors of the ARV.
It appears then that Nelson and Sons have not been rigorists

in the construction which they have placed on the requirement

that they preserve the integrity of the version entrusted to

them. With the single exception of the “marginal notes” they

have apparently claimed practically the same liberty as pub-

lishers of the ARV, that other publishers in this country claim

in their use of the AV. Just to what extent this is warranted

is another question. But if they assert the right to omit cross-

references and headings, and to “emphasize” the text, is it

exactly consistent to claim for the “marginal notes” a sacro-

sanct character, especially when it is obvious that some of

them have like the cross-references been clearly “influenced”

by “exegetical opinion,” and in the case of John ix. 38 by

“exegetical opinion” of a particularly objectionable character?

We would not be regarded as arguing against the full valid-

ity of contracts or in favor of their easy abrogation or modi-

fication. The tendency to esteem a solemn contract as binding
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only insofar as compliance with its provisions can be strictly

enforced, is one of the great evils of our time. We respect

Messers Thomas Nelson and Sons for their attitude in this

matter and for their hesitation to remove this marginal note.

But while this is true, we believe that in this particular in-

stance the reasons for drastic measures are singularly strong

and compelling, the chief of them being the fact that this note

assails one of the moSt precious articles of the Christian faith,

the deity of tlie Lord Jesus Christ, and that its insertion by the

editors in the margin of the ARV was a clear and flagrant

violation of the rules of revision professedly followed by the

revisers and hence an act of injustice to the memory of the

thoroughly evangelical scholars who formed the large majority

of the NT Company of Revisers^ and whose names are and

should remain indissolubly connected with this version. There

is but one way to look upon the removal of this marginal

comment and that is, as the righting of a wrong.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

have stated elsewhere in this Review (Cf. the issue of April,

1919, especially p. 296 ff.) our reasons for holding the view that the

NT Company of Revisers cannot be held responsible for the form of

the marginal note as it appears at John ix. 38. It is not the form

which they prepared for the Appendix to the ERV. And in its obvious

meaning it embodies the belief of but one of the revisers, Dr. Ezra

Abbot, whose close relations with Dr. Thayer, one of the three editors,

may account, perhaps, for its appearance in the margin of the ARV.
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Suffering, Punishment and Atonement. An Essay in Constructive Inter-

pretation of Experience by Ernest W. Johnson, M.A., Tutor of

Cheshunt College, Cambridge, etc. Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,

1919. Pp. 213.

This slight volume arrests attention at once and sustains it to the

very end. It marks its author as a man of literary gifts, of philosophic

method and of religious devotion. A brief summary will show that it

has a significance all its own.

The author begins, not with Revelation or Scripture, or even with

Christian experience, but with “common human experience” and the

significance of his volume lies first of all in the exhibit it makes of

the results which such experience yields.

As to Suffering, its three great functions are to preserve life, to

quicken the mind and to test and strengthen the soul. Pain in the last,

the moral, sense is most important of all as the worst part of ordinary

human pain comes from wrong-doing. While wrong-doing generally

results in pain, serious spiritual evil often has no immediate painful

consequence and some of the most fatal diseases of the spirit produce

in it only lethargy.

Punishment is the conscious infliction of pain or the withholding of

pleasure because of wrong-doing. It is practically universal among
men and implies in the subject of it a power of learning by experience,

a period of immaturity and growth, affording room for discipline, and,

further, some developments in group action. Retaliation is its primitive

form, and is the root of human law, which is satisfactory as long as it

is stable and strict and on an ethical basis. But Law, affecting only

external conduct, cannot enforce good will or make men love goodness.

Law leads to virtue and by it every community must protect itself

against the wayward impulses of the immature. Punishment, imposed

according to judgment, looks forward rather than backward, and ought

to be man’s best contribution to his fellowmen in aid of nature by

preventing greater pain and more serious injury.

Accordingly, divine punishment is administered in love to the sinner

and for his good as well as for the good of others. When God for-

gives, it is not in easy good nature as if making light of pain. For-

giveness is not the remission of penalty, indeed it often requires punish-

ment as its precursor. It is essentially a dealing with Sin to eradicate

it and it is complete often only when the painful consequences of sin

are left to run their course (sic).
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'God’s punishments are by natural laws. These are His laws. They
are not arbitrary but the given conditions of our life and as such are

meant for good, and are “regular and unbroken, inevitable and ab-

solutely precise in proportion.’’ This is often a slow process of deal-

ing with sin and God will not “let” His laws do their work until He
has done all His holy love can do to effect His purposes.

Atonement is presented only as it is “affected by the empirical con-

sideration of suffering and its application in suffering.” Broadly speak-

ing, Atonement is Reconciliation, and while it often means an act on

the part of Christ, its essence is the removal of a barrier. This barrier,

or alienation, arises not from man’s finite nature, nor from inevitable

human ignorance, or natural human weakness for these deficiencies are

but part of the common human lot. Nor is this alienation merely a

difference in taste or opinion which even among men cannot separate

those who truly love one another. The alienation between God and man
is made by Sin and as such allows of no compromise. It implies an

absolute demand on the one side and calls for a complete surrender on

the other if free intercourse is to be attained or restored. Man is under

“the law of the ideal” and God is self-governed by this law, which is

His own perfect nature, the ideal of holy love. Sin is a breach of the

law of the ideal. Not every breach is sin, and holy love must judge by

insight and discrimination. Human estimates are as faulty as God’s

are accurate and just. We trust God to make allowance for us but we
trust Him also to make no undue allowance but to treat sin as sin and

to deal adequately with it. The essence of sin is a law “more or less

known but ignored, acknowledged but refused.” It is not human help-

lessness but proffered strength scouted, the divine ideal ignored and

scorned, right defied and self-will enthroned in opposition to it. It

leads to “a flat contradiction of wills—A and not-A.”

From this there is but one escape. The good spirit cannot lower its

standard of right and the disloyal spirit must give up its opposition and

undergo a change of mind and will. This is Repentance and it ends

the alienation, for there is none in the holy, loving will. (sic). So

atonement is effected, not by stopping ‘the mills of God’ or saving man
from the law of sin against his will. Love does all it can do and yet

when it has done all, it may “see itself apparently frustrated, its sac-

rifices in vain, and the loved one set to go through these mills.” The
Reconciliation of Repentance is the effecting or restoring of the union

between the sinner and the spirit faithful to the law. Man is brought to

repentance in that God, through the ages, has revealed to men what they

are able and willing to learn about the world and His will in it. He
has always had His witnesses but at last “there was a nidus prepared”

and the Lord of the Vineyard sent His Son. The supreme revelation

was launched and there came into the world a great light, the Word
of God, in complete accord with His Father and having authority among
men. “Men will go on to say” that reconciliation to God is effected

by virtue of the death of Christ. “This practical unanimity of explana-

tion is significant.” (sic)
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Yet we have, even from the Apostles, “no one fixed, clear-cut doctrine

of Atonement” and the thought-forms are Jewish, so that Christian

experience must use Jewish terms. The author feels “emboldened to

pursue my (his) task to the end fearlessly” and he finds that Christ’s

sufferings, real as they were, are “something quite other than God’s pun-

ishment for sin.” The consequences of Sin are “inevitable, unalterable,

inseparable from the cause”
;
and not only so but “undetachable and un-

transferable.” “God Himself cannot undo the past” and to illustrate it,

the author quotes Omar Khayyam’s fatalistic “moving finger.” “None

can take away or take upon himself in the sense of bearing, instead of

the sinner, the essential consequences and worst punishment of sin”

(sic). When redemption “comes to the sinner,” it is not that someone

else has taken on himself the sin, but that such an one “has come and

set himself beside the sinner and borne willingly with him the burden

of his weakness and his sin.” So such an one “wins his way” into

the sinful heart and touches it to repentance and gratitude. So far

as the “new strong spirit of this other person has entrance and control

yielded to it, (sic) so far the sinner’s sin is ended and the conse-

quences that flow from it.” What ends the sin is not made clear, tor

we are told expressly: “Not that the past sin and its consequences are

undone.” The worst consequence “the entail of more sin” is broken

and a new center of activity is formed. To think of the sufferings of

Christ or of those who suffer with Him for the same high ends as

punishment is “to bring the mind to a different level, to a world of

poor, imperfect attempts at justice.”

These conclusions are elaborated in the remaining pages. As it is

difficult to see how Christ’s sufferings can be understood as punish-

ment, so it is difficult to see how His death can have made it easier on

God’s part to forgive men’s sin. No suffering, not even death, is an

equivalent for sin and therefore cannot concel it. The one barrier to

forgiveness is “man’s own deliberate will” and “we can only hope that

as the grip of the law closes on him, he may in all sincerity repent,

change his mind.” So far as our human experience goes, when man
repented, and so far as he has repented, God forgave him before the

crucifixion and after it
—

“Is it too much to say irrespective of it?” (sic)

These startling conclusions may perhaps be stated concisely as follows,

if it be understood that the statement is not attributed to the author:

1. Sin is the defiance of the divine will by the human and is not to

be confounded with human weakness or a mere difference in taste.

Its consequences are inevitable and untransferable and they follow

according to Natural Law, which cannot be broken.

2. Repentance is the only possible atonement for sin in that thereby

^he disloyal soul submits to holy love and restores the fellowship which
has been broken by sin. The question centers in the will of the sinner

and his decisions are final. Divine love is frustrated if the sinner re-

fuses to repent and the best that can be done is to hope that he will

change his mind.

3. Jesus Christ by His sufferings did not bear the penalty of sin.
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and God forgives upon Repentance “irrespective of” the work of Christ.

The value of His sufferings lies in the exhibit of the divine love in that

it sits down beside the sinner and helps him bear his burden in the hope

that he will }deld some control of his will to divine love. Otherwise,

these sufferings are in vain.

The conclusions of our author deserve to be estimated as dispassion-

ately as possible. That they run counter to the uniform teaching of

Scripture, to the historic faith as embodied in the doctrinal symbols of

the Christian Church and to the experience of redeemed men in all

ages, does not make them the less significant.

No finer illustration is to be found in recent theological literature of

the net results of “our common human experience.” If one has nothing

but this to guide him, he must expect to arrive at conclusions as dismal

as these. Never before has the futility of a priori philosophizing been

more clearly set forth. If these conclusions shall prove a salutary warn-

ing to follow Scripture and Christian experience in the great theme of

Sin and Salvation, they will not have been in vain. Our author is no

worse than many others of a philosophic bent who have not his courage

to follow reasonings to their legitimate conclusions.

None the less significant is the apparent hesitation with which the

author turns away from the historic interpretation of the sufferings

and death of our Lord. He frankly admits that, for the great body of

believers, this is the ground on which Repentance rests and on which

Reconciliation is possible. He would not disturb this faith. He avows

it so far as the Deity of our Lord is involved in it; but he has in mind

“loyal Christian souls” which hold different conceptions of personality,

of Law, and Sin and Judgment. He hopes by means of these con-

clusions to win them to the Christian faith, thus interpreted. But it

would be a barren victory. No soul, awakened to see its sin, could rest

for a moment in the view that the consequences of its acts are not only

inevitable but “untransferable.” Souls have been crushed by the weight

of sin in ages past and the author’s stern description of the nature

and fruits of sin will serve not to relieve but only to drive to despair

men who see themselves as they are. It avails little to satisfy some

passing theory of personality, or sin, or judgment, when eternal issues

are at stake.

More important still is the fact that the author’s conclusions proceed

upon a fundamental confusion of Moral Law with Natural Law. At

the outset, he recognizes the “ambiguity” of the term Law, but he is

soon hopelessly involved in it and lands as far afield as any of the

other recent writers who have shrunk from what they call “the legal

and the forensic.” Such an avoidance can yield only conclusions like

our author’s and until some of our recent theologians again face the

Moral Law and all that it implies, we can expect nothing better from

them. To ignore the element of free choice in Moral Law as con-

trasted with Natural Law, to identify the penalty of the one with the

inevitability of the other, to ignore the distinction between the guilt of

sin and the penalty of sin and to deny that the latter is transferable
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is to bind the sinful soul in chains from which there is no escape either

here or hereafter. Recent religious authorities are right when they

tell us that our age needs to know the law of God before it can grasp

His Love.

The chief significance of this volume, however, lies in its complete

obscuration of the Saving Grace of God. The consequences of Sin

are inevitable and untransferable so that each soul must bear its own
sin. Even if he repent. Natural Law inexorably exacts from him a

full measure and all that Repentance will do is to relieve him from “the

entail of more sin.” There is no chance for escape through One who
bears his iniquities for him and sets him free. All that such an One
can do is to sit by him and bear with, not for, him his sins.

Sympathy is, then, the utmost reach of Grace. Further, if the sinner

will not repent, there is no power to constrain him, to control his will in

his own interest, to give the heart of flesh in place of the heart of

stone. Saul of Tarsus, under this theory, could never become Paul the

apostle for he was saved in spite of himself. Since his day, souls

redeemed have ever rejoiced in that Grace which constrained them to

repent and to believe the Gospel. So is it that they have ceased from

boasting and given praise to Grace for all that Salvation brought them.

For these reasons, the effort of the author however well meant, must

fail. Human experience, especially in its common or universal form,

can never probe the mysteries of Divine Love in the redemption of

man for such experience is only the experience of “the natural man”
and the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God for

they are foolishness unto him : neither can he know them, because they

are spiritually discerned. How far astray such experience will lead

is unhappily illustrated by our author. With his sympathy for the

particular class of thinkers which he has in mind and with his un-

doubted gift of philosophic statement, he is apparently well qualified to

set forth the teaching of Scripture and to impress upon those whom he

addresses that they too, like the rest of us, must submit themselves

“unto the righteousness of God.”

Chicago. W. S. Plumer Bryan.

The Validity of the Religious Experience: A Preliminary Study in the

Philosophy of Religion. By George A. Barrow, Ph.D. (Harv.).

Boston: Sherman, French & Company. 1917. Pp. xi, 247. $1.50

net.

Mr. Barrow has made an original, carefully thought out and suggestive

study of the implications of religious experience, and his book provides

a fruitful approach to the study of the problem of theism from the

side of the religious experience. While modest and restrained in its

conclusions, it does reach important conclusions upon which further

constructive work in the theological field can be built. The almost entire

absence of allusion to other writers gives to the volume a welcome air

of independence and originality, and the thoughtful student will not

begrudge the close attention which its argument demands.
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Not attempting a detailed study of religious phenomena, a task be-

longing to the history and psychology of religion, the author seeks by

a logical analysis of religious experience in its most general form, a

task which he assigns to the philosophy of religion, to draw out its

necessary implications. By this method he would discover whether the

religious experience is a real experience, distinct from other experiences

of the conscious life, whether it has to do with reality and is not a

hallucination, and what is the nature of such a reality as may be thus

disclosed.

Finding that the religious experience is unique and is to be distin-

guished from perception and from morality, Mr. Barrow argues that in

all its varieties it points beyond itself. If there is a definite appearance

or dream or message, man only calls the experience religious if he

attributes it to a source beyond itself. Where there is an effort to es-

cape from definiteness and to reach pure being or Nirvana, this very

effort to escape is in effect an assertion that there is something beyond

the experience. Again whether man is a seeker after God or is found

of God, and whether his experience is that of a passive reception of

revelation or light or that of an impulse to action, “the fact that the

source is not given in the experience is of the essence of the experience.

Without that element, of a source outside of itself, it would not be the

religious experience.” Religion may be sought or it may be resisted,

but in any case it points to a source outside of the experience itself.

The argument has been working outward from the religious ex-

perience to an unknown factor or outside source beyond the experience.

We are now able, since there is a real experience and this a real relation

to something outside of the experience, to assert the existence of the

other term of this relation. “From a real experience we have deduced

a real occasion or object of this experience." This outside factor is

called object where man’s will is active, and source where the will is

passive, but a further task is to determine its nature. It is shown to

be not only extra-individual but superhuman. “Free from the limita-

tions of any necessary physical form, independent of the social forces of

man’s physical life, a pacifier of the inner conflict, its final difference is

marked by the fact of its reference to something beyond. Whatever it

is that men worship, it is at least superhuman.” A final step is taken

when the relation between the religious man and this superhuman factor

in religion is shown to be one which can exist only between wills or

personalities. “The religious force is one exercised directly upon our

wills. The only thing in human life to which it bears comparison is

personality and will.”

For these results, drawn from an analysis of religious experience, no

a priori certainty is claimed but only the practical certainty of other

scientific conclusions. They are deducted from what is common in all

religious experience, without raising the question of a primitive theism,

or distinguishing between forms of religion as higher or lower, earlier

or later. They lay only a foundation for theism without building the

superstructure. “Whether God be one or many, perfect or partial, re-
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mains for further study, but whatever the results of that study may be,

they will relate to a being whose existence is already known and as-

sured.” The task of the philosophy of religion, Mr. Barrow suggests

on page 52, is to ask of Christian experience the same questions which

he has asked of religious experience in general : “Whether the Chris-

tian religious experience or the religious experience in its full meaning

is exhausted in the experience or points to a source outside, whether it

allows of the truth of its implications about such a source being tested,

whether what it does give is objective detail, and whether the test can

be completely applied to all that is implied.”

Such a misprint as “reducio ad absurdam” on page 133, is inexcusable.

Lincoln University, Pa. Wm. Haixock Johnson.

The Living Christ and Some Problems of To-Day: Being the William

Belden Noble Lectures for 1918. By Charles Wood, D.D., Pastor

of the Church of the Covenant, Washington, D. C. New York:

Fleming H. Revell Co. Pp. 218. $1.25 net.

The reviewer as he takes up this volume recalls an inspiring sermori

preached by Dr. Wood in a college chapel on the theme, “The Saints in

Caesar’s Household,” and the same qualities which have made Dr. Wood
a favorite university preacher are shown in these lectures delivered at

Harvard University. Dr. Woods loves young men and has a sympa-

thetic insight into their problems, and he combines the accent of schol-

arship with the tone of moral authority in such a way as to appeal

effectively to an academic audience.

Dr. Wood puts the moral appeal first, reminding us that we are apt

to put into a problem what belongs to a duty that lies between us and

the problem
;
and yet, while professing to be a preacher rather than a

scholar, he discusses the intellectual problems of the modern student so

clearly and with gleanings from so wide a range of literature that the

reading of these lectures is a delight and an inspiration. Among the

topics discussed are the vitality of the religious sentiment, the avail-

ability of God, aims that end in self and endless aims, the Christianity

of yesterday, to-day and to-morrow, the place of Christ in our modern
world, and Christ’s goal for humanity.

Lincoln University, Pa. Wm. Hallock Johnson.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
The Synoptic Gospels and the Book of Acts. By D. A. Hayes, Pro-

fessor of New Testament Interpretation in the Graduate School of

Theology, Garrett Biblical Institute. New York, Cincinnati : The
Methodist Book Concern. [1919.] Pp. 354. $2 net.

In this volume, which forms a part of the “Biblical Introduction

Series”, several of the New Testament books are studied from “the

standpoint of the personalities of their authors.” It is often a fruitful

method of study. But where the personality of the author is as much
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in the background as is the case, for example, with the Gospel of

Matthew, the method has its dangers. After first accepting without

much argument the tradition that the author of the first Gospel was
Matthew the publican. Professor Hayes bases upon that fact a large

part of his treatment of the Gospel. For example, he says, the orderly

arrangement of the Gospel is in accordance with the orderly business

habits of a custom-house officer (p. 72) ;
and the special interest of the

first Gospel in Jesus’ declaration about swearing is natural in view of

Matthew’s familiarity with the swearing and forswearing characteristic

of custom-houses! (p. 71). If such skill in tracing connections may
be employed. Professor Hayes is perhaps quite justified in concluding

(p. 84) that “there is scarcely a feature of the book which does not

correspond with some feature of Matthew’s peculiar personality.’’

Professor Hayes believes in the use of the historical imagination, but

admits that it has limits (p. 196). The limits must be very broad if

they leave room for the romantic life of Luke on pp. 197-199, or for

the picture of Mark as “the spoiled child of a wealthy widow’’ (p. 105).

Such romanticism is really quite unnecessary. The Gospels are so much
more interesting when treated with a simplicity akin to their own.

The treatment by Professor Hayes of the genealogy in Matthew is

not perfectly clear. The presence of the women in the genealogy is used

to prove that Jesus, according to the Evangelist, was not free from

“taints of blood” in his human ancestry, and that “whatever perfection

of human character he attained was reached not by the aid of perfect

purity of heredity, but in despite of a heavy handicap of sensuality and

sin handed down to him through human weakness and moral failure

and all the black catalogue of crime” (p. 64). What, then, shall be

done with Matt. i. 20, “That which is conceived in her is of the Holy

Ghost”?

According to Professor Hayes “the abrogation” by Jesus “of the

Levitical law concerning the clean and unclean meats” was due to “the

common sense of a carpenter, a plain working man”, to what “always

has been the plain man’s attitude to ecclesiastical prescriptions” (pp.

156, 157). The reader may well be aghast at the unhistorical romanti-

cism which treats in this way one of the great moments of history.

Jesus, according to Profesor Hayes, “had no such reverence for the

Word of God as contained in a book that he was not willing to listen

to the word of God in his own soul. If the two ever came into conflict,

the book was set aside” (p. 157). In this formulation, it is Professor

Hayes, and not our Lord Himself, who is speaking. Professor Hayes

has rejected what he is pleased to call “verbal” inspiration (p. 284). The

Holy Spirit could not possibly be individually responsible, he thinks,

for “the minute and meaningless variations” in the parallel columns of

a Gospel harmony. Why not? Some very small things are under the

care of God. Even a sparrow does not fall to the ground without Him.

It should be observed ever anew, however, that the doctrine of plenary

inspiration does not involve suppression of the personal characteristics

of the Biblical writers.
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Here and there throughout the book Professor Hayes gives a list of

modern authorities in favor of the opinions that he is discussing. Often

the references are not given. At times we could wish that they had

been given, as, for example, when Holtzmann is included (p. 95) in the

list of those who agree approximately with the view that the Gospel

of Matthew was written about A. D. 66.

There is much that is praiseworthy in Professor Hayes’ endeavor to

make real to modern readers the personality of the New Testament

writers, and in general he maintains correct views with regard to date

and authorship and high historical value of the Synoptic Gospels and

Acts. But the book would be more valuable if its romanticism were

subjected to somewhat stricter discipline.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

Keynote Studies in Keynote Books of the Bible. The James Sprunt

Lectures delivered at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. By
C. Alphonso Smith, Ph.D., LL.D., L.HJI)., Head of the Depart-

ment of English in the United States Naval Academy, Annapolis,

Md., and Author of “Studies in English Syntax,” “Die Amerikan-

ische Literatur,” “What Can Literature Do For Me?”, “O. Henry

Biography,” etc. New York, Chicago, London and Edinburgh

:

Fleming H. Revell Company. 1919. Pp. 202. $1.25 net.

It is hard to review a book that is so delightfully written as this

volume of Sprunt Lectures; for any mere analysis would utterly fail

to convey an impression of what the book really is. The most that can

possibly be done is to urge everyone to read for himself. Certain it is

that if anyone reads the admirable first chapter on “The Keynote

Method” he will not be inclined to put the book down until the end.

The chapter constitutes an eloquent plea, in opposition both to piece-

meal reading and to pedantic criticism, for a sane method of inter-

pretation that seeks the main thought of a book. It is difficult to

choose a passage for quotation; for we should like to quote the whole
chapter. But perhaps the following will serve (pp. 29, 30) : “Some-
times it is a word that derails the critical judgment, sometimes

an incident. Take the word ‘holy.’ It is, as you know, one of the

distinctions of Isaiah that he is pre-eminently ‘the prophet of holiness.’

One does not have to be a Hebrew scholar to know what Isaiah means
by ‘holy.’ Its orbit, like the orbit of other words, can be traced

accurately in its use. It bears its credentials with it. Read Isaiah

through from beginning to end and you will have a far better idea of

what he means by ‘holy’ than will the philologist who knows the

original meaning of the word but who is wedded to the conviction that

words never throw off the halo or halter of their first meanings.

“The following paragraph,” continues Professor Alphonso Smith,
introducing a quotation from J. M. fowis Smith in A Guide to

the Study of the Christian Religion (1916), p. 140, “is an illustration;

‘When we learn that the root-word for ‘holy’ is the same throughout
the Semitic group of languages, and that in Assyrian, for example, it is
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used in one form to designate a ‘prostitute’ or ‘harlot,’ we get a new
point of view for the interpretation of the Hebrew word.’ I think not.

The word ‘holy’ in Hebrew, like ‘sacer’ in Latin and ‘hagios’ in Greek
and ‘taboo’ in Polynesian, meant originally ‘set apart for a definite pur-
pose.’ The purpose might be good or bad. The word was ritualistic

rather than ethical. But in Hebrew the ethical meaning soon dwarfed
the ritualistic and in Isaiah’s use ‘holy* plainly includes the whole
circuit of moral and spiritual perfection. The knowledge of the orig-

inal or etymological meaning of Hebrew ‘holy’ does not give us ‘a new
point of view for the interpretation of the Hebrew word.’ It is only
another illustration of the well known principle of semantics that the

first meaning of a word, while often interesting and even prophetic,

will prove a barrier to interpretation if you carry it over into later

meanings. The first meaning is a spring-board, not a harness.”

This passage may be a little one-sided, but the tendency of it is

certainly wholesome.

Our delight in Professor Smith’s book does not mean that we are

everywhere in perfect agreement with him. He has missed, for example,

in our judgment, the “keynote” of the Epistle to the Romans. “The
theme of Romans,” says Professor Smith, “is usually said to be justifica-

tion by faith. But this is far too narrow a view. It puts the emphasis,

moreover, on the wrong word. Faith is the great word; justification

is one and only one of its fruits.” Here we are obliged to disagree.

Justification is a greater word than faith in the Epistle to the Romans.

For justification is an act of God, and implies the redemptive work of

Christ. Faith is human, justification is divine; and the emphasis in

Paul is upon God. It is true, however, that the theme of Romans is

broader than justification.

With regard to the Epistle to the Philippians, also. Professor Smith

goes astray. That epistle, he says, “is ... by common consent the

last letter that Paul wrote.” What, then, shall be thought of the

Pastoral Epistles? There are many who accept them as Pauline,

and we should have supposed that Professor Smith himself were one of

the number. Philippians is not the “swan song” of the Apostle Paul

—

not even in his own expectation (see Phil. i. 25, 26).

But it is only right to apply the “keynote method” to Professor

Smith’s own book; and applying it we are able almost to forget dis-

agreement in detail in our enjoyment of the whole.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

The Virgin Birth of Our Lord. By the Rev. Leonard Prestige, M.A.,

Fellow, Lecturer and Dean of Divinity, New College, Oxford.

London; Robert Scott, Roxburghe House, Paternoster Row, E.C.

1918. Pp. viii, 136.

Mr. Prestige’s book, which is one of the series of “Handbooks of

Catholic Faith and Practice,” is a sensible defence of the historicity of

the virgin birth. Here and there, it must be admitted, the author is

imperfectly oriented in the general field of New Testament criticism.
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For example, when he says at the beginning of the discussion (p. 2)

that “we know that the first gospel was composed roughly about the

same time” (i.e. about A.D. 70), some of his readers may be inclined

to ask how we know it; and the same class of readers may perhaps be

surprised to learn that the author of the third Gospel is “universally

assumed to be Saint Luke” (p. 6). But this occasional failure to con-

sider the main drift of modern negative criticism of the New Testament

in general does not invalidate the results of Mr. Prestige’s careful

examination of the birth narratives themselves.

The most distinctive part of the book, perhaps, is chapter viii, “The
Doctrine of the Virgin Birth.” Here, however, in the perfectly

legitimate endeavor to show the necessity of the virgin birth as the mode
of the incarnation, the author may be thought to have ventured, in

part, upon rather doubtful ground.

In agreement with nearly all recent writers and nearly all editors of

Justin Martyr, Mr. Prestige accepts the erroneous reading “our race”

(i.e. Christians) instead of “your race” (i.e. Jews) in the Dialogue with

Trypho, c. 48, where Justin refers to those who, while they accept the

Messiahship of Jesus, deny the virgin birth. See Harnack, Dogmenge-
schichte, i*., 1909, p. 320, and compare the discussion of the passage in

this Review, vol. x, 1912, pp. 547-SSO.

Princeton. J. Gbesham Machen.

By an Unknown Disciple. New York: George H. Doran Company.

1919. Pp. 246. $1.50 net.

This is an attempt to present the life of Jesus in interesting narrative

form as it might have appeared to a disciple with modern powers of

observation. Peter, according to our “unknown disciple,” was easily

deceived. "You never could make Peter believe that even when people

describe a thing as they think they saw it they may still speak falsehood.”

Luke “was an educated man; but he was a physician, and he seldom

saw beyond the things of the body.” “Peter and Luke and Mark and

John—they are all dead now, and I can speak my mind” (pp. 7, 8). So
the unknown disciple proceeds to rationalize the miracle of “the swine

and the madman” and the rest of the Gospel history. The materials for

his romance are provided by all the Gospels, and he uses the Gospels

without any critical principle of selection except hostility to miracle, in-

difference to any profound sense of sin, and supposed suitableness to

the narrative.

The book makes sad reading. But it shows at least (along with

countless other failures of the same kind) that no matter what freedom
of selection be allowed, the material of the Gospels can never be used

to form a believable picture of a purely human Jesus. The impress of

divinity extends everywhere throughout the Gospel story. The only

real Jesus discoverable anywhere in the Gospels is the wondrous Lord
and Saviour of Matthew and Mark and Luke and John.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.
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Texts for Students. General Editors: Caroline A. J. Skeel, D.Litt.

;

H. J, White, D.D.
; J. P. Whitney, B.D., D.C.L., Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge : London, 68 Haymarket, S.W. 1918.

No. I. “Select Passages from Josephus, Tacitus, Suetonius, Dio
Cassius, Illustrative of Christianity in the First Century.” Arranged
by H. J. White, D.D. Pp. 16. 10 cents net.

No. 2. “Selections from Matthew Paris.” (Edited by Caroline A. J.

Skeel). Pp. 64. 30 cents net.

No. 3. “Selections from Giraldus Cambrensis.” (Edited by Car-

oline A. J. Skeel). Pp. 64. 30 cents net.

No. 4. “Libri Sancti Patricii, The Latin Writings of St. Patrick.

A revised Text, with a Selection of Various Readings, Based on All

the Known Manuscripts.” Edited by Newport J. D. White, D.D.,

Canon of St. Patrick’s and Archbishop King’s Professor in the Univer-

sity of Dublin. Pp. 32. 20 cents net.

No. 5. “A Translation of the Latin Writings of St. Patrick.” By
Newport J. D. White, D.D., Canon of St. Patrick’s and Archbishop

King’s Professor in the University of Dublin. Pp. 32. 20 cents net.

No. 6. “Selections from the Vulgate.” Arranged by H. J. White,

D.D. Pp. 60. 30 cents net.

No. 7. “The Epistle of St. Clement of Rome.” (Editor not named).

Pp. 46. 20 cents net.

In publishing these admirable texts, the Society for Promoting Chris-

tian Knowledge is eminently true to its name and to its purpose.

Knowledge is promoted by providing students with the materials for

forming their own judgment even better than by seeking to influence

their judgment by argument and discussion. Scarcely anything is more
to be desired, for example, than such collections of passages as the

one that is provided in the first of the little booklets, or than the cheap

edition of First Clement which constitutes Text No. 7. The mediaeval

texts, also, in Nos. 4-6, will open up interesting realms of knowledge

hitherto rather difficult of access.

The introductions are brief, but adequate; the editing is evidently

competent; the brief notes are useful; the glossaries of ecclesiastical

Latin will help the reader over some of the hard places; and the form

of the booklets is both cheap and convenient. Apparently, also, transla-

tions are to be provided here and there, as in No. 5. The widest pos-

sible extension of the series both in content and in circulation is ear-

nestly to be desired.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

The Life of Paul. By Benjamin Willard Robinson, Ph.D., Professor

of New Testament Literature and Interpretation in the Chicago

Theological Seminary. In the “Handbooks of Ethics and Religion.”

Chicago, Illinois. The University of Chicago Press. 1918. Pages

xiii, 250. Price $1.25 net. Postage extra.

There are some features of this recent sketch of Paul that will im-

press the reader as somewhat novel, while other readers may even scent
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1

a tendency on the part of the author to be original. For instance, we
are told that Paul, being a member of the Sanhedrin, must have been

married, but that at the time of his missionary journeys he was probably

a widower (pp. 35, 169) ; that his “thorn in the flesh” was a tendency

to attacks of dizziness (pp. 39-40) ;
that the marks of Jesus which he

bore, were the scars of his stoning at Lystra (p. 147) ; that his three

years in Arabia may have been spent in the famous city of Petra (p.

60) ; that the original plan of his first missionary journey ended at

Paphos, but his success there led him further north (p. 78) ; that the

“man of Macedonia” was not Luke (p. 118) ;
that Barnabas saw in

Paul the one man “to help him with the Greek half of the Antioch

responsibilit)^” (p. 68) ; that the “we sections” are excerpts from Luke’s

diary (p. 2) ;
that as a boy Paul was likely in Jerusalem when Christ

visited there, yet he was more likely at his home in Tarsus during

Christ’s public ministry (pp 32-33), These are interesting phases of

Paul’s career, and points which no satisfactory biography will leave un-

touched.

Another noticeable characteristic of Professor Robinson’s account is

the fact that, in the travels of the apostle, actual distances are given, an

important item too often omitted. Thus, in the first missionary jour-

ney, the voyage from Antioch to Cyprus is 140 miles; from Cyprus to

Perga, 175 miles; etc. And when at the end we learn that in less than

two years over 1400 miles had been covered, in an age without our

modern means of transportation, we get some idea of the proportions

of the enterprise. Furthermore, the ground covered and the towns

visited are made vivid by a brief setting forth of their more important

historical associations. It makes Paul’s life real to know that Cicero

once lived in Tarsus; that Apollonius and Chrysostom studied there.

It is exhilarating to recall that Paul, crossing the Taurus mountains,

was following the track of Alexander, and of Cyrus and his 10,000

Greeks; and that Brutus and Cassius had fought at Philippi with An-
thony and Octavius. History is dry only when it is unrelated. Of
course. Dr. Robinson is not the only one who has written of Paul in

this way. Melvin Jackson did it in his outline Travels of Paul (1909).

Also William H. Sallmon, in his little Studies in the Life of Paul (1904).

And others. It is a method the historian will always do well to con-

sider.

In his view of the Pauline chronology. Dr. Robinson may throw him-

self open to criticism. There is a suspicion that he has unduly com-
pacted Paul’s life. His chronological scheme in Appendix I. (pp. 221-

222) is, as he states, essentially that of Turner. Two dates, three years

apart,—61 and 64 A. D.—are given for Paul’s martyrdom in Rome.
(Cf. Purves: The Apostolic Age, 1900, pp. 315-322).

Exception will also be taken to Dr. Robinson’s critical partition of

II. Corinthians, which he thinks is not one consecutive letter, but “a col-

lection of letters or parts of letters” (p. 173). The theory,—for it is

only a theory—is worked out in Chapter 10, and in this way: After

Paul’s death his correspondence was collected by one of his disciples.
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who found one letter long enough to fill a papyrus roll. This was I Cor-

inthians. Then, on a second papyrus roll, he copied parts or all of four

or five other letters, and called it Corinthians II. Thus we have

(p. 174) II Corinthians pieced together as follows: (i) A separatist

letter (6:14-7:1), mentioned in I Corinthians 5:9, and written from
Ephesus about A.D. 54. (2) A letter of stern reproof (chapters 10-

13), mentioned in II Cor. 2:4, 9; 7:8, written at Ephesus at Pentecost

55 - (3) A letter of reconciliation (1:1-6:13; 7:2-16), written in Mace-
donia (7:5) in the summer of 55. (4) Two brief letters on the collec-

tion (chapters 8-9), perhaps written in Macedonia in 55.

All this is very interesting and ingenious. But is it true? It may be

perfectly harmless speculation to slice up the second epistle to the

Corinthians, as we have it, in this way. There is here, one must re-

member, no denial of the Pauline authorship of these sections. Nor is

there any expunging of verses or passages in order to bolster up a

preconceived critical theory. Neither is Dr. Robinson in the least

dogmatic. He does not say that this must be so. He simply observes,

as any scholar might, certain transitions which impress him, as they

have impressed other scholars, as too abrupt to be parts of the same

letter. The best that can be said here is “Possibly.” For this sort of

speculation is always attended with grave difficulties. Many a modern
letter has equally abrupt transitions and diversified subjects. There

will always be honest minds that look askance at this method which

has played such a part in the literary analysis of the Bible. While the

author is far from over-positive, there is evident a certain liberty which,

unguarded, might easily drift into the license of the destructive critic.

Who, for example, may say that Luke was not correct in calling Philippi

the “first city of the district” (Acts 16:12), that he (Luke) may not

have had perfectly sound historical reasons for so speaking (p. 119) ?

The traditional relations of Paul and Seneca are rejected as based on

spurious correspondence (p. 203). The study closes with an estimate of

“Paul’s Place in Christianity,” in which, by a few touches, the apostle

is set forth as the champion of the extensive universalism of the Gospel.

The book is dedicated to Professor Ernest DeWitt Burton. Each

chapter is headed by an outline and followed by suggestions for sup-

plementary reading. At the close there are four appendices : chron-

ological table, reference library, topics for special study, and an outline

of the apostle’s life. Following these are the general index of subjects

and an index of Scripture references. With these helps the book is

admirably equipped for one open to inspiration for a fuller study of

the apostolic period.

Hillsboro, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist, Jr.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
The Leipzig Debate in 1519. Leaves from the Story of Luther’s Life.

By W. H. T. Dau. St. Louis, Mo. Concordia Publishing House.

1919. Pp. vii, 235. Price $1.00.
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The detail and importance of the Leipzig Disputation are fully em-

phasized in this book. The sources drawn upon are, almost exclusively,

the correspondence of Luther, Carlstadt and Eck. The utter incapacity

of Carlstadt is brought out, while the real genius and never-failing

conceit of Eck could not be inconspicuous in any accurate report of

his controversies with Luther. The author voices a correct philosophy

of the period of which he writes when he insists, in the preface, that

the Leipzig Debate of 1519 must be set on a plane with the Wittenberg

Theses of 1517, and Luther’s stand at Worms in 1521. Indeed, it would

have been perfectly proper for Professor Dau to have gone more fully

into this side of his study of the Debate. A chapter might easily have

been given to it, with great profit to the reader and added value to the

book.

The presentation is delightfully frank. By copious quotations of whole

epistles, the reader is left to see for himself what the actual procedure

was. The keen edge of Luther’s vituperative attacks is never dulled;

nor are Eck’s replies less caustic, and some of Carlstadt’s language is

extreme, after the fashion of those tense times. Few will disagree with

Profesor Dau’s statement that Carlstadt was an intruder in an affair

that concerned primarily only Luther and Eck (p. 38). Luther’s unsatis-

factory relations with Duke George of Saxony are brought out, and the

sketch of the Duke, as well as that of Tetzel (pp. 112-114, 159-163), is

good. Luther’s obvious defects are not condoned. His embarassment

in the part of the Debate dealing with Purgatory is readily admitted

(p. 78). Never a diplomat, and never perfect, Luther is nevertheless

“more imperfect’’ at this period than at other times (pp. 45, 212).

The Debate began June 27th, and closed July 16th. It centered

around Matthew 16:18, and was so intolerably dry that, under the in-

tense heat of midsummer, many dozed, and the students, who should

have been instructed by it, utterly disgusted, sought cooler and more
lively environment, so that “theologically considered, the debate was

a complete failure” (pp. 127-8). The judges never decided it, and of

the two universities, Erfurt and Paris, to whom a protocol was sent,

the former pled non possumus, and the latter never gave a formal

answer (p. 194). Yet any reading of Professor Dau’s account will

certainly not leave the impression that the Debate was theologically

unimportant. It established Luther’s position as a bold and capable

defender of the new ground he had taken. It exhibited the permanent

clash that must ever be between fundamental Protestantism and Roman-
ism. Eck and Luther represent two irreconcilable dogmatic positions

that are not one whit nearer each other in July, 1919, than they were
in July, 1519. They are positions incapable of intellectual adjustment.

Professor Dau’s study makes this plain.

'Considering the small size of the book, the close packing of the chap-

ters was scarcely necessary. The use of the umlaut in such words as

Niirnberg, Wurzburg, Munsterberg, lunlte, etc., since these are regular

German words, would have been preferable to the inserted “e”. The
sentence on page 43, line 17, “Eck came to visit him [Luther] and dis-
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cussed his debate with Carlstadt with Luther,” is not as perspicuous

English as it might be. The omission of the preposition “to” after the

modal auxiliary “ought” (pp. io8, i8o) is good German, but not per-

missible modern English. And the verb “Englished” (p. v.), while

grammatically allowable, and even found in Milton, is not above

criticism. The chapters leading up to the debate and the two that

close it are given happy titles. In form and binding the book might

have been published in Leipzig. Its whole appearance is neat and sub-

stantial. A cut of Luther in 1519 serves as frontispiece. Three appen-

dices are given : the Wittenberg Theses against Scholastic Theology

(Sept. 4 1517), Theses for Luther’s Debate at Heidelberg (April 26,

1518), and Summary of Eck’s Obelisks and Luther’s Asterisks, or, as

Chapter 4 calls them, “The Daggers and the Stars.”

We welcome this study for its sane picture of one of the most ag-

gravating situations in which Luther is to be found, for its wise omission

of needless minutiae, and for its historical fidelity to original sources.

Hillsboro, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist, Jr.

The Record of a Quaker Conscience. Cyrus Pringle's Diary. With
an introduction by Rufus M. Jones. The Macmillan Co., 1918.

Pp. 93. 60 cents.

This is the Diary of a Friend drafted into the army of the Union in

1863. By far the most interesting and valuable part of the book is the

Introduction, which sets forth the attitude of the Quaker toward war

and toward the government in time of war. It must be said that the

impression made by the Diary is not altogether pleasant. It reveals a

soul, conscientious, indeed, but too self-conscious, too self absorbed,

forgetful of larger interests and duties than those which centre in the

individual life. The questions involved are considered only fror i a

personal point of view. While therefore the reader may find in the

volume a moderately interesting study in psychology, no light is thrown

upon the principles involved except as they are touched upon in the

introduction. This conscientious objector could not even prevail upon

himself to carry water or clean the streets of the camp or serve in the

hospital. For this contumacy he was punished by imprisonment, and

on one occasion he was tied to the ground. Finally he was released

on parole by order of President Lincoln.

Princeton. J. Ritchie Smith.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
The Presbyterian Handbook. Edited by The Rev. Wm. H. Roberts,

D.D., Stated Clerk, General Assembly Presbyterian Church U. S. A.,

Philadelphia, Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath

School Work. Paper. 24mo. pp. 112. Price 5 cents each, $3.00 per

hundred.

This invaluable compendium of facts respecting the history, statistics
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and work of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. should be in

possession of the individual members as well as the officers of each

congregation. The Handbook is carefully revised each year, and con-

tains the topics of the weekly prayer meetings and of the young peoples

societies.

The Methodist Year Book. Edited by Oliver S. Baketel, New York
and Cincinnati. The Methodist Book Concern. Paper. i2mo.

pp. 254. Price 75 cents net.

The Year Book presents in admirable form and comprehensiveness a

record of the Church Activities, Woman’s Work, Benevolent Agencies,

and World-Wide Work of the Methodist Episcopal Church and its Co-

ordinate Agencies.

The Modern Meaning of the Church. By John B. Versteeg. New
York. The Methodist Book Concern. Cloth. i2mo. pp. 160.

Price 75 cents net.

The purpose of the writer of this brief discussion is to voice the

viewpoints and qualities deemed essential by modern leaders for

worthy membership in the Christian Church. In the first part of the

book he considers the Necessity, the Place, the Belief, the Authority and

the Unity of the Church. The second part concerns Public Worship,

Church Work, Stewardship, Religious Education, World Evangelism,

and Religious Reading,

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.

The Greater Task: Studies in Social Service. By William C.

HAFFER, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of New Testament Science in

Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church, Lancaster, Pa.

V York; Fleming H. Revell Company. Cloth. i2mo. pp. 174.

Price $1.25 net.

The author maintains that “after the work of evangelization has

been accomplished,” there remains “the greater task” of Christianizing

the whole social order, of transforming the nations from a pagan to a

Christian life. It is insisted, however, that the first duty is to bring

individual men into submission to the lordship of Christ; but that the

Church must be likewise concerned in so applying the teaching of

Jesus to all the relations of men that commerce and trade and politics,

as well as family and religious life will become truly Christian.

Talking with God. By J, J. Kensington. Milwaukee, Morehouse Pub-
lishing Co. Cloth. i6mo. pp. 49. Price 60 cents.

These brief suggestions for the “Practice of Private Prayer” are

eminently practical and not only deepen the desire to pray but answer
the question which many are asking as to how to pray.

Memory Work and Promotion Requirements. By Park Hayes Miller.

Philadelphia, The Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath
School Work. Paper. i2mo. pp. 16. Price 5 cents net.

This outline of memory work for the Beginners, Primary, Junior and
Intermediate Departments of the Sunday School can be used either
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with the Uniform or Graded Lessons. It has been prepared in order

to put into the hands of teachers and superintendents definite assign-

ments of memory work for the various grades.

Heart Messages from the Psalms. By Ralph Welles Keeler. New
York. The Abingdon Press. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 137. Price 50 cents

net, postage 5 cents.

In rather unconventional and popular phases the author comments
briefly on thirteen of the most familiar Psalms. In distinction from the

“national” and the “liturgical” Psalms, those selected for consideration

are termed “personal.” The aim of the comments is “to make the

Psalms live in personal experience today.” While intimating the sig-

nificance of the Psalms both in the life of the psalmist and in the life

of his people, the special effort is to emphasize the universal character

of the experience or emotion which prompted the writing. At the close

of each chapter appears a series of “Questions” designed to secure

further thought.

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.

The Consuming Fire. By Harris Elliott Kirk, D.D. The Macmillan

Company. New York. 1919. Crown 8vo. pp. ix, 183. Price $1.50.

In this little volume Dr. Kirk gives to us in printed form his lectures

at the Christian Workers’ Conference at Northfield, Mass., in the sum-

mer of 1918. Being delivered in war times, they deal very appropriately

with war and reconstruction problems from the standpoint of the

Christian minister. The purpose which Dr. Kirk had in mind in pre-

paring them is stated for us in the Preface: “I have written this

book” he tells us “in order to show that the religious aspect of the

question is fundamental to all the rest. What the world needs is a

fresh realization of God in history; and I have relied less on abstract

argument than upon demonstrable facts, and turned to one of the most

fascinating and illuminating epochs of the past—the eighth century be-

fore Christ, which was distinguished by the successful struggle of the

chosen people with Assyria—and to Isaiah the supreme prophet of the

Old Testament, in order to justify the view that in the conflict between

material efficiency and moral reality, righteousness in the end is certain

to prevail.”

This statement of the purpose of the book is also a good summary of

its contents. The title, though taken verbally from the New Testament

(Heb. xii. 29), is drawn from Isaiah’s vision (chap. vi). Speaking of

“this tremendous intuition of the essential nature of God” which Isaiah

received at this time, he says : “He heard the heavenly singers, sing-

ing of the holiness of God. But it was no mere static inactive holiness,

but something intensely dynamic, potent and terribly close to man’s life
”

(p. 28). Dr. Kirk is a preacher of righteousness and it is the dynamic

Holiness of God (p. 143) and its practical meaning for human life and

conduct which is his theme. To learn the meaning of Isaiah’s vision

is the great need of our time. “We have almost lost the sense of God’s
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glorious austere holiness; and so abused the idea of love that we have

behaved as if God were indifferent to moral distinctions (p. 35).

“Making little of the holiness of God it is not surprising that we have

persistently undervalued the saving mercy of Christ” (p. 35 f.)> It is

this conception of the holiness of God as a consuming fire, which tries

all things, purging or destroying them, which gives Dr. Kirk his defini-

tion of reality. That only is real, has true moral worth, which can

live in the fire, which can endure the purging and consuming fire of

God’s holiness. Reality is not to be confounded with actuality. “The

real test of a nation” says Dr. Kirk in describing Isaiah’s conception of

Assyria “was not actuality, measured by material accumulations and

brute force; but reality, a state determined by moral relations” (p. 13).

It is unfortunate that this word “reality” which Dr. Kirk uses so

frequently is very often employed in the sense of the very word with

which he contrasts it—actuality.

Dr. Kirk is, as a minister should be, intensely interested in life, a

keen critic of human conduct and a deep student of human nature. It

is his interest in the man of today and his problems which makes history

to him such a fascinating and illuminating study. It is the present

problem which is the vital problem, the problem of supreme interest.

Thus we read : “All this” he is speaking of the Rabshakeh’s wily at-

tempt to commend Assyrian ‘kultur’ to the people of Jerusalem “would

have a remote interest if it did not accurately illustrate the temper of

Germany in dealing with the small nations that have stood like stone

walls in her path to world dominion” (p. 125). “A strangely modern

world” (p. 52) he finds Isaiah’s world to be. And he is able to picture

to us that world with a vividness and circumstantiality which makes it

seem very near and very natural. In the astute politician, the profes-

sional soldier, the worldly minister of religion, the society butterfly of

Jerusalem
;
in the fatuous optimism of those at ease, in the pervasive

sensationalism with its craze for new thrills and new isms and its con-

tempt for the old ways and the old truths, in the dull formalism of

religion, in the appalling inequalities of life, the sordid struggle of

the masses and the luxurious license of the rich—in these he shows us

the men and manners of our own age.

Dr. Kirk is both a patriot and an optimist. He does not hesitate to

call the Great War a holy war. He believes that “No struggle has

partaken so much of religious experience” (p. viii). He speaks with

hope and courage of the future. But he is far too deeply conscious of

the evils of our modem world to “heal the hurt of the people slightly.”

He warns repeatedly against the danger of a relapse, against a loss

of the moral earnestness and self-sacrifice which the war called forth.

He tells us : “I believe we are sound at heart
;

I believe in our capacity

for true religion
;
I have faith that we shall successfully meet the great

issues of the war
; but my chief ground for hope is that God loves

us enough to hurt us, and is willing to bring us through fire and water

into the large place of the soul
; that we may be fitted for His society”

(p. 60 f.). This is Christian optimism.
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In Assyria Dr. Kirk shows us Germany. “So far as I know no na-

tion since those times has so strikingly followed the Assyrian model,

or believed in the creed of material efficiency as autocratic Germany”
(pp. 89-90). “It is quite clear to my mind that God has used Germany
to chastise the modern world for the same specific purposes as He used
the Assyrian rod to discipline His rebellious and indifferent people in

the long, long ago” (p. 20). The purpose is plain—that we might learn

to hate and shun the sins which were her undoing. For, “The truth is

that modern industrialism has been founded upon the law of the

survival of the fittest. It was the ruling principle of Germany in the

great war” (p. 157 f.). “There seems to be in this country a well-

defined notion that God exists solely for our own purposes and ends.

Have we not been told in recent days by an adventurous young doctor

of philosophy that if God wishes to retain the allegiance of humanity.

He must adapt Flis ways to the requirements of modern democracy.”

“It has been a good world for predatory animals, but no fit place for

spirits who are to live forever” (p. 36 f.). These are good examples

of Dr. Kirk’s plain speaking and of his earnestness in proclaiming the

vital moral lessons of the present crisis. He does not permit us to

exhaust our abhorrence of sin in condemning the sins of Germany and

to forget in so doing that except we repent we shall all likewise perish.

There are a number of fine passages and terse and pithy sentences

in the book. We can quote but one of them. After referring to the

remark made by Cicero regarding the men of his time “that instead of

trying as they ought to make themselves strange to the familiar, they

strive on the contrary to make themselves familiar with the strange”

as describing the Athenian spirit of the men of Isaiah’s day, Dr. Kirk

goes on to say : “Dives was such a man. He was familiar with Moses

and the prophets, and demanded some new thing—a man rising from the

dead—for instance as an evidence of religious reality. Such people

who perish from excess of light, expect a private entrance to the king-

dom of heaven; but for the truth, and righteousness and purity of soul,

they have no taste, and usually dismiss the prophet because he is dealing

with something so trite and familiar that it savors of nursery talk”

(p. 75 f.). How admirably this describes the blindness or as Dr. Kirk

prefers to call it “the staleness” of Isaiah’s contemporaries

!

We have said enough we believe to convince the reader that The Con-

suming Fire is an interesting, even a fascinating, book. Dr. Kirk is

a thinker and it is a thoughtful, thought-provoking book which he has

written. His message is God’s message. “Be ye holy for I am holy”

might be regarded as the epitome of it; and it is a message greatly

needed today.

We would gladly conclude this review of Dr. Kirk’s book at this

point. But it is impossible to do so; for with all its excellences it has

serious defects, which should not pass unnoticed. We have spoken of

the skill with which our author gives life and color to the times, man-

ners and problems of Isaiah’s day. The ability to do this is a rare
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gift and in his use of it Dr. Kirk is at his best. We cannot but feel,

it is true, that at times he draws somewhat upon his imagination for

his facts. But it is hard to be vivid and to hold rigidly to sober fact.

There is however a more serious defect in Dr. Kirk’s “modernizing” of

Isaiah—in modernizing he to a noticeable degree desupernaturalizes.

This is most apparent in the way in which he speaks of the prophet

and of prophecy in general. It is as thinker and philosopher, as a

religious statesman, not as a prophet of God, that Isaiah is set before us.

We read about Isaiah’s “spiritual genius,” his “extraordinary talents,”

“his insight into the Divine mind,” about his “convictions,” his “beliefs,”

his “advice” : “Isaiah had a reason for believing that God would not

permit Assyria at this time to destroy Jerusalem” (p. 105) ;
“Isaiah un-

derstood the issue of events” (p. 44) ; “Isaiah understood what serious

consequences would follow this foolish alliance” (p. 169) ; “Isaiah knew
perfectly well what would happen as soon as Assyria invested the

capital” (p. 103) ; “He had a mind of vast range and perfectly under-

stood the significance of world movements” (p. 146) ;
“it was due to

his spiritual genius that he could look beyond the parochialism of

his time” (p. 150) ;
“and so accurately did he sense the drift of things

that history vindicated him” (p. 4). Statements such as these, however

much we may attempt to account for them as due to “modernizing,”

have an unfamiliar and jarring sound to one accustomed to the note of

prophetic authority
—

“thus saith the Lord.” This and similar phrases,

found so repeatedly on the lips of the Old Testament prophets are

noticeably absent. It is true that Dr. Kirk does occasionally allude to

Isaiah’s prophetic gifts—thus he refers to his “supreme endowment
as a prophet” (p. 65 f., cf. pp. 8 and 102) in a way which might imply

that Isaiah was a real channel of revelation— ; but almost always our

thought is centred on Isaiah and on his singular ability to “understand

the Divine mind,” not on Isaiah as the spokesman of Jehovah.

Not only does Dr. Kirk usually represent Isaiah to us as a pro-

foundly religious statesman and not as a prophet; he even seems to

seek to eliminate predictive prophecy from the functions of the prophet,

save in so far as the prophet through his “insight into the Divine mind”

is able to read the future in terms of moral necessity and inevitability.

Such an inference seems unavoidable in view of such statements as

the following which we will briefly discuss.

“Prophets do not predict events but eventualities” (p. 127). There

are abundant data in Scripture to prove that the prophets predicted both

events and eventualities. Isaiah’s prophecy regarding the recovery of

Hezekiah and the extension of his term of life will serve as an example

of the former. There is a definiteness about Hezekiah’s demand for

proof and about the sign and promise given through Isaiah, which

makes it impossible to regard the prophet as speaking merely of an

eventuality. His assurance was neither indefinite nor contingent; and

he spoke in the name of Jehovah.

“To no man was it given to see so many of his prophecies fulfilled

:

and that not because of any magical influence upon events, but on ac-
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count of the sanity of a purely spiritual passion and a faith sustained

at all points by a reasonable effort to understand the will of God”

(p. 4f.). If. in speaking of a “magical influence upon events,” Dr.

Kirk is referring to “the popular notion of a prophet” as “predictor

of future events” (p. i), his characterization of it is both mistaken and
misleading, at least in so far as this “notion” is based upon the Scrip-

tures. No intelligent student of the Bible will maintain that it teaches

that the prophets per se have any control—magical or otherwise—over

the future. They have no influence over events; but God has absolute

control over them. It is their function to declare the will and purpose

of God as God reveals it to them. It is this which enables them to

speak with authority. They do not, like the false prophets, speak “out

of their own heart”; on the contrary, as Orelli finely expresses it, “the

contents of the prophecy have not originated in their own reflection or

calculation: and just as little is this prophecy the product of their own
feelings, fears or hopes, but, as something extraneous to man and in-

dependent of him, it has with a Divine certainty entered the soul of

the prophet.” It is because of this that they are able to say, “thus saith

the Lord,” “the word of the Lord came unto me saying,” etc. A state-

ment having back of it nothing more than “a reasonable effort to un-

derstand the Divine mind” could hardly claim such authority. Thou-

sands of earnest Christians today make this “reasonable effort” with-

out ever dreaming of claiming for their conclusions prophetic in-

fallibility.

“The great event,” the reference is to the deliverance of Jerusalem,

“had transpired according to program, not because the prophet was

gifted with a ma^cal revelation of the future, but as the direct result

of spiritual insight. To understand God’s nature is to be in a position

to say how his providence will affect history” (p. 128). Again we meet

the word “magical” and again we ask ourselves. Can Dr. Kirk be re-

ferring to definite predictive prophecy? The second sentence in this

citation is striking. We have just read of “a reasonable effort to

understand the Divine mind.” Here we have an even stronger state-

ment. The being in a position to understand the Divine mind is here

assumed as something possible to man and Isaiah is cited as an example

of one who has attained it. This is not the way that the Bible speaks.

When man considers the heavens, the work of God’s fingers, he is

oppressed with a sense of his insignificance—What is man that thou

art mindful of him?—yet God has spread them out as a tent to dwell in,

and he will roll them up as a curtain and change them as a vestment.

Far more elusive and incomprehensible than nature is man—man with

his wonderful potentialities and powers for good or ill—man who,

created to be “lord of the world,” “for one restraint” fell from this

high estate by sinning against God. Of only One are we told that

“he knew what was in man.” Others have thought they possessed

this knowledge and found themselves mistaken. Man is the supreme

mystery and marvel of creation. But God I

—“Canst thou by searching

find out God ? Canst thou find out the Almighty to perfection ?” “Who
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hath known the mind of the Lord?” His thoughts are not man’s

thoughts. It is the sense of the glorious transcendence of God which

leads the apostle to cry out, “O the depth of the riches both of the

wisdom and knowledge of God! how unsearchable are his judgments,

and his ways past finding out!” It looks as if in the endeavor to

simplify the idea of predictive prophecy and make it more readily com-

prehensible to the modern mind. Dr. Kirk has substituted the impossible

for the possible ; human omniscience for divine revelation. It is a mis-

taken effort. His Isaiah—this man with the mind of vast range who
could read world movements like an open book—is an impossible figure.

Man can only know the nature or the purposes of God as and in the

measure that God is pleased to reveal them to him. And the Bible

insists that the reason the prophets could declare these things to men
was because God revealed them to them. They had not found them

out for themselves. God’s purpose is not like a problem in Euclid.

It is not a simple calculation in terms of moral necessity. A deep sense

of the holiness of God and of his abhorrence of sin will convince

anyone that “the soul that sinneth it shall die.” But what human in-

tellect, however much it be gifted with spiritual insight, is able to

weigh the holiness of God against his love and keep the balance true?

According to Dr. Kirk it would seem that to Isaiah it was a compar-

atively simple and obvious proposition that Assyria the incarnation of

ruthless material efficiency must perish. Yet when Jonah thought this

and was unwilling to preach to the Ninevites lest they repent and be

spared, he was signally reproved. Jerusalem was not to be impregnable

to Babylon ; Isaiah himself tells us this. What made him, then, so sure

that Assyria, which had reduced Babylon to a vassal state, and had cap-

tured Samaria, would seek in vain to take Jerusalem? There is only one

answer. He knew these things because God had revealed to him his

will and in speaking of them he used the formula of prophecy, “thus

saith the Lord.” There is nothing magical in this. It is the plain

declaration of Scripture and entirely in harmony with the supernatural

origin and character of biblical revelation.

“A genuine prophet is not one who sees a thing for the first time,

but one who sees clearly what others are seeing dimly. . . . And if we
are to realize the power and beauty of Isaiah’s predictions concerning

the Messiah we must dismiss at once the notion of some magical gift

of insight into far distant futures, and seek the true understanding in

the needs and spiritual expectancy of the godly people of his time”

(p. 166 f.). Dr. Kirk apparently accepts the dictum of the critics

—

well expressed by A. B. Davidson—that : “The prophet is always a man
of his own time, and it is always to the people of his own time that he

speaks, not to a generation long after, nor to us.” It is to be observed

that this theory of prophecy—especially as it is usually applied by the

critics—is not in accord with the Scriptures. It is of course probable

that the message of the prophets usually had reference primarily to the

duties and needs of their contemporaries, to whom they were God’s

specially accredited representatives. It was both natural and necessary
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for example that Hezekiah should consult Isaiah when the Assyrian
peril was at its height. Not to do so would imply distrust of him
both as prophet and as patriot. But it is also true that the prophets
sometimes spoke largely, if not entirely, over the heads of their im-
mediate hearers and the men of their day of events too far future to

•be of vital interest to them. A good illustration of this is Isaiah’s

“vision against Babylon’’ (chap, xiii-xiv. 23). In Isaiah’s day Assyria

was at the zenith of her power and that power continued with but little

diminution for two generations and more after his death : during this

period Babylon was little more than a vassal state—a thorn in the side

of Assyria, but too weak to be a serious rival. To the men of Isaiah’s

day this prophecy against Babylon had little meaning as compared with
the importance which it acquired in the days of the Chaldean kings.

Consequently the critics are unanimous in the opinion that this prophecy
cannot be an utterance of Isaiah. Yet the heading (xiii. i) definitely

ascribes it to Isaiah the son of Amos. And any theory of prophecy
which claims to be scriptural and to do justice to all the relevant facts

—it certainly cannot be regarded as scholarly unless it does this—must
reckon with this heading.

The explanation of the statements which we have just been dis-

cussing and of others which we cannot consider is given to us in the

Preface. There Dr. Kirk tells us that what he needed in preparing

these lectures was “a spirit for the interpretation of the larger aspects

of the great epoch’’ and that if he has been at all successful he owes
it is to the writings of Principal George Adam Smith. How fully he

has made the views of his teacher his own, does not immediately con-

cern us. Principal Smith has long been known as one of the leaders in

critical circles—not as radical as many, but a staunch advocate of the

dominant critical theory, the Wellhausen Hypothesis. The tenden-

cy of criticism is to rule out predictive prophecy and to regard the

prophets as the religious leaders of their times, men who possessed

unusual political sagacity and spiritual insight and were therefore able

to read the future in terms of high probability and moral necessity. It is

sad to find Dr. Kirk apparently willing to concede so much to these

unscriptural views. That Dr. Kirk has definitely surrendered to the

critical view of the Bible and is ready to join the forces of modern
liberalism, we do not believe. He is far too genuinely evangelical in all

his thinking for this. When he speaks of the Atonement there is no

uncertain ring in his words. He is a preacher of the Cross and he

speaks with evangelical authority. But the views which he advances

regarding prophecy and by inference regarding the consistent super-

naturalism of the Bible cannot but react unfavorably upon these vital

doctrines. If. Dr. Kirk would continue to speak with authority as a

minister of the Word, he must be willing to recognize to the full the

divine authority with which “holy men of old spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost.’’ That he will himself appreciate this is our firm

conviction.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.
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GENERAL LITERATURE
A Handbook of American Speech. By Calvin L. Lewis, Professor of

English, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. Scott, Foresman and

Company, N. Y. 1916. Pp. 246. 80 cents.

A Handbook of Oral Reading. By Lee Emerson Bassett, Associate

Professor of English in Leland Stanford Junior University.

Houghton Miflin Company, Boston. 1917. Pp. 353. $1.60.

The Technic of the Speaking Voice. By John R. Scott, A.M. Em-
eritus Professor in University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.

Published by the Author. $3.00.

Verbal expression has usually been taught by means of written

composition. While this method is the best for gaining accuracy,

clearness and finish, it tends to produce a somewhat artificial style,

not so effective in public speaking as the simple conversational style.

Nor does it help one to think on his feet and speak directly to the

audience. So it has been found necessary to supplement the written

by oral composition. Not many teachers in the schools and colleges

have been trained to give this instruction, and Prof. Lewis has tried

to produce a text book explaining the most necessary principles of

public speaking so clearly and concisely that both teachers and scholars

can understand them. The book is quite elementary, practical and

helpful in as far as it goes, best in its treatment of vocal culture and

expression. In explaining the manageemnt of the breath Prof. Lewis

makes a strange though common error in stating that the breath is

expelled by the contraction of the diaphragm, when his own diagram

shows that breath is inhaled by contraction. A third of the book is

given to phonetics and pronounciation ; but with all the detail, he does

not show the organic relation of vowel sounds, how one vowel sound

shades into another and how it is changed in unaccented syllables, and
does not recognize the vowels commonly known as short O and inter-

mediate A. The book will be helpful to the beginner or to one who
wishes to give a limited amount of time to improving his method of

speaking.

It has been found in practice that oral composition is helpful in the

expression of what is mainly intellectual. The student acquires skill

in facing an audience, thinking on his feet and stating his facts and
reasons; but he rarely uses his imagination, or expresses any feeling

beyond that of nervous excitement. Prof. Bassett has found that the

best way to quicken the imagination, broaden the sympathies and
deepen the emotions, is to read aloud with appropriate expression the

best literature, the literature that appeals to the imagination and the

emotions. In this book he explains the principles of natural expres-

sive reading. The basis of all good reading being mental he begins

with thought-getting, and the effect of clear thinking on expression

through phrasing, inflection and pitch variation. Next, as emotion is

an essential element of literature and the source of effective speech,

he shows how it is derived and how it manifests itself in speech
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through vocal energy and quality, rhythm and melody. Then, as a

well trained voice is necessary for a free and adequate expression,

some suggestions are added about voice training. The book is clear

and concise, well written and well balanced, and will repay a careful

study by those who think that the ability to speak with force and
clearness comes from the education of the intellect, imagination and
emotions.

While thought and emotion are of the first importance, their ex-

pression requires a well trained voice and a mastery of vocal technic.

The analysis of vocal expression made early in the last century by
Dr. Rush was so thorough and so correct in essentials that it has

since been the basis of all technical training in elocution. But as was
natural with a first attempt there were some mistakes in details, and
after a time the system fell into disfavor because teachers made train-

ing in technic an end instead of a means of expression. The pendulum

has now swung to the other side and mental rather than technical

training is emphasized. Both sides are needed for effective speaking,

and Prof. Scott has presented anew the philosophy of Dr. Rush with

the correction of mistakes and the additions gained from his ex-

perience and reading, and has written a remarkably clear, complete,

sensible and practical book, suited to the needs of those who wish to

develop their voices to the utmost and to use them most effectively,

and who are willing to give the necessary time and labor required.

Princeton. Henry W. Smith.

The Silver Shadow and Other Day Dreams,

The Golden Milestone,

The Luggage of Life, by F. W. Boreham, author of “The Other

Side of the Hill,” “Faces in the Fire,” “Mushrooms on the Moor,”

“Mountains in the Mist,” etc., etc. The Abingdon Press, New York,

Cincinnati, $1.25 each.

This Australian Essayist has won a large vogue in England
;
he ought

to gain an appreciative hearing in America. He is a most suggestive

writer, and the homeliest incidents, the common everyday occurrences,

suggest lessons of strength, courage and faith. A wide reading furnishes

most appropriate illustrations and the “old faith” is kept constantly be-

fore the reader. The Author is a preacher of the Gospel and his is a

helpful ministry. These are good books to take on a vacation.

What is National Honor? The Challenge of the Reconstruction by

Perla Leo Perea; with special introduction by Norman Angell,

New York: The Macmillan Company.

This is an earnest effort to answer the question of the title of the

book by showing that national honor is an elusive and elastic national

emotion which makes war inevitable. The remedy: to teach “the man
of the streets” an enthusiastic all-controlling emotion for Internation-

alism. It is scholarly and like the book which President Lincoln com-

mented upon, will doubtless convince certain people. Surely a Nation
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may have a high sense of its honor without acting as a brigand towards

other nations, as witness our own country throughout its history. In-

ternationalism may be the cure for the sordid selfishness and brutality

of Germany, but a more practical and effective way is a return to the

teaching of Luther and Schiller. A family that would be all that it

might be to a community, must nourish, develop and maintain its family

life. The injunction of the Apostle “he that careth not for his own,”

etc., applies to nations as well as individuals.

Ashbourne, Pa. Richard Montgomery.

The Coming Day. By the Rev. Oscar L. Joseph, Author of “The Faith

and the Fellowship,” “Essentials of Evangelism,” etc. George H.

Doran Company, New York.

The World War gave a needed shock to a great deal of conventional

religious thinking and there is need of a similar shock to much of our

religious practice. There has been plenty of loose thinking and a good

many have spoken “unadvisedly with their mouths.” In the beginning

there were those who asked “Has Christianity failed?” and those who
confidently asserted that it had failed. Later it was asked “Why does

not God stop this terrible carnage?” Now we are told that our soldiers

are coming back dissatisfied and forever done with the Churches as

they have been ; and every Pastor is discovering that the boys who went

to France from active service and regular attendance in our Churches

are coming back to those Churches, and are glad to get back. At the

same time there is a marvelous revival of spiritualism and an extreme

Pre-Millinarianism is preached. In the midst of this Babel of un-

satisfying voices, it is a relief to read these sane, scholarly and reverent

studies. They have grown out of a series of sermons preached in

answer to the questions called out by the war conditions. The titles

of the chapters are : “The End of the World” ; “Who is Antichrist” ?

“Armageddon”; “The Millenium”; “The Judgment”; “The Second Ad-
vent”; “Immortality”; “Heaven”; “Christ or Chaos.” Neither the

Post- nor the Pre-Millinarian will find an ally in the author. Even if

one cannot accept all the conclusions, the book repays the reading; there

is evidence of reverent duty, the Word of God is presented as the final

standard and Christ is honored. This is especially true of the last

chapter. It is a good book to commend to thoughtful inquirers.

Ashbourne, Pa. Richard Montgomery.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE
American Church Monthly, New York, August: Latta Griswold,

The Church and Reconstruction ; Charles C. Marshall, The Pro-
posals: Constitutional Bars; William S. Bishop, Council and Creed of

Nicea; Walter O. Kinsolving, The Gospel according to St. John;
Ernest Pugh, Church’s Teaching of the Seven Sacraments. The Same,
September: J. G. H. Barry, On Taking the Whole Thing; Hamilton
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Schuyler, Psychological Barriers to Reunion; Marshall M. Day,
Prayer Book Revision and the Mission Church; Albert Farr, The
Kenotic Theory; Arthur Chase, Apocalyptic Literature in the Bible;

E. DE S. JuNY, Sources of the Coverdale Bible.

American Journal of Theology, Chicago, July: Ernest Thomas,
Church Union in Canada; Douglas C. Macintosh, Troeltsch’s Theory
of Religious Knowledge; J. M. Powis Smith, Conservatism of Early

Prophecy; Frederic Palmer, Comparison of the Synoptic, Pauline, and
Johannine Conceptions of Jesus; A. S. Woodburne, Relation of Re-

ligion to Instinct; William Muss-Arnolt, Puritan Efforts and Strug-

gles; J. M. Powis Smith, Genetic Study of Jewish Tradition; George

A. Barton, History of Religion Studies
; Clayton R. Bowen, Books on

the Historicity of Jesus; Gerald B. Smith, Modern Thinking Concern-

ing God.

Bibliotheca Sacra, Oberlin, July: W. H. Griffith Thomas, The Vic-

torious Life (i)
;
David A. McClenahan, Fundamental Differences be-

tween Pre- and Post-Millennialists ; Newton Wray, Mission of the

Church; Harold M. Wiener, Religion of Moses.

Church Quarterly Review, London, July: Arthur C. Headlam,
The Ecclesiastical Commission; Alfred E. Garvie, Pauline Christology;

J. C. Pringle, Methods of Social Work; Edwyn Bevan, The Problem

of the New Germany; James Cooper, Present Position of Negotiations

for Presbyterian Reunion in Scotland; Darwell Stone, Present Pros-

pects of Reunion with the East; Alexander Nairne, The Fourth

Gospel.

Constructive Quarterly, New York, September: W. Douglas Mac-
kenzie, If The Church Were One; L. Venard, Bible Study Among
French Catholics; T. B. Kilpatrick, The Church of the Twentieth Cen-

tury; CuTHBERT H. Turner, Ministries of Women in the Primitive

Church ;
David H. Greer, The Church as a Personality ; S. A. B. Mercer,

The Church in the Future; Gilbert C. Binyon, Christians and the Mis-

sionary Aspects of Socialism; Leonid Turkevich, The Spirit of the

Orthodox Church Service; C. J. Cadoux, The Subjective Element in

Churchmanship.

East & West, London, July: G. L. King, The Local Church and its

Activities; Percy Dearmer, The Call of the Far; A. D. Martin, In-

fluence of Holy Spirit in Missionary Enterprise; Noel Marsh, A Day
of Opportiuiity at Delhi; Mark N. Trollope, Progress in Corea;

H. Austin, Christian Education in Southern India; R. Sinclair, De-

velopment of a Mass Movement Church.

Expositor, London, July; G. H. Box, Permanent Value of the Old

Testament in the Light of Criticism; James Moffatt, Tertullian on

the Lord’s Prayer ; Herbert G. Wood, Logic and Pessimism
;
Rendel

Harris, Jesus and the Exodus ; T. H. Weir, Jesus’ Thought of His

Death. The Same, August: Adam C. Welch, The Prophets and the

World-Order; Maurice Jones, New Chronology of the Life of St.

Paul; C. Anderson Scott, Communion of the Body; Rendel Harris,
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Religious Meaning of I Peter 5:5; F. R. Tennant, ‘Development’ of

Doctrine ; E. J. Goodspeed, Original Conclusion of Mark.

Expository Times, Edinburgh, June: Notes of Recent Exposition:

H. J. WOTHERSPOON, Mission of Rededication; F. R. Tennant, Psych-

ology of Sin ; John A. F. Gregg, A Study of the Parable of the Labour-

ers in the Vineyard. The Same, July: Notes of Recent Exposition;

J. M. Shaw, The Christian Hope; H. J. Wicks, Possibility of Tempta-

tion in the Life of our Lord; S. Langdon, Babylon and ‘The Land Be-

yond the River’; F. R. Tennant, The Problem of Pain and Suffering.

The Same, August: Notes of Recent Exposition; A. G. Hogg, Sugges-

tions toward a New Liturgical ‘Credo’; A. R. Gordon, The Peace of

Jesus; Stanley A. Cook, Religion and Reality; F. R. Tennant, The
Problem of the Existence of Moral Evil.

Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, July: George Hodges,

Validity of Non-Episcopal Ordination; Ephraim Emerton, The First

European Congress; James B. Pratt, Some Psychological Aspects of

the Belief in Immortality; William H. Johnson, Is the Design Argu-

ment Dead?; Edward F. Hayward, The Reconstruction of Religion.

International Journal of Ethics, Concord, July: Boyd H. Bode, Jus-

tice Holmes on Natural Law and the Moral Ideal; Victor S. Yarros,

Socialism and Individualism in Evolution
;
M. L. Eastwood, The Im-

plication of Good; H. M. Hallen, “In the Hope of the New Zion’’;

E. S. P. Haynes, A League of Nations; A. K. Rogers, Principles of

Moral Legislation; Henry C. Corrance, The Church and Divorce.

Interpreter, London, July: A. H. McNeile, The Missionary Idea in

the Old Testament; Arthur Wright, “Destroy this Temple”; A. E. J.

Rawlinson, “Conceived by the Holy Ghost”
;
H. D. A. Major, How to

Teach the Doctrine of the Trinity; T. F. Royds, Judaising Christians,

Ancient and Modern; S. P. T. Prideaux, What Christianity Is, Means,

and Requires; J. C. Hardwick, Some Recent Tendencies in Science;

Maurice A. Canney, The Study of Hebrew; Percival Gough, Neglect

of Comparative Religion; Cyril E. Hudson, Then and Now, the

Church’s Task.

Jewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia, July: Harry A. Wolfson,

Note on Crescas’ Definition of Time; Harry Friedenwald, Note on

The Importance of the Hebrew Language in Mediaeval Medicine;

Meyer Waxman, Philosophy of Don Hasdai Crescas; Solomon Zeit-

LiN, Megillat Taanit as a Source for Jewish Chronology and History in

the Hellenistic and Roman Periods; Jacob Hoschander, Book of

Esther in the Light of History; Jacob Mann, Responsa of the Baby-

lonian Geonim as a Source of Jewish History.

Journal of Negro History, Lancaster, July: Charles H. Wesley,
The Employment of Negroes as Soldiers in the Confederate Army;
William L. Imes, Legal Status of Free Negroes and Slaves in Ten-

nessee; C. G. Woodson, Negro Life and History in the Schools; Letters

of Negro Migrants of 1916-18.

London Quarterly Review, London, July: The Bishop of London
and Wesleyan Reunion : A Symposium

; F. W. Orde Ward, Christ and
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St. Paul the Epi-Christ; Isaiah Parker, Methodism in English Liter-

ature; James Lindsay, Philosophical Influences in Modern European
Literature; Basil St. Cleather, A Great Religious Revival; E. J. B.

Kirtlan, The Works of Cynewulf
; St. Nihal Singh, Caste and the

New Indian Constitution.

Lutheran Church Review, Philadelphia, July: H. Offermann, Be-
tween the Testaments; H. E. Jacobs, Evangelical Evangelism;
H. Brueckner, How the Relation between Church and State in Ger-
many will be Affected by the Revolution

;
Emil G. H. Kraeling, Bib-

lical Aspects of the “Amurru” Theory; C. Theodore Benze, A Stroll

into By-Paths; A. Weber, Lutheran Worship in America; F. P. May-
ser. What Does the Bible Teach concerning Prayers for the Dead?
John W. Haas, The Real Democratic Education.

Lutheran Quarterly, Gettysburg, July: J. A. Clutz, The United

Lutheran Church in America
; William E. Fischer, Christ’s Return to

Judgment; Arthur J. Hall, “Life”; J. L. Neve, The Union Move-
ment between Lutherans and Reformed; J. M. Hantz, God in His

Revealed Perfections the Object of Worship; William E. Eyster,

Doctrine of Sanctification as Taught by the Sacred Scriptures and
Lutheran Theology.

Methodist Quarterly Review, Nashville, July: George T. Ladd,

Modern Theism; J. H. Light, God of My Life; Henry C. Sheldon,

The Virgin Birth, its Significance and Historical Credulity; W. E.

Forsythe, Christology of Redemption
; H. M. DuBose, Basis of the

Kenosis
;
Curran Pope, Function of Pain

; Karl C. Harrington, Uni-

fication and the Negro; J. M. Hawley, What the Higher Critic Must
Reckon with; Frank C. Thomas, Methodism and Church Unity.

Methodist Review, New York, July-August: C. T. Winchester, A
New England Mystic; Charles M. Stuart, The Scottish Paraphrases;

Edward L. Pell, Can the Church Help Settle the Labor Question?;

E. F. Tittle, Priest or Prophet?; H. M. McCracken, A Catechism of

Education; William H. Brooks, Meditation; Charles B. Dalton,

Some Implications of Democracy; D. J. Burrell, Is Patriotism a Saving

Grace?

Monist, Chicago, July: John Laird, The Law of Parsimony; Bert-

rand Russell, Philosophy of Logical Atomism : Theory of Types and

Symbols. Excursus into Metaphysics; Wm. Montgomery McGovern,

Notes on Mahayana Buddhism
;
Emile Boutroux, Science and Religion

;

S. N. Patten, Genesis of Consciousness.

Moslem World, Cooperstown, July: Edwin M. Poteat, The Lure of

the Difficult; Robert T. McCutchen, Islam in the Philippine Islands;

Basil Mathews, Women in the Near East; A. J. P. French, Wanted

—a More Vigorous Policy; E. M. Wherry, Christ Superior to Moham-
med; Frank L. Nunn, Islam in the Fiji Islands; Isaac Mason, A
Chinese Tract from Tientsin

;
D. M. Donaldson, A Great Venture in

Khorasan ; C. Stanley G. Mylrea, Politico-Religious Situation in

Arabia Today.

Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, July: Philip Vollmer, His-
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torical Background of the Apostolic Church; James Crawford, A Re-

markable Discovery in the New Testament Record; H. A. Gerdsen,

Christianity and Freedom
;
Edwin W. Bowen, Joel Chandler Harris,

A Faithful Interpreter of the Negro; Frank K. Hoffman, Franklin

and Marshall College and the War; Richard Roberts, The New Life;

James D. Buhrer, Experience of Sin, Prehistoric in its Origin;

Theodore F. Herman, The New Freedom.

Review and Expositor, Louisville, July : James Stalker, Kant on

Perpetual Peace; A. L. Vail, Parents as Evangelists; W. E. Henry,

Christ’s Resurrection and the New Life; John T. Christian, Religion

of Thomas Jefferson; H. L. Winburn, Some Revelations and Por-

tents of the World War as Related to Missions
;
F. Rawlinson, Amer-

ica’s Helping Hand in China; John A. Faulkner, Some Facts about

the Apostolic Church.

Southwestern Journal of Theology, Fort Worth, July; J. B. Tid-

well, Our Seminary a School of Christ; Leonard W. Riley, Our
Freedom in Christ Jesus; George B. Eager, Resurrection of Jesus and

Modern Thought; J. B. Rounds, The New Science of Pneumatology

;

W. T. Conner, Call to the Work of the Ministry; W. A. Jarrell,

Redemption of Sex
;
C. B. Williams, Expository Outlines on Philip-

pians.

Union Seminary Review, Richmond, July: Walter L. Lingle, A Re-

view of the New Orleans Assembly of 1919; James H. Snowden, One
Hundred and Thirty-first General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

U. S. A.; Thomas C. Johnson, Religion in Russia, Past, Present and

Future; James H. McNeilly, Robert A. Webb.
Yale Review, New Haven, July; Henry C. Emery, Under Which

King, Bezonian ? ;
Henry A. Beers, Roosevelt as Man of Letters

;

Walter Lippmann, The Peace Conference; William O. Stevens, The
Sword of Democracy

;
William B. Cairns, Walt Whitman

;
Gordon H.

Gerould, Practical Education; Frederick S. Dickson, A Famous Indian

Dictionary; Lee W. Dodd, Foes of the Spirit; Frederick E. Pierce,

New Poets in a New Age; Arthur Whiting, The Mechanical Player;

Brander Matthews, The Pleasant Land of Scribia.

Bilychnis, Roma, Giugno: Giuseppi Renst, Metafisica e lirica; Dino
Provenzal, Ascensione eroica; Giovanni Pioli, Una lettera inedita del

P. Giorgio Tyrell a un gruppo di modernisti italiani
;
Mario Falchi,

C’ e una spiegazione logica della vita?; Carlo Wagner, Odiare padre

e madre?
Ciencia Tornista, Madrid, Julio-Agosto : Luis G. Alonso Getino,

Centenario y Cartulario de nuestra Communidad (con.)
; J. M. Voste,

La Iglesia en la epistola a los Efesios; Albert Colunga, El Cardenal

Cayetano y los problemas de introduccion biblica; Manuel M. Mar-
tinez, De historia hispanoamericana

; Jose Pomer, Canonico.

Gereformeerd Theologisch Tijdschrift, Baarn, Juni: T. Hoekstra,

De Verklaring van den tekst; H. W. Smit, lets over de methaphysica

der moderne theologie in Nederland. The Same, Juli-Augustus

:

S. Greydanus, Rationes (redenen) voor den duur van onzes Heilands
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ambtsbediening op aarde; H. W. Smit, lets over de methaphysica der

moderne theologie in Nederland (vervolg.).

Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne, Mai-Juin; Jean
DE LA Harpe, Le conflit de I’esprit religieux et de I’esprit scientifique;

Charles Martin, Les Lollards; Samuel Gagnebin, Recherche; Louis

Goumaz, Les consolations d’un Romain.
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